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• Dai ly  Hei.°iillt makes Switch to afternoons 
The Terrace-Kitimat Daily Herald will become an 
afternoon ewspaper, Herald General Manager Knox 
Coupland announced today. 
The changeover f om a morning to an afternoon 
paper will take place at the end of September. 
Coupland said the move is being made to offer better 
service to readers here. 
"It  will both allow us to give greater and more 
immediate coverage to local events, as well as more 
up to date coverage of national and international 
news,"Coupland said. 
Herald Editor Grog Middietou explained that with 
the hews deadlines for a morning newspaper you do 
not always have the time to deal with all the stories 
14Flavors 
BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Boffles 
4636 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open 10 a.m.-6 p.m. dally except Sunday' 
which come out of evening meetings. 
"Many of the decisions made by local politicians are 
announced in the evening sessions of city council and 
school board, "Middleton said. "With an evening 
deadline you sometimes have to defer certain stories 
for a day." 
Middleton stressed that even when the stories, had to 
be left for a day, a daily newspaper still got readers 
the !nfbrmation faster than a weekly could and dealt 
with stories in more detail than radio and television 
were capable of. 
"The afternoon paper, with a morning deadline, will 
allow reporters to complete stories from the night 
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before and then go on to reaction and follow-up 
stories." Middleton said. 
In addition to better local coverage, Middieton oted 
that most of the stories which affect the majority of 
Canadians break in the East in the morning and come 
across the Canadian Press wire in time for an af- 
ternoon paper in the West. 
" I t  will give us more of what are called 'today' 
stories, more current stories," Middieton stated. 
Coupland added •that another consideration for the. 
change was that in this climate it was sometimes just 
too cold for the youngsters to go out and deliver the 
paper in the morning. He said he felt that an af- 
ternoon paper, delivered by the carriers as soon as 
i 
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they get dut of school, would be more reliable. 
"This decision is not being made lightly, "Coupland 
said. "We have span~ the last year looking into 
production schedules and news coverage with aneye 
to improving the paper." 
Couplandsaid he is aware that many people do like 
to read their morning Herald over c~fee but with the 
additional ocal coverage in the paper, and as the 
paper continues to grow, it had to turn to an afternoon 
publication in order to deal with both the amount oC 
news and the problems of delivery. 
The Terraco-Kitinmt Daily Herald will start ap- 
pearing on the news stands at about 3 p,m, and he 
delivered to your home by 5 p,m, as of Oct 1. 
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RilPEBT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
seal Cove Rd., Pr. Rupert 
624-5639 
WE BUY oopper, brass, all metals , 
i batteries, etc. Oall ee - We are 
cpen lion. tkrougk Sat., 0 a.m.-6 p.m, 
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Kitimat department store still mystery 
Wld le  But¢ll Faerie supervises work on the new Overweightea store in the City Centre Mall his dog, Thunder, stands guard 
Gov't covers deficit 
government said hospltal 
budget increases would he 
limited to 5.5 per cent over 
the previous budget. This 
limit was increased to7.5 per 
cent under pressure and the 
last budget speech indicated 
a further ~5 million would 
ha available to cover the 
previous year's deficits. 
" In  spite of these 
measures, it would appear 
that honpltek continue to 
experience difficulties," 
McClelland said in his letter. 
"They also are experiencing 
a cash flow problem and 
accumulating a deficit based 
on the current approved 
1970-80 budgets. 
"Since our present funding 
mechanism does not easily 
identify variations in in- 
divldnal hospitals, I believe 
it is necessary for this one 
time only to cover 1978.79 
overexpendituros." 
VICTORIA (CP) - -A l l  
hospital deficits for the 1978- 
79 budget year will he paid 
by the provincial govern- 
meat, says Health Minister 
Bob blcCteltand. 
McCleiknd outlined the 
changein policy in a letter to 
all hospital boards which 
said the deficits would be 
added to the hospitaf's base 
budgets for the foliow~ 
fiscal year as well. 
In November, the 
Hospitals here saying 
they are in the black 
The governmer~'s decision 
to bail out hospitals with 
money problems has lelt the 
By ED YUDIN Kitimat General Hospital ministrator of Kitimat 
Herald 8taft Wfltcr md Mills Memorial Hospital General Hospital is satisfied 
in Terrace in good financial with the current finoncial 
shape at least for the time position of his hospital, but 
being, adds he doesn't see any 
particular change in Me- 
However, while both in- Clelland's approach. 
stitutiom are now running a "The only thing we see is 
surplus, they take a different that. he'll be a bit more 
view of the new financing reasonable and flexible,"he 
approach adopted by Health said, "Now we'll he ex- 
Minister BOb McClelinnd, pected to pay our way. He 
According to.Wayne Epp, says ff you have a deficit 
flw chairman of the Mills from now'on, he won't bail 
Seven 
convicted 
of arson Memorial Hospital board, the new approach should 
eliminate the need for extra 
subsidies.. He says In the 
past the government has 
looked at budget propamis 
md then slashed items they 
considered unnecessary. 
This generally resulted in 
financial shortfall. Now, 
says Epp, the proposed 
Imdgein are generally being 
approved, though the 
~vernment claims it won't 
bail the institution out if it 
mno overbudget in future. 
"We're very much in 
favour of this," he said. "It's 
something we can live with." 
• Epp explained that the 
6overnment is funding ac- 
tuai casts, instead of 
slashing budget proposals. 
Jack Green, the ad. 
you out." 
Green pointed out that 
sometimes hospitals ex- 
perience ' deficits for 
"reasons beyond our con- 
trol." For example in some 
cases, special treatment for 
patients require initial ex. 
pendituros in the area of 
MOO. This kind of emergency 
can't be predicted. 
He said the government is 
general!y, "not very hard to 
Bet along with" and there 
are no problems this year. 
"In our case, the adjustment 
we got brought us on the 
fight side of LB0,000."Thls 
surplus enabled the Kitimai 
General Hospital to pay off 
earlier accumulated ebts, 
leaving a total surplus of 
M',000. 
NEI~ON, B.C. (CP) - -  
Seven  Sons of Freedom 
Doukh0bors were found 
guilty in county court here 
ThUrsday of one charge ach 
d attempted arson. 
Sentence will ha handed 
down Oct, 19, 
The verdict by Judge 
Kenneth Houghton came 
alter I t-3 days of testimony. 
Throughout he trial, the 
defendants sat naked and 
sang Russian hymns before 
each court session. 
Couriwse told that on May 
lg the seven came to the 
home of South Slocan 
resident and Orthodox 
Doukheber Joe Podovinikoff. 
Gasoline was spilled ou the 
home and matches were lit, 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
Kitimat will be getting 
a new department store 
as part of its expansion i  
the City Centre Mall, but 
Jim • Alexson a 
spokesman for the 
Cloverlawn Investment 
company would not 
divulge the name of the 
company except to say 
'~ve are in conversation 
now with them." 
"As we continue to find 
tenants, we are going .to 
continue to build,"he 
said. "We're well under 
const ruct ion ,  and 
building a number of 
Terrace shoppers 
to get new mal l  
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
While Kitimat is expanding its central shopping 
core, Terrace is not lagging far behind. In fact, a new 
shopping centre will he going up opposite the Skeena 
Mall. 
The same company responsible for the expansion ct 
K i t im~t~tre~/ ta l l ,  Clover~...Wn. Investment, is 
developi~g~t~fie~v '' two~tb~y--dE~p'pihg centre on 
Lakese. 
"We'll have the bids for this new project here in 
the office on Sept.2?,"says Cloverlawn construction 
manager Bob Groves. "We don't know at this point 
who we will he awarding the construction project o. 
Cloverlawn, who own the 14,000 square-foot lot, are 
the developers. The new shopping centre will lease 
offices on the upper floor with the merchants located 
on the ground. Groves wouldn't reveal who the 
tenants were, though he said it is likely a new bank 
branchwillbecoming to Terrace. There will also be a 
major drug store chain and at least one restaurant 
possibly Mr. Mikes moving frmn their old premises 
down the street. He says the old shopping centre"will 
be upgraded." 
"We think Terrace is going ahead and in two years 
down the road we think it'll be underbuilt, not over- 
built." he concluded. 
rosier'buildings in the 
new complex, the.largest 
¢~ which i s  the new . 
Overweightea store." 
Paving on the site 
should begin, shortly, 
according to Alexson. 
The entire expansion 
project, excluding the 
new department store, 
will cost in the neigh- 
hourhood of $6 to $6 
million. The construction 
manager for Cloverlawn, 
Bob Groves, says the $I 
million Overweightea 
project should be com- 
pleted by Sept. 30, the 
new addition to the 
Northwest Community 
College will be ready by 
mid-Octeher, at a cost of 
$250,000. Another $250,000 
lot, including a Redwood 
Foods store, should he 
ready .around the 'same 
date. A new $500,000 
contract has Just been 
awarded fo r  another 
complex to include a 
major drag store, bakery 
-and delicatessen. A 
completion date of mid- 
November has been set. 
In total the new con- 
struction will .this year 
take in 95,000 square feet. 
Originally the land was 
owned by Alean who sold 
it for $I square foot to 
municipality. The land 
was then sold in turn to 
the development com- 
pany, with the 
municipality obliged to 
provide public utilities as 
its major expense. 
DC 9 ceiling lifted 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  A At a news conference 
low flying ceiling imposed on Thursday evening at its 
Air Canada DC-9 aircraft for Dorvai maintenance base, 
safety reasons following a company engineers at- 
near-dlsaster Monday has tempted to explain how tiny 
been removed effective at 6 cracks in the rear bulkhead 
a.m. EDT today, the airline spread enough to cause a 
has announced, rear emergency door to fly 
The national carrier's 43 cut and trip a cable which 
DC-Os had been ordered to released the tall cone. 
fly at25,000 feet-- 10,000 feet "We're satisfied that we 
lower than usual-- to reduce have no aircraft flying with 
stress on the pianos after an .vulnerable cracks in the 
air seal broke last Monday bulkhead," said Derek Bone, 
and blow a nine-metre taft vice-president of main. 
cone off an airborne plane 
and Into the Atlantic Ocean. 
The airplane was II 
minutes out of Boston 
heading for Halifax when the 
mishap occurred. 
Escaping air pressure 
sucked out a liquor cart, but 
except for a stewardess who 
was slightly hurt, no one was 
injured. 
tenasee. 
However, six aircraft will 
not be put back into service 
until "tiny" cracks 
discovered in their rear 
bulkheads in susequeat x- 
rays have been repaired, he 
said. 
Those planes will be 
released for service during 
the day today, while the Jet 
which lost its tail cone will be 
out of operation for a couple 
of months, he said. 
Bone said that after 
Monday's incident, Air 
Canada developed a mniti- 
faceted, in-house system for 
inspecting pressure areas.: 
Previously, only a single: 
head-on x-ray was used. 
"We found that this 
method is not infallible," 
said Bose. "Now, cracks 
that could escape attention. 
are now showing up quite 
clearly." 
The whole fleet of class 32 ! 
DC.Os will be given this fine. 
tooth comb treatment over 
the next 15 days, he said, 
Bill Ramnge, director of 
maintenance quality, could 
not say how the crack that 
shows up on routine x.rays of 
the bulkhead taken four 
months ago was missed. 
Refugees on way here 
By ERLEENCOMEAU through them, said on the arrival and sorting Although donations to still quite vague and the 
Herald Staff Writer Vanderwal Thursday. out of the families at the set up housekeeping for group is unable at this 
Temporary airport, the needy families has time to determine 
The community of arrangements havebeen been good, Vanderwal whether or not era- 
Terrace will be made to house the 17 The boat people were rays they are stilllacking ployment situations can 
welcoming its first Ind- newcomers and Van- due to arrive Thursday 
Chinese refugees as early derwal says,"we have lint due to transportation bedding and beds. be established, he said. 
as this weekend, says more offers than people." problems they have still The three families The sponsors are 
John  Vanderwa i CMHC is unable to not arrived in Canada to arriving have a total of nervous, as they are quite 
spokesman for the supply apartment units be screened at one of the nine children ranging unsure of what to feed 
Chr is t ian Reformed for the families until two staging areas where from one year to 16years them and how difficult 
Church. sometime in October so they spend their first 48 ct age. Toys and other communication will be, 
families here have hours in the country, articles for these children Vanderwal said. 
would be greatly ap- Assistance for the The Christian Refer- opened their homes, he Vanderwal is op- preciated, r, aid Van- group may be directed to 
mad Church has recently said. timistic they will arrive derwai. 
been notified that three The group has been in Terrace via CPA Norm Mantel at 6~-5226 
families have been 'able to arrange for in- sometime on Saturday or The occupation of the or John Vanderwal 635- 
selec ted to be placed here terpreters to assist them Sunday. heads of the families is 3929. 
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Taxes said help'ing,mining firms NEWS BRIEFS 
ASHCROFT, B.C. (CP) -- 
The provincial government 
la using taxpayers' money to 
uve millions of dollars for 
mining cenpaniee In the 
"Highland Valley, says 
municipal officials. 
They say Victoria will be 
contributing heavily for 
rosidenilal services uch as 
schools, ahospital and water, time, has put about ~.5 million 
and sewer services at .an Not only is the money a 'into the community. 
instant town so the com- hidden subsidy, they say, it The United Steelworkers 
panios don't have to pay for is also heln8 wasted on of America rgues that since 
their employees' travelling services which already exkt the operation began, the 
in established communites company has saved between 
surrounding the valley such ~0 million and ;40 million in 
as Aechroft, Kamloopo and travel-t ime payments 
share of the new employees 
in the valley, south of here, 
He said housing subsidies, 
in the form of interest.free 
loans, are being given by 
companies only to those 
employees who choose to llve 
Alberta loses money Mer~tt. . 
' . The complaints centre on 
EDMONTON (~P) --  The pairs were made to frozen Syncrado at the time would' further open-pit copper 
Alberta heritage savings equipment, probably handle their share mining in the valley and 
that fund was frozen out of Barr was explaining a of the cost differently, proposed expansion of Logan Lake, a company town 
~mcrndomore than 14 million by ~,039,-000 Ices reported In writeoffaBecause of various ,tax developed bv Lornex, a 
Canada Ltd. this the ~,.billion trust fund's allowed oil corn- subsidiary ~" the British- spring but other partners in quarterly report for the panics haring the Syncrude, owned Rio Tints mining con- the oil-sands project may three months ended June 30. venture they may not as- 
lave been luckier. The Ices represented the todly show a loss for the Elomerate. 
Public relations official provincial government's I0- year due to Syncrude. Logan Lake is about 15 
per.cent share, through the minutes drive from the mine 
sites while Ashcroft is 30 
minutes away, Merrit is 4S 
John Barr said winter 
freedng threw a monkey fund, of the cost of Syncrnde 
wrench into Syncrude's at the time of mechanical 
production plans. Instead of problems. 
churning out up to 100,-000 Barr said it turned up as a 
barrels of synthetic crude oil loss on the trust fund report 
a day the plant was "limping but other companies who 
along on one line" while re. owned percentages of 
Canada-Cities Services 
Ltd. has said it will probably 
report aless at the end of this 
year In the Synernde venture 
but Cities Services officials 
in Tulsa, Okla., declined to 
elaborate. 
minutes away and Kanflonpe 
is an hour away. 
Logan Lake Mayor Marie 
King, the wife of a Lornex 
executiv~ said the company 
V I I  [] n l i ~  ~ V l i /  
ONLY 
• , SAVE 
because of the existence of 
Logan Lake. 
Vince K ingsbury ,  
president of the 
Steelworkers local at Lor- 
nex, says other mining com- 
panies coming into the valley 
will get an even better deal. 
Highmont, controlled by 
Vancouver-based Teck 
Corp., has announced a new 
project in the valley. Valley 
Copper is .due to announce 
work on a new property and, 
Lernex is considering an" 
expansion that will add to its 
work force of about 500. 
Highmo~t will come into 
the valley "scot-free", said 
Kingahury, 
"They are not goIng to put 
out a cent," he said. "We 
need another fire hall, a high 
school, a hospital, but the 
people are going to he paying 
from now nn." 
Under existing provincial 
government schemes, most 
of the capital costs of schools 
• and sewer and water ser- 
vices are paid for by the 
government. 
If all the mining company 
plane go ahead, said Mayor 
King, Logan Lake expects 
another 900 homes in the 
next hree years, At present, 
there area 400, including 
apartments and mobile 
home lots. 
• Ashcroft Mayor Ward 
Bishop said his community 
already has a hospital which 
is not fully used, empty 
school space and a sewer 
system built for a larger 
population i  anticipation of 
a massive British Columbia 
Hydro development a Hat 
Creek. " 
With that development 
new appearing to be a long 
way off, Ashcroft could ease 
its tax burden by taking a 
in Logan Lake. 
"We are not trying to 
dictate where people should 
live," he said. "We are 
saying simply that people 
should be free to .choose 
where they live and the basis 
on which they make their 
choice whould he as fair and 
equal as possible. 
"If the mining companies 
paid the whole shot, I Would 
not raise my voice." 
Mayor Bob Baird of 
Merritt, who works at the 
Cralgmont mine, outside the 
Highland Valley, said "it has 
been my understanding 
since day one that Logan 
Lake was a mistake." 
"I don't agree with the use 
of provincial tax dollars to 
continue the problem," he 
said. "the more money the 
province sinks in up there, 
the more they are going to 
have to spend. The next step 
will be improvements to the 
school, then perhaps a mai l  
regional hospital." 
Mrs. King said. mining 
companies are only trying to 
create ahappy work force by 
locating h.omee close to 
work. 
"The man who is going out 
and making aliving can stay 
in bed later in the morning 
and get back to his family 
earlier at night if he only has 
10 miles to drive to work." 
John Anderson, manager 
of Highmont, said his 
company has no plans to 
contribute towards facilities 
in Logan Lake. 
"There is an existing vii. 
lsge," he said, "It is not like 
establishing a new com- 
munity. 
"We will contribute to 
supplying employment for 
people in the province and 
contributing to the tax 
base." 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Reacting to U,S. government 
anti.inflaUon policies that 
have driven up interest rates 
in the "money market," 
mast of the top 10' banks in 
the U.S. on Thursday raised 
their prime lending rates to 
13Y4 per cent. 
Chemical Bank started the 
quarter-point boost on 
Wednesday, The sixth- 
largest bank in the U.S. was 
Joined Thursday by No. I 
Bank of America of San 
Francisco, No. 3 Chase 
Manhattan, No. 5 Mo~ 
Guaranty Trust, No. 7 
Continental Illinois of 
Chicago, No. 8 Rankers 
Trust and No. 9 First 
National d Chicago. 
More major banks are ex- 
pected to Join the move to the 
record-high rate in a few 
days. 
The prime rate -- the rate 
binka charge for loans to 
their most credit-worthy 
corporate borrowers-- lathe 
basis banks use in setting 
interest rates. 
Bokassa loses job 
PARIS (Reuter) --  A 
Parisbased news agency 
said Thursday that Emperor 
Bokassa of the Central 
African Empire had been 
overthrown, but there was no 
immediate confirmation of 
the report. 
The report came from the 
Agenee Tranaeontinentale 
do Presse, a French agency 
with a special interest in 
African affairs. 
Two hours after the 
agency dispatch was losu~l~ 
the French foreiJn minktcy 
said it was unaware of 
anything unusual haPPnning 
in Bangul, capital of the 
former French colony. 
U.S. promises move 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
The United States will act on 
its own to alter the status quo 
if negotiations on Soviet 
troops in Cuba fail, 
President Carter told 
congressional leaders 
Thursday. 
Reporting this, White 
House press secretary Jedy 
Powell said Carter, who has 
said he will not accept he 
status quo in Cuba, told the 
congressional leaders the 
situation could be changed 
through negotiations "or by 
action on our'pert." 
A White House official, 
who asked not to be named, 
emphasized that no direct 
military action against 
either Cuba or the Soviet 
Union was eontomplsted. 
Chouinard gets job 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Mr. The 50-ycar-old Judge was 
Justice Julien Chouinard, said to be wooed by Prime 
Minister Clark in his cam- 
reported to have turned paign to attract French- 
down a seat in the Senate this speaking Quebecers Into his 
summer, has accepted an government. :,,.Conservative 
eppointmen.t to the Supreme tour.can .~ ,  the~ time said 
court of Canada, Justice ;udge Ch~i~ina|;d would have 
Minister Jacques Flybn an- ~come justice minister ffhe 
nounced Thursday. accepted the Senate posting. 
'tom the 
:hicken Colonel 
NESTEA 
lOEB TEA i l l  
Tropl cat blend with 
natural fruit flavours. 
24 oz. tin 
Kmart Reg. Prl¢~'l'.9~"~'i!~ 
SATURDAY ONLY 
lS ' 
DUNOAN HINES 
OAKE MIXES 
103 oz. boxes of Oel~e I I 
cake mixes. Yellow, Spice, 
White, Devil's Food and Fudge 
marble.-~ 
SATURDAY ONLY 
¢ 
7?Oh 
~ [LEEHEX BOUTIQUE 
NAPKINS 
~!~i 150table napkins 
2 i~Y. Assorted 
*ii~ii! ! deslgns and colours 
.eg. 
Kmart Price1.39 " 
~i 
:il SAT"  OOe I 
HERITAGE 
TEA TOWELS 
LInt free, super 
absorbent, durable 
and decorative. 
Kma rt Reg. 
Low Price .57 
SAT. 
o. Y 33'.. 
ARTIO POWER XE 
LAUNDRY DETERGENT 
The cold water 
specla list with extra 
cleaning energy. 
6 Lltre 
Reg. Low 
Kmart Price 3.77 
:iii 
2S7 . . . . .  SAT. :~i~i ONLY I i~ 
SAVE 
MEHS (DOESKIN) 
WORK SHIRTS 
100 pe rcmt Cottm shl rts 
come In size 15 to 171/2. 
Choose from assorted 
colours. 
Kmart Reg. Prlceg.33 
SATURDAY ONLY' 
ORISO0 OIL 
Light, pure, great for 
salads and cooking. 
Bonus salad dresslno mix. 
SATURDAY ONLY 
.; ,,.. 
~, 
,.:;T 
,-.% 
;,,. 
Fish filets on a bun. 
You'll get hooked on the Colonel's new Deep Sea 
Sandwich. Two breaded fish filets on a fresh baked bun 
with just the right amount of tartar sauce, Catch a 
delicious De,ep Sea Sandwich at your 
Kentucky Fried Chicken Store and 
don't forget one for your mate, 
, !  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - , .  . .  . . : " , . :  :~ .  • ~,;. .  : .  :,..';~-.,;., .... " , - . .} \  . . . . . . . . .  1' 
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Around tOWn..*--E.'EENCO.* , 
Historic sites and Monuments Bnsrd of Canada. 
A bronze plaque will be unveiled by William Turnbull, 
western regional d/rector br  Parks Canada, com- 
memorating the Anglo-Rnselan Treaty written to preserve 
peace when Russta owned Alaska in the 18~0's. 
The border community of Stewart will be the ere of the 
dedication on Sept,2t 
Another Farmer's Market is planned for Terrace. Tonun 
Knox, the president ofthe Terrace Farm and Garden Market 
Society was pleased with the results of the Ang,25 market and 
says another one is planned for Sept,9. 
Is Terrace going to get a public transit system? The latest 
word from Mayor Daw Mareney has it that we should know 
within the next two weeks-that is when the results of a 
feasibility sludy will be released. And from all indications it 
appears the word wit be go for the public tramlt. 
The age-old heartache ofkeeping up with the fashions till 
plagues the pocket book. Ladies consider yourselves war- 
ned, 
Neither Weight Watcbersdiot nor rm~l~ shoes will be of 
any help. With hemlines dimbing md silhouettes slimming, 
the classic pump is making a comeback. The Joan Crawford 
throwback, now scooped out for a iomger line, is Often em- 
bellished with bows, sequime of pave diamonds and comes in 
the fashionable colors o( fall .  
• But if yourcmmped toes hurt, advises Andrea Rose, 30, of 
the New York bases Footwear Council, don't curse the 
female gender. It was Beau Brummell, and Engllsh gon- 
tieman and dandy, who first popularized the pump in the 
es rly lOt h century and got your feet into this position. 
One thing we can be assured of this fall and winter the 
Terrace commurdty Isdive with meetings to discuss, adopt, 
save this or that..and are we fortunate wedon't have gas line 
ups. 
NE1FSPAPER- TELEVISION 
Joint course starts soon As much as I regret o admit and discuss it, the recev'. 
spasmodic liquid showers will soon be upon us in the form'of 
those besuti/ul white flakes. 
It is closer than we are willing to accept. 
Billows of white vaponr trsll from the early morning 
~hieics, an(I one must be patient while the head of the line 
driver fights to keep the gas pedal fk)ored to ensure the beast 
will not stall 
Evidence of this approaching season is the witnessing of 
local snow far]men excitedly, getting into gear with ski patrol 
meetings and the discussion of what he ~ ski buff is going 
to pay this wine(-," to tackle the moguls. 
Not all is gloomy as we prepare to settle into our Woolly 
socks and gather firewood for the fireplace, as this year's 
television pmgraming Is jam packed with enough series to 
blow the picture tube (~ any well respected T.V. set. 
"Nano,nano" fanatics will well testify to this as Sunday's 
new season, ouc-hour special, Mork and Mindy still has the 
~ins flappings around tl~ uffice colfee pot. 
The "I won't spend ~3.75 for a movie" grceners hould be 
overwhelmed with joy as the ,TV listings ere indies ring a full 
ooason of three well talked about movies that are still hot of 
the reel 
The hardy snow enthusiasts who are willing to breve the 
cool outdoors will be pleased to note the winter mouths are 
well planned by many recreational groups and the numerous 
community learning institutes, 
If you doubt my sincerity in believing the sky will soon 
provide us with the white stuff, you may certainly confirm 
5our suspicions by coctacting Northwest Community College 
as they are putting on a '~Vinterize your Yard" course They 
are serious o get a bead start. 
A final prewinter trip might he enjoyed before.the roads 
ore gravelled and salted by attending a dedication by 
IIPOLICE i NEWS 
Llebgar~l Bahr of Old 
Remo is being charged with 
making an illegal turn into 
another lane in cannoction 
with an accident at Kalum 
and Lakelea Thursday af- 
ternoon. There were no 
kdduries in the two-oar an- 
ent. There was about 
$1000 damage to the vehicles, 
however, 
In other police news, 
Terrace RCMP ~ report a 
break and entry at the 
Copperelde Estates at about 
S p.m. Wednesday evening. 
About 127 wu '  taken, ~TW0' 
Juveniles have been ap- 
prebended. Terrace police 
are still investigating. 
There was an attempted 
break and entry at the 
Lazelle Medical Centre on 
Thursday. No entry was 
gained, police tboogh con. 
tinue to look into the matter. 
FARM MAR KE T 
COMES AGAIN 
By ERLEEN COMEAU 
Herald Staff Writer 
The Aug. 25 famers market held in the Co-op 
parking lot was such a success the Terrace Farm 
and Garden Society is currently promoting 
another. 
A second market is planned for Sept.29 and wiU 
be held once again at the Co~p parking lot. 
Tom Knoz, president of/he society ,says there 
is ample room for tables to be set up and that the 
previous sales predict another overwhelming 
burn out. 
No professional farmers, or out of town 
~ retailers will be involved with the market as the 
sodety 'is trying to ensure smaller preducers 
exposure, anld Knox. 
A variety d items were available at he August 
market ran~ing from chicken to flea market 
type items, he said. 
"We couldn't have done it without the Co-op 
providing the tables and the space," said Knox. 
The Municipality have indicated support for 
the society and have allotted land located behind 
the l ibrary for future use, he  said. 
"Depending on partiCipation of the community 
and money,"would determine wethrt or not they 
could strike out ontheir own,as equipment and 
imuraneein~,ol~.,d is at this time. out of their 
reach, Knox said. 
As 75 per cent of the selling was done in the 
first ho~r of the last market Knox encourages 
those wanting to participate Sept.29 to begin 
preparations now. 
Inquiries should be directed to Tom Knox at  
638-1091. 
The Terrace Weather 
office predicts a few isolated 
showers for Friday with 
highs expected ot 15 or 16 
degrees Celelns, dropping to 
9 degrees at niiht. Outlook 
for the weekend: Cloudy 
with showers. 
Alcan accused of secrecy 
"Save the Bulkley" group 
members held a mcetlng in 
Smlthers to try and develop 
a strong stand against 
Alcan's proposal to construct 
a hydo-eicctflc plant on the 
Nanika.Morice river system, 
Tuesday. 
Residents ol the Smlthers, 
Telkwa and Quick area are 
mticipating Alcan's move to 
go ahead with Kemano H is 
dcser than Alcan will ln- 
deato and is a deflnlte go. 
STB group members have 
mt been successful in the 
i~fst in getting up to date 
ormatim regarding the 
project, and feel A/can Is 
keapin~ them in the dark, 
mid Rick Olding Thursday. 
"The amount of money 
~i~ into it makes it seem to 
us they are doing 
mmethtng," he acid. 
Aican has made very little 
dfort  in contacting the 
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See Our 
BUSINESS 
DIRECTORY 
~Thla fall for the first time, 
the,Courses by Newapaper 
series has been linked to a 
PBS television series to 
explore h0 depth society's 
love-hate "¢elationship with 
technology and change. 
Publlcatiofi'.of the 15-part, 
thought.prevailing series, 
"Connection: Technology 
and Chanse," will begin 
Friday Sept,29, in The Dally 
Herald. 
Scheduled to begin aL,~ing 
on PBS in early October is 
the 10-part series, "Con- 
sections," a personal view 
the "triggers" of 
technoloSteni innovation by 
James Burke, sn award - 
winning BBC writer and 
producer, Underwriter of 
the series, co-preduced by 
the BBC and Time Life 
Films, is American 
Telephone and Telegraph 
Company and Associated 
Companies of the Bell 
System, 
The newspaper and 
television series nerve as the 
besis of credit and non-credit 
courses at participating 
Turnout good 
for keep fit 
Keeping fit ~enthnslasts 
came ~infull force withan 
overwhnhning turn out for 
registration day Sept. 15, 
says the Terrace Recreation 
Department. 
"The recreation depart- 
meat had the best turn out 
with more people rnglstoriog 
than ever before," said 
Mary-Margaret Smith the 
Childhood 
education 
conference 
held here 
The fifth annual Early 
Childhood Education fall 
coniorence is planned for 
Sept. 27-29 at Northwest 
Community College, with 
Dr. Betty Jones d Pacific 
Oak Colkge, Paesdean in 
attendance as guest speaker, ~
said Larks  Tarwlch co- 
ordinator Thurs. 
The conference will utilize 
films, displays, dlseuselms 
and workshops, said Tar- 
wick. 
Out of town partidpaUen is 
enormous in numbers with 
sane 100 persons expected to 
attend the workebops, she 
said, 
T arwiek added, ' :p~e 
wh6 are Just intercstedand 
department coordinator. 
"We are very pleased to 
see so many people in the 
community taking ad- 
vantage ~ the recreation 
opportunities available to 
them, Smithanid. "We have 
made great efforts to make 
people aware, through the 
media, of what the 
recreation department has 
to offer, and feel that we are 
seeing returns for our ef- 
forts," she said. 
Many no-charge drop in 
programs uch as Ladies 
Keep Fit, Pre-Ski Con- 
educational institutions. In 
addition, the topics covered 
in these series are expected 
to be catalysts for 
discussions in hundreds of 
communities on local and 
national controversies 
surrounding science and 
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ditioning, have also had 
tremendous turn outs with30 
to 5O people participating, 
Smith said. 
The programs till open 
for registration are 
mmerous nays Smith. 
Registration for fall 
program~is bciog held at the 
arena office with the last day 
ol registration being Friday 
Sept.2L 
technology. 
Coordinated by John G, 
Burke, professor of history 
at the University of 
California, Los Angeles, the 
Courses by Newspaper 
satins is authored by out- 
standing social scientists 
and hiatodans who explore 
the sources, consequences 
and prospects for 
technological change. Topics 
include society's am- 
bivalence toward change, 
the ethical dilemmas 
created by change, and the 
impact of these changes on 
IAKELSE 
PHARMAOY 
politics, economics, Jobs and 
lifestyles. 
In the "Connections" 
television series, writer and 
m-camera narrator James 
Burke pieces together the 
network of logic, genius and 
chance that leads to eight 
modern invent ions- -  
including the atom bomb 
,computer and production 
line, Each dramatic 
~rogram unfolds like a 
etective story that 
frequenlly spans centuries 
and continents in search of 
the origins of today's 
tochaologioal society. 
To aid rodere, viewers 
and students in linldng the 
newspaper and televtaion 
series, Courses by 
Newspaper has. prepared a
special Viewer's Guide that 
relates the television 
programs to the Print, 
materials. 
For tho~ persons m ekL~ i
additional peropoctivcs on' 
the series topics, Courses by : 
Newspaper lm prepared s 
package of educational 
materials t~.t lnclndm s 
Reader-gt~ly Guide e~ted. 
by John G. Burke and 
Marshall Eakin, and a tezt 
by James Burke " 
To simplify the pinming,d 
community prepares m the_ 
series k~pics, a Soureb B~k 
of program resources, 
also is available. 
All educational materials 
related to the newspaper 
series can be ordered by 
readers at college 
buc~ter~ or by maUin~ a 
coupon to be publbhed in tide 
a~e~pa.per along with the 
- - - ~  
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YOUR TERRACE PHARMACISTS 
AI Dobeau Cliff Procevlat 
AI Fabbl Bill Turnw 
Kathy Kuzyk Bill Wall 
Larry Krause Ingrld Wlpfll 
~ Gerry Nartln Bob Otlo 
. /~ / ,  , :~::,~.,;~i~: 
- I "  
who hdve ehlldr~ als0 at- O I~/ "., ;~':~, ,~'.~ residents to keep them in- them for public meetl~ to h,n,4" ~" l ' ' :~ : ,~:~h~ 
formed as to the nature of be held. - " -  
n the studies being conducted, Houston and Bums La~ Registrations for the md Oldi~ says the group residents have joined the omfereace will be accepted would llke a timetable from dforts of the STB group., until Sept2S. 
M Donna Sumr~er Jimmy Buffet Trooper Amll Stewart 
Bad Girls Volcano Flying Colours Knockl on Wood ng 
Potygram Lee  MCA 7.10 MCA 7.19 Qua, i t /  1,41 
BOb Dylan. Slow Train Coming. CBS. The Records. The Records Polygram. $4.49 
t R.E.O. Speedwagon. Nine Lives. CBS 
-$5.49 Br.am Tcha ikovsky .  Strange Man 
t 'owgram. ~.49 
Patrick Hemandez-Born To Be. CBS Kiss- Dynasty. Polygram. $7.19 Smithers Airpod . .  ., Atlanta Rhythm Sect ion.  Underdog 
F0iI[STRY HANGER ii!/ "/ ' -..4, g George Thorogood & The Destroyers. Polygram. ~.49 
Befler Than The Best.  MCA.  $5.49 
Government surplus vehicles, Forestry Bepartmmt ', 
- .o==o. BESTS;/LERs==O -o== i 
• THIS  WEEK!  o" 
The Kinks. Low Budget. Capitol. N.49 Donna Summer. Live and More - Polygram 
Llffie River Band. First Under. Capitol. - $9.99 
-0 11 
on 
PAGE 10 
Dire Straits - Communique - Polygram • 
$5.49 
Police. Outlandos D'Amour. A & M.  I4.49 
Jerry Doucette. The Deuce Is - A & M.  f4.49 
Led Zepplln. In Through the Out - WEA.  
$6.69 
Talking Heads. Fear of Music. WEA. 14.49 
The Cars - Cando O- WEA. S4.19 
Nell Young . Rust Never Sleeps • WEA . 
, .69 
Chic Risque WEA $6.69 
Randy VanWarmer - Warmer. WEA.  ~,49 
Queen. Live Ki l ler .  WEA • $10,IN 
Abba. Voulez Vous. WEA.  14,19 
Boney M.  Night Flight to Venus. WEA . 
~.g9 
Van Hales II WEA . M,49 
Rlckle Lee Jones. RIc'kle Lee - WEA. M,89 
25 PICKUPS & CARS 
1/2 ton pickups, % tons, 1 tons, 4 wheel drives, Suburh@n|, Br~cos. 
10 Outboard motors from 6 to 65 HP. 
1500 watt light plant 
King K5 Ignition scope analyzer with stand. 
8x12 single axle tilt box trailer 
1 ton gear type chain hoist 
Steam cleaner, good working condition. 
Electrotester, complete equipment for 2 & 4 cycle engine. 
K.O. Lee Valve Scat. Remover & Replacer (new) 
A COMPLETE SERVICE STATION DISPERSAL 
Such Items as: wheel alignment equipment, wheel belsncar, stasm cleaner, 
electric welder, acetylene welder, tire machine, fire balsncer, valve grinding 
equipment, air Impact wrenches, air hammers, testing equipment, high pressure 
car wash pump, Ice cube machine, block Ice machine, deep freeze for Ice storage, 
pop machine, 4 compl6te tool chests with tools, office furniture, filing ceblnets, 
desks, typewriter, calculator, floor lacks and hundreds of miscellaneous tools and 
equipment. 
For more Information contact: 
MIKE'S AUOTION LTB. 
R.R, 2 BURNS LAKE 
Phone 694.3497 or 604-3303 
COndrltion of Sale: Cash or Approved Cheque 
All sales are final 
All Items sold as Is, where Is. 
All vehicles must be Inspected before removal. 
$6.49 
The Knack. Get The Knack - Capitol. ~.49 
,Gerry Rafferty. Nlghtowl. Capitol . 15.49 
Long John Baldry. Baldry's Out, Capitol. 
$S.69 
Teddy Pendergrass. Teddy - CBS - U,49 
Wings- Back rathe Egg. CBS. U,49 
Kansas. Monolith. CBS - $5.49 
Cheap Trick - C,T. at Budokan. CBS. N,49 
Rex Smith. CBS. f4,49 
Chicago - Chicago 13. CB5. U.49 
Bob Dylan. Live at Budokan - CBS - $10.99 
Pr ism.  Armageddon - GRT N.49 
More American Graff l f f l .  MCA - $11,~ 
Spyro Gyro - Morning Dance - MCA.  M.49 
The Who. The Kids are Alrlght . MCA . 
$11.99 
Commodores. Midnight Magic .  Motown. 
N.49 
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EDITORIAL 
The first salvos are being fired in what 
will likely be a full scale war before long. 
Terrace N~yor Dave Maroney and 
some of the others who see the potelltlal 
tax dollars available in Thornhill are 
puffing a shot or two into the bushes to 
seewhatkind of a reaction they get from 
the residents of those wooded outskirts. 
Regional District director Les Wat. 
mough is returning the fire, but a single 
shot at a time so far. 
The baHle between those who want to 
Increase the tax -base of the city and 
control development in the outr~ing 
areas and those who wish to avoi the 
regulation and higher taxation of an 
urban area is as old as man and taxes. 
For Terrace to convince Thornhill that 
amalgamation is to their advantage it 
must reveal an overall plan for the area 
that includes benefits to Thornhill. If 
Thornhill wishes to avoid amalgamation 
it must organize and take movesinb 
positive direction 
It could be a good  fight. 
FOITOR'S 
JOURNAL 
BY 
GREG 
MIDDLETON 
It all started with crab apples. 
About 10 years ago I was asked to come up to 
Kelowna to help some people on a small farm. I was in 
university then imd had learned that classrooms were 
only a small part of an education so I took the week off 
thinking I would read a little more and make up for the 
lost time at school.. 
I didn't do the additional studying because the In- 
terior in the fall of the year is suchan intriguing place 
for a lad who grew up expecting only days of drizzle 
from the autumn months. It is cold and crisp and yet 
sGll so bright and inviting out. 
That the trees were so colorful and the air so fresh 
and clean made the work of helping winterize the 
small homestead invigorating. The fact that the in- 
vitiation to come up enme from a young lady I had met 
in summer at school and the autumn moons in the 
Okanagan are so large and stay out so long may have 
been the reason I didn't study. 
But it was cr,~b apples, or more precisely the crab 
apples I didn't have, that determined how I would feel 
about horses for years to come. 
I was in the corral. You had togo into the corral to 
repair it. The horscswere down at the other end of the 
corral. At least they were down at the end of the 
corral when I started to work on replacing some of the 
hers. 
The farmer's daughter, a.pert little seven-year-old 
sat on the top rail of the corral and watched me. 
I kept turning around to watch the horses. 
Everytime I turned around they were a little closer. 
It was unnerving. 
I asked the little gift why the horses were coming 
closer like that. 
"Crab apples, " she said. 
"Crab apples?" I asked. "But I don't have any crab 
apples," I said. 
'~rco bed,"the little girl said. 
I let out a loud and piercing bellow as the horse took 
a good nip at the back of my pants where a balled up 
Kleanex made a small bulge in my jeans. 
There I formed an opinion of horses. 
Sept. II, 1F79 ltgZ -- The French 
The loss of the Canadian assembly voted to abolish 
destroyer Ottawa was the mouarchy. 
announced after n German 
submarine attack on an 18s3 -- The first gasoline 
automobile in the United 
Atlantic ouv0y 37 years ago States was driven by J. 
today-- in 1942. The toll was Frank Duryea in Springfield, 
113 officers and men dead or Mass. 
missing. Later In the same 
week, the corvette Char. 1938 -- Adolf Hitler and 
Iottetown end the patrol boat Neville Chamberlain met at 
Raccoon also were lost. The Gudosberg. 
Ottawa was me of enly six 
modern destroyers with le3e -- Russia and 
which Canada entered the Germany agreed on the 
Secoud World War and had domarcstion of Poland. 
served as an escort during 1~4e -- Man Tse-tung pro. 
King George YI's 1939 vtsit to claimed the People's 
Canada. ReVublln of China. 
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"Oh, oh - -  I don't fike the looks of this." 
NO LONGER NEW 
DC 9's have seen service 
TORONTO (CP) -- Air 
Canada was known as Trans 
Canada Airlines in 
November, 1963, when it 
proudly announced the 
purchase of six gleaming 
DC-9 planes to form the 
backbone of a $200-mllllon 
all-Jet fleet. 
Today, the Air Canada DC. 
9 fleet has grown to 43 but 
they're no Iouger gleaming 
andno longer new. 
Many are series.32 Jets 
built by McDonnell Douglas 
Corp. in t986. Many, in. 
cludlng the troubled DC-9 
that lost its tail cone Mmday 
on a Boston.to-Hallfax flight, 
have almost 30,0OO air hours 
on them. 
Monday's Jet came in 
safely but cracks were found 
in its rear pressure 
bulkhead. That accident and 
Wednesday's grounding of 
five Air Canada DC.gs was 
followed Thursday by the 
discovery of four additional 
~.pl~ines with faults. 
' The airline said cracks on 
seven of the planes were in 
noncritical areas of the 
bulkhead and did not pose a 
hazard to the aircraft's 
operatiun. 
But the planes, which v/ill 
be repaired before being put 
back into service, have 
added to the spetllght on the 
age and safety of the Jets. 
Air Canada has ordered 
the rest of the fleet to fly at 
25,000 instead of 35,000 feet to 
relieve pressure on the rear 
bulkhead, but says there is 
no phn to ground the entire 
fleet at present. 
And the airline ako has do. 
tided to strengthen the rear 
bulkhead of its DC.es with 
metal supports and inspect 
the planes daily. 
In the U.S., the Federal 
Aviation Administration also 
directed American airlines' 
to Inspect the 300 DC.gs 
flying in the States, 
especially those with 15,-000 
air hours on them. 
Out at the Malton, Ont., 
plant of McDonnell Douglas 
(which had its giant DC-10 
liners grounded for. six 
weeks this summer following 
'a  crash at Chicago), chief 
engineer Doug Moore said 
Wednesday that Air Canada 
was warned three years ego recommended, that airlines 
about possible weakness in either strengthen the 
the bulkhead, bulkheads or institute x.ray 
"We've known about the inspections every 4,500 hours 
cracking problem and of flying. AirCanade decided 
warned Air Canada and nil to do the x-ray inspection." 
airlines flyingDC.es, butAir Cavill said the airline's 
Canada chose not to do the DC-9 fleet eventually will be 
recommended im- • phased out because of age. 
provement~ and reinforce "The DC-8, our first Jet, is 
the bulkheads," said Moore, our oldest plane and we're 
who oversees the plant still flying them. Eventually, 
whereallDC.ewings and tail they'll he replaced too with 
cones are made. the Boeing 767/' 
"A plane is llke any other Air Canada now has 14 of 
transportation vehicle," thenew ~.million Boeings in 
Mooresald~ "I f  It gets older, service and another IS on 
you've got to fix it c~ trade it order, attracted in part by 
in for a new model, their fuel efficiency and a 
"Air Canada decided to larger payload (132 seats as 
rely on inspection of its DC- opposed to the DC.9's 115). 
9s instead of strengthening Cavils aid the DC-9, even 
the bulkheads. We warned with the present inspection 
them and even offered them of the bulkhead, "is a per. 
kits to fix it." fecfly safe airplane." 
"If one can feel sorry, I 
But .Air Canada feel sorry for McDonnell. 
spokesman John Cavill said Their record with DC-as and 
the airline did not ignore Dc-gs has been exemplary 
McDonnell: Douglas's .1976 and Air Canada has 
service bulletin, benefitted. Our airline has 
"McDonnell's service been flying Douglas planes 
bulletin recommended, and! since 1937 and we started 
underline the word with the DC.3." 
OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
Ottawa,- Terrorism-in canacia? 
It happened before- in Montreal in 1970 when the 
• Quebec Liberation Front separatists kidnapped 
British diplomat James Jasper Cross, and when they 
murdered Quebec Labor Minister Pierre Laporte- 
scary enough that Prime Minister Trudeau flew in 
thousands of troops with tanks to crush what he said 
he feared could be an insurrection. 
Can it happen again, and not just in Quebec? 
Who can be sure7 
Not the police, certainly and perhaps not the federal 
government. 
They don't and can't know. 
But it's one of the reasons-terrorism- that 
legislation to restore capital punishment is appearing 
on the Commons Order Paper for Parliament's first 
session under a new government. 
One of the reasons- the others being the increase in 
senseless killing by gunfire, bomb and incendiarism. 
Remember the mass killing by fire-some 20or more 
victims-at he Montreal nightclub, The Gargantua? 
That's terrorism of a kind. 
And the way things are, terrorists, like other 
criminals, are secure in the sure knowledge that 
punishment will be no more severe than a few years in 
prison, some of the newer jails offering as many of the 
comforts, conveniences and amusement facilities as 
the new "liberal" generation of penitentiary ad- 
ministrators dare provide. 
The thinking behind the bills for resoration of 
capital punishment is that the death penalty does 
provide the ultimate deterrent. 
Urgency has been given the need for anti-terrorist 
measures-a dead terrorist kills only once-by the Irish 
Republican Army's bomb murder of Lord Louis 
Mountbatten,war hero extraordinary and a relation of 
the royal family. 
Oddly, a week before the Mountbatten 
assassination, the ultimate in terrorism- the kid- 
napping of the Queen-was presented the British in a 
new thriller written by Walter Nelson, former British 
diplomat, subsequently recruited by the American as 
'a counter-espionage agent and currently engaged in 
assignments in the Middle East. 
His story, scheduled for publication in Canada and 
the U.S., and under negotiation with Hollywood: 
"The Queen, blue eyes afire with anger and outrage, 
stands in her own drawing room refusing to utter a 
word. 
"Her Woman of the Bedchamber, Lady Penelope 
Beaumont, is on the verge of hysteria. 
"In gloating command of Her Majesty's private 
apartment in the north wing of Buckingham Palace 
and of HM herself are two IRA thugs, two merciless 
West German killers from the Baader Meinhoff school 
of terrorism and a Japanese specialist in the martial 
arts who possesses the same blinding sense of destiny 
as his late kamilmge pilot father." 
How did it happen? 
The corpses of watchmen, police and members Of 
the royal household soldiery who got into the path of 
this'r~thless revbluti0nary commando hand stretch all 
the way backthrough t e ornate corridors to the south 
portal of Buckingham Gate. 
The Trojan Horse that gained them entry into the 
Palace compound was a Fortnum and Mason's van 
delivering the Queen's groceries, 
The terrorists are now in a position to make their 
demands: release of comrades held in prisons of the 
West- anda Concorde to fly the Queen with a gun at 
her head, to South Yemen. 
Very nasty scene, what? 
The last EngLish monarch to be kidnapped and held 
for ransom, legend has it, was Richard I, the 
Lionheart, in 1192. 
A minstrel named Blondel set out to rescue him, 
which explains author Walter Nelson's title for his new 
/ /  / /  terrorist blockbuster: "The Minstrel Code." 
• / /  / / J J  ~ / /  ~O I~A~ W~/¥~ ~ Z9 ~{N~[ '~6 If you happen in weeks to come to read it, think { 
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U ~ _ _ ~ _ ~ / W ~ V / / ~  ~O~Y MU~O~.  ~IV~ ~i,~ ~O restoration. 
• The Herald welcomes Its readers ¢onmamts. 
A@ letters to the editor ~ geaerM public lnta~at 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
.'to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters foe 
style and length. All letters to be considered foe 
,publication must be signed. 
WANTS BENEFITS CUT 
MP found many UIC abuses 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Paul By JULIET O'NEILL 
McCrossan, the Toronto MP 
beading a government drive 
to cut unemployment in. 
surance benefits, says he 
campaigned for months 
before finally meeting 
someone who had not per- 
sonally witnessed abuse of 
the program. 
"I found that at public 
meetings and coffee parties 
that I only needed to mention 
unemployment insurance 
and it would provoke two or 
three people in the audience 
Just railing against it on the 
basis of personal ex- 
perience," McCroesan said 
in an interview, . 
"In fact, I remember the 
gentleman who broke the 
string, who was the first to 
say 'no, I don't know 
anyone,' when I visited hhn 
at his house. He destroyed 
my whole approach because 
l'd been able to go for 
months and months without 
finding anyone." 
Elected in the York- 
Scarboreugh byelectien last 
fall, McCrossan Im- 
mediately plunged into the 
debate over the former 
Liberal government's 
bencfit-cutting bill. Nearly a 
year later he has been ap- 
pointed by Employment 
M!niater Ron Atkey to 
oversee development of new 
unemployment insurance 
legislation wi~h deeper cuts, 
During his professional 
career as a Canada Life" 
insurance actuary, Mc- 
Croasun developed the belief 
that the unempoyment in. 
surance program is so 
generous it drives persons to 
quit work or to stay unem- 
ployed if they're laid off. 
Exptalrdng his Ideas about 
the program, he draws 
comparlsor,J with insurance 
plans for houses, cars and 
death, although e describes 
unemployment i surance as 
a little trickier. 
"It's an important in- 
surance principle that 
coverage never he so high 
that you actually start in- 
fluencing the occurrence of 
the event," bleCrusson said, 
"If  you have an 180,00o 
house and I insure it for 
160,000, I'm rensonsbly sure 
~ou're not going to burn 
wn your house. I/ I  insure 
that $80,000 house for 
$1oo,50o I know from ex- 
perience there's going to he 
an increase in fires." 
He in proposing that insur- 
ance claimants without 
dependents get lower 
benefits than claimants with 
dependents. With depen- 
dents they would get 66 2.3 
par cent of their insured 
earnings. Without depen- 
dents they would get 50 per 
cent. The rate now Is 6o per 
cent for everyone. 
And he favors cutting 
• benefits totally from anyone 
who voluntarily quits a Job 
without a Mood reason, 
saying: "I guess that's 
hard.line approach but it s 
one that I think is consistent 
with society's view." 
The declsino is not Mc- 
Crossan's alone, however, 
The provinces have been 
asked to respond to the 
~rborOpOSals, Business and 
groups are also to he 
consulted. The Conservative 
caucus, the cabinet and 
Parliament would have to 
give their nod, Target for a 
,.w ff  f'Vdl 
Labor and feminist organ- 
izations are campaigning 
ngalmt he proposals. They 
say low.income earners, 
youth and women will be the 
But McCrnssan says the 
young and the single don't 
need as much money as 
heads of families. And 
famines with two working 
parents have crested what ! ~ !~ 
McCrassun studied 
insurance plane for more 
than four years before his ~ ~  ~.~ ~ 
election when he was 
chairman of the education 
committee of the London, 
U.K.-beeed Society of Ac- 
tuerles. 
Age 37, McOrosesn 
regards himself as a .,,,..,,~,p,,,Syod,,o,, ' financial engineer, In a 
decade mployed by Canada o 
Life he sold and designed "° 
insurance plans. 
"It's not all that different 
from politics in a way," ge 
said. "Marketing an in- "Why are you'such a messy eater?" 
surance product is soiling an 
idea and a person Is 
voluntarily .willing to pay 
mmey for the protection of 
that idea," 
- . . . . . . . . ,  . . .  . " . 
l 
FERR Y 
SAID NOT 
AGROUND 
VICTORIA (CP) ---' The 
ferry ~ueen of Victoria 
apparently ran aground 
Thursday morning Jmt 
after leaving the Swartz 
Bay ferry terminal near 
here. 
The ferry was stuck for 
about 10 minutes before it 
flmtod free and continued 
its run to Tsawwasson, 
Just south of Vancouver. 
The ferry, which left 
Swariz Bay at 7 a,m., was 
slightly late arriving at 
Tsawwnaasn. • , 
Bill Bouchard, ,traffic 
manager for the British 
Columbia Ferry Corp., 
confirmed the incident 
but them was some con- 
fu~lou about what the 
ferry hit. 
FOR TERRACE 
Plan is only first step 
By ED YUDIN 
Iie, ald S4aff Writer 
Now that the first draft of the Terrace Community 
Plan has been examined and discussed by the public, 
Terrace Planning Director John McNairnay is 
un~oua to go on to the next step. 
"We'vehad theflrst ake, and an oppo~unity o pull 
it apart,"McNairnay said, "We'll certainly 'review 
each statement made by the people at Tuesday's 
public m~eting. We're hoping people will continue to 
give input." 
McNairnay is about to start working on a second 
draft, and hopes another public meeting will be held 
sometime arly next year, after which time he hope~ 
to begin working on more detailed plans and bylaws. 
McNairnay had expected more people to show up to 
the public meeting to discuss the plan. 
"It was quieter than we had anUcipeted, we thought 
they would have had more to react to," he said. "I 
found though that the com~nmts made were very 
perceptive and brought cut some points I hadn't 
thought about." For example, McNairney gained a 
FOR IMMIGRANTS 
greater appreciation ofthe concern over access to the 
downtown area. People living near the Keith estates 
encounter traffic l~Oblems coming in through the 
Sande overpass or the Keeny level crossing. He says 
this may become an important issue as Terrace 
grows. 
Other concerns brought o McNairnay's attention 
included preservation of farm land, sower 'con- 
struction, ~nd rezordng priorities. He is also aware 
that Thornhill is not part.of the outlined plan, but he 
didn't appear too concerned. 
"If Thornhill is amalgamated, it won't mean the 
plan is no good. It'll simply mean a large part of. our 
work will have been done." 
He said not much can he done about Thornhill un~l 
the amalgamation issue is finally resolved. 
He admitted the document was rather generel and 
sketchy in parts. That problem may be solved to some 
degree in the,second raft. ~dle the plan doesn't 
delve into specifies, it will, in its finished form, act as 
a guide for development.. 
"Once the plan is officially adopted, council can't go 
and write bylaws contrary to the plan."he said.  
Complaint proceedure set up 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Ira. manent basis at points of an. the report suggested the quoted an immigration Toronto, and R.  W. Page ,  a 
commission consider im- lawyer suggesting changes union official. 
proved staff training and so immigration procedures Their recommendations 
working conditions, can be done courteously and also included ways to speed 
The report's authors said efficiently without putting handling of written com- 
t~at during• their excessive pressure on staff, plaints and ways to en- 
examination they heard of Members of the study courage travellers to take 
isnmigration staff at the group included Janet .advantage ofquestionnaires 
airp~t having to handle Zukowsky of the com. provided at points of entry 
hundred~nfirnmlgrantsina mission,, C. A. Downes, a about immigrat ion  
limited time. The report Justice of the. peace in proceedings. 
migration Minister Ran 
Atkey says he will act,on a 
reconunend~flon t  sstabl/sh 
a new complaint procedure 
at Toronto International 
Airport. for potential ira. 
migrants or their sponsors 
who feel they have en- 
countered iscourtesy, bias 
or harassment from ira. 
migration officers. 
The recommendation, 
made in a government. 
commissioned study 
released Thursday by Atkey, 
calls for a one-year pilot 
project at that airport 
whereby officers would be 
~ ent for ~he'sole purpose handling and documenting 
such complaints from 
travellora, :, ~ , ;".~ 
They also 5Would: handle, 
complaints from ira. 
migration personnel relaUng 
to alleged al0use by the 
public. 
At a news "conference 
Thursday, Atkey described 
the recommendation as a 
good idea "that will go a long 
way to both assisting the 
needs of the travelling public 
coming Into Canada nd also 
assisting immigration of- 
fi~rs who have"a Very 
difficult Job* itt Toi-'ont~ Ifiter- 
national Airport." ' 
He said he hopes to have 
the pilot program im- 
plemented by the end of this 
year. 
study suggested the 
program be thoroughly 
reviewed after one year. If 
successful, it should be 
implemented on s per- 
try whor~warranted. " 
The r~port cited the 
number of formal, or 
written, complaints to ~]~ 
commission in 1978 
travellers who alleged they 
bad encountered racial dis. 
criminatian, bad staff at. 
tltudes and problems with 
the administraUon of the 
Immigration Act, 
Asked whether he felt the 
report supported statements 
he made earlier thin year 
about alleged racial 
discrimination at ports of" 
retry, Atkey said: 
"I think the report does 
recognize a degree of 
~'oblem that exists at the 
~oronto International Air. 
,port' and has gone a long 
.,.~ays to st~gesUng a means 
by which we'~an deal with 
the problem,.." 
Atkey commies`mad the 
report in July after the 
Canadian Employment and 
Immigration Union, the 
union representing the 3,000 
immigration department 
employees, complained 
about statements he made in 
a television interview. 
In that interview, Atkey 
said: "I think we've got 
some real pr0bl¢.h~s ~ .the~ 
• types ~of offlcl|ds In}some 
arena in the ports of entry, 
particularly in the city of 
Toronto -- types of people 
who discriminate against 
vJslble minorities coming 
into this country as new 
immigrants." 
Atkey said it is too early to 
decide whether there should 
he a change in Immigration 
staff at the airport and noted 
. , r , . . .  ;, ~ ; .! ...... ; . . . .  • i.~.,..,-:7 
Mackasey has jobs 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Bryce Mackassy says he has 
about "50 (Job) pnsslbfllUes 
and politics is Just one of 
them." 
The deposed chairman of 
Air Canada spoke In a 
telephone interview 
following a report published 
Thursday which quoted him 
u saying he may seek the 
leadership of the Liberal 
party if Pierre Trudeau 
steps down: 
A return to politics 
"certainly is not probable at 
this point," Mackasey 
emphasized. Political ife " is  
not  a pr ior i ty  at  the mo-  
ment . "  
Maokasey, 58, Joked that 
he might Just as easily look 
for a Job as an undertaker as 
return to polities after being 
de.posed this week from his 
M)o,l)o0-syear chairmanship 
of Air Canada. 
"Being an undertaker 
could be a poeaibillty," he 
said, cringing slighUy at his 
ov,r choice of words, "Sorry, 
I t~lk llke that." 
A report,in The Montreal 
Star quoted Mackasey as 
saying during a weekend 
baseball game that he "is 
seriously, considering a 
return t~ politics, and may 
even try for the leadership of
the Liberal party if Pierre 
Trudsau steps down within 
two years." 
Machasey said the item 
was "very embarrassing to 
me, particularly at this 
sensitive moment in my 
life." 
The veteran Liberal politi. 
clan, who served in several 
federal cabinet posts and ran 
as a Liberal in the 1976 
Quebec elecUon, gave little 
in the way of de tallm about 
his monetary agreement 
with the airline following his 
dismissal by Conservative 
Transport Minister Don 
Mazankowski. 
Meckasey would only 
confirm that he ~as placed 
negotiation of hie'severance 
agreement in the hands of a 
lawyer. He is already said to 
be eligible for a government 
pension of $38,848 a year in 
addition to whatever lump. 
sum agreement he reaches 
with Air Canada. 
FUBLIO NOTIOE 
TO BOATING 
To effect cm~structtm of it pipeline it will be 
necessary to obetruct the north channel of the Skeans 
River from a print 1,000 feet upstream of the east 
boundary of lot 41103 to s point 5,000 feat upstream of the 
sast boundary of lot 4803C.R .$. This Is approximately 
3B miles west of Terrace, B.C. and Is In the gmeral 
ares of the Selvus CNR siding and le 2,46 miles up- 
stream from the confluence of the Keaslcks and Skeens 
Rivers. River traffic Is advised to avdd the north 
channel If at all possible and to contact the power 
bergs (DELTA TRANSPORTER) which I| In st- 
tendanae st the side.. 
The obstruction will be a lye" cable spanning the 
river. It will range In height from 2 feet to 12 feet above 
the water, Them will else be a 12" discharge line 
• ffol*ct ng from thesouth bank Ins northerly direction. 
This clo~ure Is In effect SEPTEMBER 14 . OC- 
TOBER 24, 1979. 
LORAM INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
USE 
SIYROFOAM BM 
INSULATION 
INYOUR BASEMENT 
It means a l i fet ime of savings. To add extra comfort and Io save on 
heating bills f~~r years to come. give your hasemenl the efficienl and 
permanent insulating advantages of STYI,IOFOAM' SM brand insulation. 
Wilh a unique combinati~)n of insulating properties proven over the 
pa~,t hird,, years. STYROFOAM" SM can'l get wet arid soggy: won't 
_mildc~, or,rot: can't crumble.or.breakea,~ily: is strong-yet lightweight and"  
~yIr,)"!?~,e.'S.TYROPOAM'"SM r(.,la ns for ~e'arsits h gh nsu at on ." :' '~ 
value~'ol' R-5 :per inchthic'kn~_,L,s in all applicalions inside and outside your 
home. It's lhe ~,ly product that really works 1o insulale your basernenl 
below the grade. 
Any producl as good as STYROFOAM' SM is bound Io have 
imilalors. That's why we imprinl lhe brand name on every board of 
STYROFOAM'  SM. 
IF IT DOESN'TSAY 
ITISN'T. 
 IF7 
"\ 
(._# 
\i 
~IYR()I ()AM t,hlncl in~,ll,llinl| i.,c Cmdni..lihh, and sl.ldd h~, pmp,,lly in%hdh~l. A g~'p~um l.~,lld 
il lllqllll lilll,~h ,,ll¢)llld hi, ll,,l~ll ill ll'~,idl'llli,ll il|ll%illR (Jlill. I ( ) l  'r, l l l ' (  lit ill~,llill lil}ll'~ ~,I,I, I)DW liliq,llllfl' 
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YOU CAN 
ALWAYS 
TELL A 
"BEST 
SELLER" 
i. 1 
The entire family reads it... 
And, why not? There's 
something for everybody 
in the classified pages in 
DALLY HERALD 
Whether you're buying, 
selling, renting, leasing, 
looking for a job or 
0 :, serv.tces, you re sure to gel 
.... quick restilts from the 
classified pages~ 
TER R,4( :E-K ITi M XI' 
h 
! 
.I call 635.635',  [ 
i 
T 
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[ PR,UDEN & OURRnE(,.0)LTi 
11ERRAOE S OOMPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVICE 
4648 Lakelse Avenue _ 636-6142 
OPENI 
HOUSE[' 
Sat. Sept. 22nd 
1:00 to 4 :30  
4916 LAMBLY AVE. 
Come and view this quality home with energy 
• saving features & excellent location. 
friends for life 
TAKE A PICTURE Services in Canada during 
OF YOUR HOME the entire year were sold 
THIS SUMMER during January and 
IN CASE February. That's a sizeable 
YOU HAVE TO SELL portion and evidence that 
IN WINTER MONTHS astute homeowners should 
be preparing for the day 
Trad i t iona l ly  most when they too will have to 
Canadian families have sell in blustery weather. 
waited until the snow has Whatever their reason, 
melted before attempting to many homeowners are 
sell their homes. In recent learning some interesting 
years, however, this has techniques ~ sell their 
changed states A.E. LePage 'homes faster during the 
Coast to Coast Real Estate winter. 
Service, Canada's largest D i s p ! a y s u m m e r 
real estate organization, photographs of the front of 
Often homeowners cannot your home and its garden. 
l~ck and chocee the ideal Color snapshots of your 
time to sell their real estate, outside flower garden are 
Some people are transferred reassuring to potential 
by their employer;, others" buyers who can only see 
must move to seek new snow covered lawns and 
employment, shrubs. 
According to the Canadian Show color photos of your 
Real Estate Association, pool, if you have one, or your 
about 15 per cent of the more children at play with a lawn 
than 140,000 homes sold sprinkler. Have pool 
The Canadian "~ross  Society the Mu]Uple Listing maintenance  records Red 
available. Photos properly 
• presented in an album or 
PRUDEN I OURRIE ( , . s )  LTD, stand-uPframes attractacryliCthe att nuonPh°t° 
'IERRAOE'S OOMPLETE REAL ESTATE SER¥10E 
4648 Lakelse Avenue 
Comfortable 4 bedrooml 
home located In a quiet 
i resldentlal area. This 
ihome features a breakfast 
Inook In kitchen, living 
morn flreplsce, large rec 
room, cauna, laundry room 
and work chop. Nicely 
landscaped lot. To view 
call Dick Evans. 
Starter home In Thornhlll. 
Close to schcols. 2 
bedroom on 1 acre of land. 
Asking $28,000. Call Did( 
Evans. 
HORSESHOW AREA 
2 bedroom home wlth I 
bedroom suite In 
basement. Asklng $38,900. 
Call Dick Evans. 
CLOSE TO SCHOOLS 
Newly decorated 4 
bedroom home on Scott 
Ave. Acorn fireplace In 
living room. New csrpet In 
living room ard dining 
room, rec room, laundry 
end work shop In 
basement. Priced In mid 
dO's. For appointment to 
view call Dick Evans. 
MOUNTAIN VISTA 
BUILDING LOTS 
Excellent building lots of 
various sizes In a choice 
sub.division wlth an. 
derground services, paved 
road and • paneramlc view 
of mountains and the 
Skesna Valley. Phone 
Rusty or Bert LJungh. 
ATTRACTIVE POST & 
BEAM INTERIOR 
1300 sq. ft. of fine living 
space with a large family 
kitchen, excellent quality 
carpeting, two full 
bathroont~, lots of closet 
space and a full basement 
with two finished bedrooms 
and 4 piece bath. Call 
Rusty or Bert Llungh to 
view. 
ON QUEENSWAY 
14 acre perk like riverside 
rotting. 3bedroom mobile 
home with 2 bedroorO 
addition. All major ap- 
pllsnces IncludecL 
SECLUSION AND VIEW 
Custom built home with 3 
bedroornsi, 2, f~rp.JH~q~t ,  
baths, 'sunde(:E ~nb~ ta~;~ ! 
scaped lot. For vlewlng 
contact Rusty or Bert 
LIungh. 
LARGE FAMILY VIEW 
HOME 
Overlooking the Skeena 
Valley, everyone will have 
a fine view from this S 
bedroom home with over 
1800 sq. ft. of living space 
on the main floor, with 
large comfortable rooms, 
wall to wall carpeting, 
family room, large rear 
entrancewlth 3 piece bath, 
plus 3 other', .bathrooms, 
rumpuS: r'oqm, , :double 
garage, sunde~ks on the 
vlew slde ... etc. To view 
this fine home contact 
Rusty Llungh. MLS. 
HIGHWAY 16 E. ACCESS 
ROAD 1V4 ACRE LOT. 
290' frontage level and 
deared. Call Dick Evans 
for details. 
CATHEDRAL EN-  
TRANCE ON Mc- 
CONNELL 
Three bedrooms, rear 
deck, finished rumpus 
room, close to schools. 
Phone Rusty or Bert 
37 ACRES AND SHOP IN 
THORNHILL 
Leaatod off the Rifle Range 
Road this property has 
approximately 2 acres 
cleared and gravelled as 
yard space, a quonset hut 
shop 40x80 ft. Various 
storage sheds, and a 12x56 
ft. trailer. Property has 
~xcellent development 
possibilities. For viewing 
phone Rusty or Bert 
, Liungh. 
JOHN CURRIE - 798-2258 
BOB SHERIDAN • 635-2464 
DICK EVANS - 635-7048 
636-6142 
QUIET CONVENIENT 
LOCATION 
4809 McConnell Ave.. 1136 
sq. ft. full basement, 3 
carpeted bedrooms on 
main, ensuite off master. 
Rec room nearing com- 
pletion, large lot, natural 
gas heat. Paved drive, 
ally S years old. Low 
slxtles call Bob Sherlden. 
l NEW LISTING I This house is priced to sell 
• 1 ,.at.$24,000. Three bedroom 
I' 'h~me With large kitchen an 
| corner lot In town. Drive 
I by 5004 Graham Ave end 
then cents ct Danny 
Sheridan to view. 
GOOD HOME-  WITH 
REVENUE 
Three bedroom home 
across from school In 
Horseshoe area. Nicely 
decorated with laundry 
area and back porch 
leading to garden. Natural 
gas furnace and hot water 
tank. As a bonus a 2 bdrm. 
basement suite with out- 
side entrance. Call Danny 
Sheridan for an ap- 
pelntment o view. 
TWO LOTS ON GRAHAM 
AVENUE 
Each lot Is 60x1,, and one 
lot hal an older home, 
presently rented. Vendor 
wishes to sell both 
properties together. For 
further Information phone 
Bert or Rusty LJungh. 
JUST OUT OF TOWN 
A large home on paved 
rd. V= acre, of land, 5 
bdrms, or 4 snd a den, 
fireplace In L.R. E",ulte 
plumbing off mstr. bdrm.. 
Roomy kitchen, affached 
garage, twin seal win. 
daws, low taxes. Reduced 
to $50,000. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
CONVENIENT TO 
DOWNTOWN 
Good home, 3 bdrm., full 
bsmt. with In-law suite. V= 
acre of land end won. 
derfuI garden An ex. 
cellent building lot could 
MUCH SOUDHT AFTER 
RESIDENTIAL AREA 
Immaculate home com- 
pletely finished. 5 bdrms., 2 
bathrooms, 2 fireplaces, 
family ream plus games 
ream. Sundeck overlooking 
lovely fenced yard and 
garden. When you drive by 
4820 Olson you will see an 
attractive home. Call Bob 
Sheridan. 
CAPTIVATING V IEW-  
TERRACE & VALLEY 
4609 Wesivlew Dr. - custom 
built home. 3 bdrm., full 
bemt., 2 full bathrooms, 2 
fireplaces. A kitchen with 
cabinets galore, fomlly 
room, hot water heating, 
attached garage, sundeck, 
large privets lot. Can't be 
reproduced for the asking 
price of S79,000. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
be subdivided off this 
property. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call for all the 
details on this Investment 
opportunity. 
HOME 
Located on South Kolum 
Street this property Is over 
an acre, and has fruit trees, 
garden space and plenty of 
perking space. The house 
has 2 bedrooms, oll furnace 
heat, and 2 extra bedrooms 
upstairs.  For viewing 
contact Rusty or Bert 
Llungh. 
i/ ~%~ii~ii~•• • ...... i 
A starter home on good 
sized lot, Three bedrooms, 
bathroom, large kitchen, 
laundry area with some 
renovations. This could' 
make an excellent comJ 
fortable home. Priced to 
of lX,rchaners and. sssist 
visiting sales agents in 
illustrating the value of your 
property and its con- 
tributions to family. If you 
don't have these now, make 
plans to take them soon. 
If you have to sell your 
home in cold, snowy 
weather, here are some 
worthwhile suggestions to 
remember to make the 
winter real estate sale 
proceed smoothly and 
qalck~y. 
If you have a fireplace, 
keep small kindling wood 
handy and ready to light. 
Fires should be lit during 
showings. They do not have 
to be kept going all day. 
When this happens the home 
could become smokey and 
requires much work to keep 
going. 
Keep walkways and 
driveways shovelled for easy 
access 'to your property: ,A 
slippery step or icy :poteh 
can cause a fall and 
aggravate a potential buyer 
to the point where he or she 
refuses to consider your 
property. Keeping your 
driveway shovelled is often 
overlooked, hot a clean drive 
can give a buyer a better 
perspective ofits width and 
condition. This is especially 
important in ettempiln8 to 
sell ,e.~ semi-delaehed, 
ho l l~  L~<. l::' "" ~, :~,~rL, 
Provide boot trays. 
Courteous buyers do not 
want o track snow onto your 
floors and appreciate having 
a mat or boot ray at the door 
where they can deposit their 
footwear. The prospect then 
will not be afraid of making a
mess. Some buyers, 
however, will not respect 
your broadinam and may 
walk across the room with 
wet boots. To cope with this, 
• liastic running matting that 
you buy at department 
stores by the yard i,vfll 
protect your expensive floor 
coverings. 
Keep the inside tem- 
perature at about 70 degrees 
Fahrenheit (21 degrees 
Celsius). At this tem- 
perature the prospective 
buyer will not feel Cold or 
sweltering in your house. 
Also, keep lights turned on, 
II i 
CHOOSE CARPET 
COLORS 
3 bdrm., 2 up & 1 down, full 
bsmt., modern kitchen. 
This home Is 2"x6" '  
framing with maximum 
Insulation and natural gas 
heat for economy. 4810 
Tuck Is convenient to all 
schools. Give Bob Sheridan 
a call. 
espeeiagy in the winter when '
it gets dark early. 
Show communi ty  
recreational literature. 
Municipal brochures 
describing local goff courses, 
swimming pools, doycare 
centres help buyers ap- 
preciate the year.round 
value of the community and 
benefits of purchasing your 
property. 
i l l l l nu l inn i l l • t  l iB  i i  I i i i  m l l l l l l  l l l i l l  i l i l l i l l i l l  l l l l l i l i l  
11 ' • 
j WIGHTMAN ! SMITH = 
| 
L 
~ANTASTIC VIEW 
HilltOp setting on 2.5 acres 
of land Is the site of this 5 
bedroom, completely 
finished home. Two storeys' 
featuring 2 fireplaces, 3 
baths, wall to wall car- 
peting, covered sundeck, 
carport end double garage. 
For viewing contact Rusty 
Lunh.  
: ;: ......... :::iii!i  
,•!:i!i 
i: 
LOCATION 
1244sq. ft. full bsmt. Large 
living & dining room. 2 
fireplaces, 2 bathrooms. 
Rec room has rock 
fireplace with heatalstor. 
Large lot with fenced yard. 
Give Bob Sheridan a call on 
14726 Tuck Ave. 
EVENING 
PHONES 
I I  
IBUS IN  ESS OP-  
PORTUNITY 
We have recently listed 
n "THE HUB" newstand, 
confectionery and gift shop 
U for sale. Centrally located 
I In the 4500 Block, Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace. Land, 
• building and business. Call 
• Into our office to dlscuss 
E this excellent business 
opportunity. Exclusive. 
• SPACIOUS BUNGALOW 
• Located In town, this 4 year 
• old bungalow offers 1280 sq. 
ft. of living space. Three 
bedrooms. Large 
Ilvlngroom. Modern, 
• ~paclous kitchen. Double 
• carport. A property worth 
viewing at the Ilstnd price 
of $50,S00. 
• 2116 HEMLOCK STREET 
inl 
CLOSE TO TOWN • 
HILLSIDE EXECUTIVE This is a 10 year old split. • 
Residence with view of level home located on • 
valley. Situated on Cedar Kalum Lake Drive. It •n 
Crescent, lust a few offers 1542sq. ft. of finished • 
minutes walk from area as well as an un-•  
downtownTerroce. Nearly finished half basement. • 
1600 sq. ft., full basement, Three good sized / 
attached two oar garage, bedrooms. Loads of ill 
two flreplsces, rec room copboardspacelnspacloJS • 
with wet bar and five kitchen. Situated on • 
bedrooms are a few 100x150fonced lot. Garden • 
features, area. Greenhouse. View • 
thls property today and • 
make an offer to the asking • 
PEACE &.QUIET wlce of $51,000. • 
If you ere looking for a new COMMERCIAL • 
home In a quiet peaceful BUILDING . • • 
sailing, this 1249 sq. ft .  ,. 51lusted m River Drive, • 
panabode home maybe the :! land ~e~st0  H!ghway 16 • 
meyouhave bean looking , Eestacc~.s'i;6a-d. • B~lldlng • 
for. Located on Churchill Is 1480 sq. ft. and has two • 
Dr., this three bedroom, bays with overhead doors, • 
full basement home has dflce, sales area, three • 
Na atfourbedroomhomeln much to offer. Spacious phase wiring, hoist. • 
an excellent area. Paved Ilvlngroom with fireplace. Natural gas heat. Asking • 
parking and driveway. Patio doors off of |80,000and open to often. • 
• Single car garage dlnlngroom to 9undeck. Exclusive. • 
• workshop. MaSer ap- ~0xlS0 lot. Make your WAREHOUSE FOR • 
• pllcances and Air Con- appointment today to view LEASE • 
dltlonlng unit Included. this new home listed at Situated on Railway B m 
Excellent value at Just ~?,so0. Avenue on C.N. trackage. ---- 
B ,2,000. Llstedex¢luslvely. . . . . .  1 I n fa~d,  ,~11 for data S. i 
: St.n Psrker = 
635.4031 
• - L'4[ -L3[L1 Harry Smith : 
i .  • • l I • • l • • i . , 638.2826 • 
• v ! m v d ~  V i BICMIIIIIB.R Jim Ouffy • 
• k lk l l l i nvv  635-6688 • 
• Bob Rlpmesster • • 4611 LAKELSE AVE. , 635-2832 -- 
n u f in l l P . l :  I I  J~. Laurie Forbes i 
• i bHHRVb,  i ~ iB iS  --,q4oA-"lrt-'~''n • -  
In  i nn  n in ! Id i l i l n l l  na i l  m.Uml l l l  u ! lml lu lun lN  ~ lqmm, l l iBn l  
411.11 . 
"PARK,' 
AVE. 
.~v L~ v.~! , ','~. +. ' ;  
sell at $2S,000. Call Danny : ,,. ,~',~'s~ ?:~ ./, 
Sheridan for more dat#lls~ ,. J - '  "~:~'~:~" 
. . . .  : ~ ~ :,i ~. ,,~,~,~i~!i~ 
COMMERCIAL " . . . . .  ~ ' .  ,-.~. ~y:~i~i!:~i 
9 CHy lots on Lakelse ~ I , ,  v i~;:~i i!~::~i 
Grelg Avenues In cent:re(~ .... I ,; , ~ i i~ i i~ , ,  
town. For details - I ' 
O, ck Eve.,. ~ "~/I I ;' ;~N~ 
~ ~  r: I FRANK 
I I~ . . - - _ - - ] * !L -~m I I SKIDM-ORE 
635 5691 ' 
NEW--ST ILLT IMETOi  J 
MURIEL NEALE 
&IS-N~ 
;iii:!i ~ . ~ 
JUDITH JEPHSUN 
638-1652 
THIRTY-SIX ACRES 
Choice rural acreage close 
to town. Good road access 
on school bus route. This 
could be developed Into a 
beautiful rural homestead 
or farm and Is priced to. 
sell. Call Danny Sheridan 
for details. 
BERT LJUNGH - 63S.$754 
RUSTY LJUNGH - 635-5754 
DANNY SHERIDAN-  635.9327, 
Quiet location, three 
bedroom with a fourth In 
basement iron. WMte 
brick fireplace In sunken 
living ro~m, t)ullt.ln range 
end oven In kitchen. 
Asking 183,$00. Call Kelly 
and view this home today. 
Executive home on quiet 
street In Uplands area. 
1245 sq. ft. 3 bedrooms 
epstalro, and . .~  ~p|etely 
fin Is he dk,.~L ~j~ drs. 
Feeh ~Ul~captkmal ly  
large ~'~ ream with bur. 
For further detalb call 
Horst or Chrlstel Gndllmkl. 
MLA 
Asking S46,000 - Three 
bedroom home. Full 
basement. $ years old. 
Large fonce~r~wd. Near 
scheal d=~L ,I~. Street. 
Ha, ~u~q~.~.~,; heating. 
Sup).~.~d with water from 
local system. Phone 
Chrisfal or Horet Godllmkl 
for viewing. 
Good fami ly  home on 
Westvfaw Drive. At. 
tractive rock fireplace in 
Ivlng reem,bronkfest area 
off kitchen, sundeck and 
lots of privacy In back 
yard. Call Chrldel or 
Horst Godllnski for more 
Information on this well 
kept home. 
Well kept, 9 year old home 
with groomed lawns and 
shrubs. Living room with 
fireplace, 3 bedreams and a 
spacious kitchen. Features 
a double garage on a big lot 
close to town. Asking 
$52,000. Coil Christal or 
Horst Godllnskl for more 
detsils. 
For the growing family: 
spotless 3 bedroom home, 
1200 sq. ft. Features large 
living room with fin•lace. 
Recently redJ." IL~ t and 
.w 
This c '~ .  ahd well-kept 
home Is priced ot only 
$45,000. Call Chrietel or 
Horst Godllnski for in  
appointment to view. 
2 acres, large worbqop, 4 
bedroom ~l~i. .~t,D II for 
or ChrislL~/ubc~liuskl. MLS 
I 
1130 sq. ft. 3 bedromn bern 
con Skogluod Avenue. 2 
fireplaces, 1~ baths, ran 
ream and sundeck are only 
a few of the 9-.¢~ lanai 
features ~ .'~H' ,sated 
Emnom, ~ . by 
natural 9a -s .  Call Christei 
or Horst Godlinski for 
viewing. 
Commercial building, 
frame constru¢lion, 2,200 
sq. ft. upper floor. Total 
rental Incema Sh350 per 
month. Asking price 
SIM,000. For details call 
Horst Godllnskl 43S-S~7. 
Now homes In HorseShoe 
area, five.year warrent~, 
wood• frame t~ ' . -~  
windows, ~C~,~e,  full 
b e s~,~ ~.~'!~2 nd paved 
~ ~Xdor considering 
i~,su;,,~nd ~,d . .  Call 
Kblly for more in. 
formation. 
i i 
Just minutes from schools 
and downtown, four 
bedrooms, two fireplaces 
end double carport. 
Reduced to 61,000 and 
considering offers. Call 
Kelly for your home needs. 
636-4011 
fJ 
KELLY SQUIRES 
635-7616 
HURST GODLINSKI 
635-5397 
CHRISTEL GODLINSKI 
~-5,197 
JOY DUVER 
635.?070 
• i 
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Volleyball tourney here 
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TENNIS TO URNE Y 
Kit•mat pair out 
By DON 8CHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
Kltlmat tennis players 
Dorothy Cheyne and Ken 
Hutshin gave it a good 
shot, but got squeaked in 
their first match in the 
Buick Tennl.~ Challenge 
last weekend in Pen- 
tic'on, and ended up 
finishing third. 
The victorious Pen- 
ticton team of AI and 
Wendy McKee advanced 
to the final 32 couples to 
go to Ottawa for the 
Cha l lenge  Cham-  
p/onships, with a chance 
to win a trip to Wimledon 
next year. 
Cheyne and Hutchin 
played the first match of 
the tournament against 
the Fort St. John team of 
Denise Sattele and Brian 
Sleckenek, and although 
they lout in straight sets 
7-6, 6-4 the first match 
went to a tiebreaker. 
Sattele and Sheckenek 
wen that 7-2. 
while we played, which 
was fine, but it was so 
nice that it might have 
thrown us off a bit," he 
said. "rhe pair who won 
were both from Pen- 
tieton, so they wore 
probably more used to 
playing in that kind of 
weather." 
Hutchin also said that 
the pair looked pretty 
hard to beat. "They w~'e 
a young couple,about 
twenty-four or so, and 
they were physical 
education instructors, so 
they were in top shape. 
They. were good win- 
ners,"he said. 
Cheyne and Hutchin 
were both looking for- 
ward to next year'S, 
competition, if there is 
one. The finals will be 
telecast live on CBC-TV 
on Saturday, Sept.2~. 
HU MAKEANPDUGDEAI 
YOU COME 
OUT 9N 
TOP! 
Junior high school Rupert in the Skecna gym 
volleyball will be on Saturday. 
featured this weekend, as 
Skeana and Thornhill co- New coach Darrel 
host the first "play-day" Craig expecb his team's 
the North-west Zone's toughest competition to 
season. • come from last year's 
The Skeena Jr. boys Zone  champions  
and girls teams open the M.E.S.S., and from 
new season with a pair of Booth. Craig is pleased 
~thibition games against with his team's progress, 
Houston on Friday night especially, with the play 
at the Skeena gym. Both of the two grade 8's who 
games will start at 8:30 cracked the team, Albert 
p~n. Alexander and Alan 
The Skeena Jr. A Boys Hildebrand. His team is 
will host Thornhill; Motmt madeup of those two plus 
]~izabeth f r~ ]~ti .~. t, ,, sean Boyd, Russ Benzer, 
Hazelton, Houston and • Don McGhee, Jim Allen, 
Booth from Prince George Oliviero, Joe 
Favorite wins 
harness  race 
DELAWARE, Ohio (AP) 
Overwhehnin~ .  fagot,re. 
ff'ot Hitter won the $226,455 
Little Brown Jug in straight 
heats Thursday to become 
the richest harness horse for 
a el•gee season. 
Herve File.n, a native of 
Angers, Que., drove the 
Strike Out colt to a victorious 
mile of 1: 55 3-5 in the" race,f, 
barely heating the onrushing. 
Ttjuana Taxi, owned by Me1 
Barr of Ottawa, at the 
Delaware Cou9ty Fair- 
grounds' half.nd]g t~ack'. '':~ 
It was the middle leg of the 
Triple Crown for three-year- 
old pacers. 
Hot Hitter, extending his 
winning streak to I0 races, 
als0 took the second ivision 
in 1:57 3-5. TiJuana Taxi, 
with Jim Miller in the sulky, 
won the first division in 1:57. 
Filion put Hot Hitter on top 
at the start in the rnceoff and 
held the lead all tree way 
except for a brief time when 
Maple Lanes Strike, drtve~} 
by Brnnt Davis and owned by 
Harvey Goldiarb and Frank 
Gngllardi of Toronto, led 
GondOla 
is gone  
TORONTO (CP) --The in- 
moue Maple Leaf Gardens 
gondola from which 
broadcaster Foster Hewitt 
described many historic 
moments in Canadian 
hockey has been destroyed. 
"I can't believe it," said 
HewJtt who retired from it in 
1978. "That place was home 
to me." 
The gondola was removed 
this summer during 
renovations atthe gardens to 
make Way for new private 
boxes rented by companies 
at $30,000 a season to en- 
tertain ellants. 
Suspended 16.5 metres 
above the Gardens ice, the 
rickety wooden gondola with 
a floor of steel beams was 
known to millions of radio 
listeners during the 1930s and 
'40S. 
Howitt's broadcasts from 
it made To~onto Maple Leafs 
a national institution and 
made famous his line: 
"Hello Canadal . , . and 
hockey fans in Newfoun- 
dland and the United 
States." 
But Ballard, whose staff 
fed the 48-year-old gondola to 
the incinerator, said: "Hell, 
we're not in the historical 
business, and that gondela 
wasn't so old anyway." 
°'Baltsrd's attitude is, he 
has to build those outlandish 
private boxes for those 
companies, and .make lots of 
money,' ..... said..,: Hewitt, 
before the quarter. Hot Hit- 
ter relained the lead at.that 
point in 28 4-5, reached the 
holfmile in 58 2-5 and the 
tbreequarter pole in 1:26 4-5. 
TiJuana Taxi, far off the 
pace at three quarte~, went 
wide in the stretch and 
gained rapidly on Hot Hitter 
in the final yards, but came 
up short by a neck. 
Striking Force, driven by 
John Hayes Jr., finished 
third while Set Point was 
fourth, depriving. Billy 
Haughton of an un- 
~recedented sixth Jug 
eying victory. 
Happy Motoring, the 
winner of the Triple Crown's 
first leg, the Cane Pace, 
.finished seventh in the eight- 
horse raceoff. His defeat 
assured there would he no 
Triple Crown winner for the 
ninth straight season. Most 
Happy Fells last ac- 
complished the feat in 1970. 
Hot Hitter, trained by Lou 
Meittinis for Solomon Katz 
Stables and S.A.J. Stables of 
Rye, N.Y., and Alterman 
Stables of Par•mug, N.J., 
now has won 12 of 22 starts 
this season for earnings of 
~t6,~39. 
That figure breaks Aber. 
erombie's previous an.time 
single season record of 
$703,2e0 set in 1978'. 
He earned $83,787 to push 
his career earnings to 
$847,076. Hot Hitter has wm 
22 of 44 starts in two seasons. 
Hot Hitter's race~f ume 
was me-fifth of a second off 
the alltime world mark of 
1:55 2-5 Falcon Almahurst 
set in the Jug's first division 
in 1978. That is the swiftest 
mile for a pacer of any age 
on a half.mile track. 
Because Hot Hitter was so 
heavily favored among a 
crowd of 41,0~, there was 
win betting only in the 
second division and the 
raeeoff. Hot Hitter paid $2.20 
in the second division and 
$2.40 in the raceoff. TiJuans 
Taxi paid mutuels of $4.60, 
~3.20 and $2.~0 in winning the 
first division by one-half 
length over 99.1 longshot 011 
Strike. 
Happy Motoring was 
moved to third from fourth 
place in the opening division 
after the Judges disqualified 
General Star, owned by the 
Sealing Stables of Waterloo, 
Ont., the eriginel third.place 
flntsher, to sixth place for 
interference in the stretch. 
Maple Lanes Strike was 
fourth in the first division. 
In the second ivision, Set 
Point finished second, one 
length behind Hot Hitter, 
while Good To See You 
wound up in third place. 
TlJuana Taxi earned 
$47,555, Set Point $23,777 and 
Oil Strike 1116,994. 
Sabino, Dave Chambray 
and Tom Esperson. 
The girls' season also 
opens Saturday morning 
at Thornhill. 
Thornhill hosts Skeens, 
Mount Elizabeth, Booth, 
Houston and Hazelton. 
~keena's A coach, Jan 
Schaffer, has been 
working the team a very 
hard four practices a 
week, and feels that the 
girls have improved 
tremendously. Her team 
is made up of Linda 
MeConne l l ,  Donna 
Wi lk inson,  T reasa  
Kenny, Karen Wideman, 
Roy lene  O l ia ry ,  
Stephanie Cousins, Carol 
Abernathy ,  Lucy  
Qua.ll.zza , 'rracy 
~nenaan and Christine 
Thnmerman. 
The Jr. B and grade 8 
boys' •teams will be 
playing their games at 
Caledonia Saturday. 
Skcena grade 8 coach 
Tom Watkinson is im- 
pressed with the talent of 
h i s  team members, and 
pays tribute to the fine• 
coaching at • the 
elementary school level 
as the reason .for this. 
All "play-days"wil l  
begin at 9 a.m. Saturday. 
HOCKEY HOLDS 
ANNUAL MEET 
The Terrace Commercial Hockey I.~ague held 
its annual general meeting Tuesday night in the 
senior citizens room at the Terrace Arena, and 
the leagne lected a new executive. •
The new president of the league Is Elsa Dodd, 
the new vice-president Sesn James, two new 
directors, Gordon Hamilton and John Miller 
ware elected a8 well. 
No new treasurer was dected, as no.one at the 
meeting was willing or able to do the job. 
Practice sessions for the new season began 
Thursday night. They continue on Monday, 
Sept.24 from 8 p.m. to 12 p.m., ending on Thur- 
sday Sept. 27. 
-A~ ~l~yers interested in Commercial League 
Hockey'are urged to attend these practices. All 
unprotected players must attend at least two. of 
the three sessions to be eligible for the draft. 
Reggie told 
to shut up  
NEW YORK (AP) --  Man- 
nger Billy Martin of New 
York Yankees has, in effect, 
told Reggie Jackson to play 
baseball and quit making 
waves. 
"Reggie or any other 
player," Martin told 
reporters covering the club 
before the Yankees left 
Cleveland to continue their 
current read trip in Men. 
nesota. "Anyone who doesn't 
want to he a Yankee, we 
don't want on this club." 
The manager's latest 
outburst came after The 
Associated Press reported 
from reliable sources that he 
had, twice within the last 
several days, urged that the 
volatile $2.9 million out- 
fielder be traded. 
Martin denied that report, 
saying he had talked with 
general manager Cedric 
Tallis regarding trades with 
a number of players. He said 
this was routine. 
However, he told The AP 
that he resented being 
confronted daily with 
headlines airing player's 
gripes against fellow players 
and management. 
"These things ought o be 
handled behind closed doors 
--face to face," Martin said. 
"All this kind of stuff is 
detrimental to team 
morale." 
He made a point of not 
singling out Jackson, 
although Reggie has publicly 
said several times recently 
that he wants to be traded 
and in the last two weeks has 
criticized owner George 
Steinbrenner. 
He disclosed a couple of 
weeks ago that he felt Stein. 
brenner had given him a 
racial slur when, during a 
meeting at which Jackson 
objected to Martin as 
mun;,ger, the owner told 
him, "You bettor get your 
head screwed m straight, 
boy . "  
Last Stmday, at a 
ceremony honoring the 
retiring J.im .; (Catfish) 
Hunter, Jack~on said he had 
prepared a ;peclal gift for 
his team-mate which 
Steinbreuner'~efused to let 
him present.' : ~', 
Steinbrenner denied this, 
In 'the second match, 
McKee and McKee took 
Sandy Langstaff and Bob 
Hafts of Cranbrouk 6-4, 6- 
L In the championship 
match, the McKees 
trounced Sattele had 
injured her leg and was 
not playing to form. 
In the third-place 
match, Cheyne .and 
Ifutchin won easily 7-5,6-I 
over the Cranbrouk pair 
d Langstaff and Hares. 
The winning couple 
received an all expenses 
paid trip to the finals at 
the Ottawa Athletic Club 
Sept. 28and 29. 
Both Cheyne and 
Hutehin said they en- 
joyed the trip immensely, 
They had two good, close 
matches and both 
recieved trophies and 
racquet cases for their 
efforts. Cheyne recleved 
a travel bag and Hutches 
took home a pen and 
pencil set. 
• Cheyne enid.that she 
would have liked to have 
played the eventual 
winners. 
"It seemed like a long 
way to go just to play two 
sets, although we both 
had a really good time," 
she commented. "I've 
written a letter to the 
organizers thanking them 
for a wonderful trip, but I 
. i suggested that it might be 
a g~d idea to hold a 
round-robin type of event 
rather than an 
elimiontion-type of thing 
that we had this year." 
Hutchin said that the 
weather was beautiful, 
and in fact may have 
been the pair's downfall. 
"It was sunny and hot 
New 
suits 
seen 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Winnipeg Jets, preparing for 
their first National Hockey 
League season, are con- 
sidering a new twist for their 
1980-81 NHL campaign: 
lightweight one-piece 
uniforms. 
saying he did not know of the The outfits, which require 
request This was sub- ~ . . . . .  I b" *I'e NHL in- . , z jaV j  vvmi  J ~ , 
tantinted .by Mickey ,, elude a girdle that runs from 
Morabito, the Yankees' -~ the tot," ~,-t '~e,, .,b-sea to the 
director of ublicit, who P Y "middl of the is era rib- 
saiditwashe, Morabito, who ~a~ ~ni'rm d 2~n y t~tinn 
nixed the presentation, ~ - - (~; ' "~ ~;~.~'°'~'su/t ~ 
feeling one player should not i .  y. p ~pa. 
be given special attention, nave 'been pronuceo, oy 
. Cooper Canada Ltd., and 
In Cleveland, Martin after testing at the Jets' 
elaborated on his earlier rookie camp in St. Agsthe, 
reaction to the report hat he Que., they have been 
wan trying to get rid of returned ~ the manufac. 
Jackson. turer. 
( i  i )x l  ' ~ i ) ~ i ) 
Riverside Auto Wreol ng 
- -L icensed mechanics 
awlilable to install parts 
- -Used parts & accessories 
- -Motors & transmissio.:~ 
a t  reduced prices 
- -Used cars & trucks 
--BCAA affiliate 
24 HOUR TOWING 
.4129 Substation Road 
1973 OHEV ¾ TON 
10' Security C.amper 
m••mo•e@| |o••o••  • o•  oo l , .o*°oe* 'e jm.e•oaeeeo  | e•  ••OOe ............. $6905 
1977 DATSUN 200 SX 
4 cyl. standard 
eeo°ee .e  • # # e • eeo  ode  • @oDe oooo• leoee•e  oea}e .$4856 
1978 MONTE OARLO 
t ooeeoa  e l l•se•e  °° ,• .•••• ,••gee* ,••  o••e•oeoeooeoeoeeoeoee•oo•eee•  
1971 8'6" WESTEflN OAMPER 
.................................. $3696M 
Id 
1977 OLDSMOBILE OUTLASS SALON 
loaded 
......................................................... $6605 
1978 OAiiARO 
V, auto, stereo, etc. $6896 
co••co•  • • • o•  • "o•o•o  o ,o  • •e••*oo•  eo•oose .o•eooo•  • O00e • • ee l  Oeoo  • eo  • 
1978 T-BIRD TOWN LANDAU 
....... .... ............................................ $8796 
1977 OHEV BEAUVlLLE VAN 
,;.;=: ................................................... $6296 
1978 FORD VAN OONVERSION 
............................... $12 ,996 
1971 FORD FXd) OREWOAB 
v,,u,o, ,  $8496 
ee l looeeeeeeoaeeaeeeeH Jeeeee*o*o l *  J . * e e ' ' s * ' ' ' "  ° "  ' 
1977 OOUilAR XR7 
V8, auto trans., PS & PB 
Oeoooooegt  e . . .ease  o ee ,eeeeoe  e . tee  ee*  • o e . co ,  lee"  oe  ee  ............ $6396 
1977 FORD BRONO0 4x4 
, oo ........................................... $6895  
1979 20 FT, OKANAQAN 
Motorhome. Only 4,000 kl lomefres 
$20,996 AT ONLY 
m c~c J  LX l  m ) : ]  ~ .a  m ) ) m 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd, 
4631 Keith 
636-4904 
? 
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Umpires  ca l la  foul 
NEW YORK (AP) -- The the umpires' strike, the "The American League 
Major League Umpires 
Asscciation'fUod unfair labor 
practice charges against the 
National League on Thur- 
sday, 
RichiePhillips, counsel for 
the umpires assoclation, met 
with national labor relations 
board representatives for six 
hours and charged the 
league with five separate 
counts of discrimination 
against the umplres, who 
staged a seven-week strike 
against major league 
baseball st the start of the 
current season. 
Speci f ical ly,  the 
association charged 
discrimination in the areas 
of guaranteed salaries, 
advancement opportunities 
for minor league umpires 
who honored the strike, 
vacation time, umpire 
evaluations, and expense 
money. 
"No union employee has 
ever been given more than a 
oneyear contract and there 
was never any salary 
guarantees for umpires," 
Phillips said. "Yet the 
replacement umpires who 
worked during the strike 
were rewarded with three- 
year guaranteed contracts." 
Phillips aid that as pert of 
the settlement which ended 
leagues had agreed to 
provide the union with 
evaluations of the umpires 
which were routinely made 
by supervisors, managers 
and general managers, 
"We have not received 
those evaluations," Phillips 
said. 
The lawyer also said the 
league had granted ad- 
dltional vacation time and 
related benefits to non-uninn 
umpirse while withholding 
them from the umpires who 
had struck. 
Phillips said he decided to 
file the charges when 
regular umpires found 
money withheld from their 
last paycheques to cover 
rental car expenses. 
With bitter feelings 
remaining from the strike, 
regular umpires and the 
rep lacement  umps  
sometimes have rented two 
cars instead of the one that 
the league authorizes for 
transportation. 
The lawyer said that when 
two cam were rented, the 
cost for the rental was not 
withheld from the pay of 
these who had worked uring 
the strike. 
No  charges were fried 
against the American 
is.ague. 
has been guilty of some of 
the same infractions, but the 
pattern of conduct has not 
continued throughout the 
season," Phillips said. 
The hoard now must 
conduct an investigation into 
the charges. 
Blake Cullen, supervisor of 
umpires for the National 
League, denied Phillips' 
charges. 
He said replacement 
umpires had two-year 
contracts covering 1979 and 
1980. 
"It's the same for them as 
it is for the union umpires," 
Cullen said, 
'Tve never been asked for 
employee ~ evaluations," 
Cullen sald."And besides, 
the season's not ovar so 
they're not in yet, anyway." 
Regarding rental car ex- 
penses, Cullen said that 
crews were allowed to rent 
one car, unless they could 
substantiate a reason for 
needing two. 
"It's incorrect o say we 
have not deducted rental 
expenses from the 
replacement umpires' 
cheques," he said. "They get 
paid at a different time 
because their employment 
started at a different time." 
Hoffman,  Al len lead 
LAKE PLACID, N.Y. 
(AP) -- Former men's world 
champion Jan Hoffman of 
East Germany and 
American Lisa.Marie Allen 
took the lead after com- 
pulsory figures in men's and 
women's competition atthe 
Flaming Leaves figure 
skating competition Thur- 
sday. 
Allen won first-place votes 
from all nine judges to top 
the women's standings 
~head of Kristlna Wegellus 
of Finland and Susan Driano 
of Italy. 
Heather Kemkaran of 
Toronto was in eighth place 
while Janet Morrlssey of 
Ottawa, who defeated 
Kemkaran for the 1979 
Canadian title, was 16th~ 
Hoffmann scored 13"or- 
din~l.~ and 42,76 points in the 
th~e~ compulsory school 
figures to take the lead over 
Scott Crumer, the second. 
ranked American male 
skater, who had 24 ordinals 
and 40.56 points, 
Americans David Santee 
and Scott Hamilton were 
third and fourth and 
Canadian champlun Brian 
Pockar of Calgary was fifth 
in the first part of the three. 
part competition. Gary 
Beacom of Toronto was in 
sixth place. 
Pockar bad46 ordinals and 
37.40 points, while.Beacom 
had 55 ordinals and 35.53 
points, 
Rudi Carrie of West Ger- 
many, ShinJi Someya of 
Japan, Thomaz Oberg of 
Sweden and Helmut 
Kristofica.Binder of Austria 
rounded out the top 10. 
None of the 1979 world 
champions are competing 
here. 
Americans Tai Babilenia 
and Randy Gardner, the 
current world pairs 
champions and world 
women's champion Linda 
• Frattsnee ofthe U.S. stayed 
out of the competition. The 
Soviet Union also did not 
enter its two title holders -- 
men's champion Vladimtr 
Kovalev and dance cham- 
pions Natalia Liulchuk and 
Gennodi Karpenesov. 
Also missing from tl~ 
entry list is Russian Irina 
Rodnina, who wan out of 
competition last season 
while giving birth to her first 
child. She was" expected to 
make a comeback with 
husband Alexander Zaitsev 
in the dance competition. 
Rodnina won 10 previous 
world titles, 
HOME 
TOWN 
BOY 
WINS 
NAPA, Calif. (AP) 
Mark Lye, playing in ~s 
home town, earned a 
share of the first round 
lead in Napa's ~300,000 
pro golf tour event by 
finishing with an eagle for 
a six-underpar 66 
Thursday. 
Bobby Wadkius mat- 
shed his score with a card 
that had six birdies and 
no bogeys. Both Lye and 
Wadkins played the 
shorter southern course 
at Silverado Country 
Club. 
Tom Watson won the 
tournament ,  the 
Anheuser-Busch Classic, 
last year but is not here 
for a title defence. 
"I was a little shaky at 
the start, with all my 
family and friends who I 
haven't seen for a long 
time, watching me," said 
Lye, 26, who is in his third 
year on the tour and still 
seeking his first title. 
Lye scrambled for a 
par four on the opening 
bole of the 6,619-yard 
southern course by  
sinking an eight-foot pat{. 
He ended his round by 
knocking in a 35-footer for 
a three at the par-five 
final hole. 
"I think local 
knowledge he lps ,  
especially on the south 
course," said Lye, who' 
will play the longer 
northern course, also par 
72, in today's second 
round. 
Johnny Miller could 
manage only a 73 in the 
opening round. That left 
him well back in the field, 
as about half the players ~ 
in the field of 15~ shot par i 
or better on the warm, 
virtually windless day. 
Lye, who has won i 
$37,601 on the tour this 
season, and Wadkl~,~, 
winner of $95,000, took a 
ane.stroke l ad over Lee 
Elder and Tom Purt~er, 
who both posted their 67s 
on the southern course. 
WATCH FOR 
.A +IYERS  T 
FLYER 
Packed willl VALIIES 
arriving in your home early next week. 
Expos  even score 
Montreak Expos beat ew Therockie Phlllies catcher added a solo shot. and San Francisco Giants at 
York Mats 0-3 in the opener " ripped a drive to theleft- ' In later NL games it was /~_ Angeles Dodgers. 
of a twi-night doubleheader field comer that Gregg, the Chicago Cubs at St. Louis ',I~ later AL action, it was 
Thursday and pulled into a third base umptre, first ruled Cardinals, Atlanta Braves at Baltimore Orioles at Detroit 
virtual tie with tPittsburgh a home run. But the entire Houston Astros, Cincinnati Tigers and California Angels 
Pirates atop the National Pirates team, led by Reds at San Diego Padres at Kansas City Royals. 
League East Division. manager Chuck Tanner, 
homer lgaitcd a four-run umpires, protesting the 
Montreal outburst in the drive was foul. 
eighth inning to give the Alter a heated iscussion, 
Expos the victory, while the umpiring,crew chief Doug 
Pirates lost 2-1 to Harvey reversed the [[[~=.'~=AP'~-'-- r tx#=~rt ,~ [ 
Philadelphia Phillies in a decision and cal~ed the ball 
single game. foul. ' 
After an error by Mats That brought out Green, 
shortstop'Frank Taverns who screamed and gestured NATIONAL nAouM Detroit 02 71 .$35 18 
helped the Expes load the in fruitless protest, A ,,m New York 81 70 ,534 16 
bases, Dave Cash lofted a television replay indicated w i. Pc1. ont. Cleveland 17 7S .507 ~V2 
sacrifice fly to right fielder that not only was the ball Mmtreal 91 69 .507 -- Toronto 51 102 .333 49 
Pittsburgh 91 60 .603 //3 Wilt 
GII Floras. But when Floras fonl,but it never went over St. Louis 90 71 .530 11V= California 83 70 .~1.2 - -  
held on to the ball, Rodney the fence. Moreland Philadelphia 0073 ,52312V= Kansas City s073 ,5233 
Scott also scored. Then returned to the plate and ChicagONew York 55779575 ,371'50735V~15 TexasMlnnes°ta 79777476316.5034 6 
Andre Dawson cracked an struck out, after which writ chlcego 67 s4 . .4  is 
RBI single for a 6-2 Montreal Green threw his cap out of cincinnati 85 6+ .5/d, -- ~attle &l 90 .412 20 
lead -- insuring the Met# the dugout and a 10-minute Houston 84 66 .$53 2 Oakland 52 101 .340 31 LOS JUlgeles 7+ 7S ,487 12 Thursday Results 
1Oth loss in their last 11 rhubarb delayed further san Francisco 68 85 ,444 181/2 Toronto+ Boston 2 
games, action, san Diego 63 89 .414 23 Mlnnasota 3 New York i 
Manny Trillo'a seventh- Atlanta.rhurHlyS091 .397 251/= Baltimore S Detroit 4 Results California 11 Ken , ,  City 6 
inning RBI single carried the In early American League ~nlreml 6-2 New York 3.0 Tonlgl~'a Onmal 
Phillies past the Pirates, baseball action, rookie John Philadelphia :t Plttal~rgh I C~troSt at Boston N 
st. Louis 2 Chicago 1 Cleveland at Baltimore N 
Phillies manager Dallas CasUno drove in three runs Houston 7 Atlanta 1 New York at Toronto N 
Green was ejected in the to give Minnesota Twins a 3-1 cincinnati at San Diego N Mlnnelota at Milwaukee N 
sixth inning and victory over New York san Francisco at LOS Angeles Texas at California N 
Philadelphia played the Yankees. N Chlce0oKanSas Cltyat Seattleat OaklandN N 
• Saturday Oamas game under protest after a Toronto Blue Jays New York at Toronto 
ruling by umpire Erie Gregg defeated Boston Red SOx 6-2 AMERICAN LEAGUE Detroit at Boston 
was reversed 'and what ap. as Baler Moore pitched a rout Minnesota t Milwaukee 
W L I;ct. oat. Texas at California peared to be a three-run four-hitter, Tony Solaita and 
homer by Keith Moreland Rick Cerone hit two-run Baltimore 99 S2 .&~ -- KanSas City at Oakland Milwaukee 90 62 .5~ 91/2 Cleveland at Baltimore N 
,was negated, homers and Roy Howell Boston SS ss .~,314 Chicago at Seattle N 
Baseball truce breaks 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  Just method or the madness, machines. We're overhead." "I've got to leave," he 
when it looked as if baseball however. Lee was wearing a said. "I've got to talk at an 
bad achieved labor peace, Jackson Browne T-shirt and anti.nuclear rally down the 
the truce blew apart He said that management a red baseball cap Thursday street." 
Thursday. always holds the upper hand and hardly fit into the 
Montreal E~pos pitcher in dealings with players. Madison Ave. street scene His subject? 
Bill. Lee, always the "You're a tool for them," where the ACLU offices are "Plutonium 238," he 
champion of individual he said. "They'll always get located. He didn't stay long, ssid."I never smoked that, 
rights, has escalated his you. They depreciate us like however, either." 
free.speech crusade against 
oa o, ea,u  b..ba. Edwards gets chance commissioner Bowie Kuha. Kuhn fined Lee $250 last 
spring. The crime? The 
public disclosure that he had 
used marijuana. But Lee, a The Canadian Press Eskimos too much time to running up 50 points against 
pacificist, didn't take it British Columbia Lions throw, winless Saskatchewan, 
laying down.  mightbejustwhatthedector Defensive tackle Frank The Roughriders, sub- 
He made his latest attack ordered to restore the Landy of the Lions says B.C. merged under the crest of I0 
flanked by lawyers of the confidence of wide receiver won't suffer a letdown straight losses, face the 
American Civil Liberties Dwight Edwards of Toronto against Toronto after the EFC's top team in Montreal, 
Union. The ACLU will join Argonauts. Edmonton debacle. 7-3. 
the Major League Players' Edwards, a good-speed "No way- - ,  think we're Caled nia"----o-- 
Association in representing sometimes no-eatch import, made of better stuff than 
Lee in the case. will line up against he that,,says Landy. "it hurts 
Lea'a decision to go publie suddenly .beleaguered that we got heat by such a girls team 
in his free-speach crusade cornerbacks of the Lions bad score because we're 
against Kuhn violated one of when the Argonauts meet better than that. 
the commissioner's orders B.C. Saturday night in "We can still finish first. 
when the two collided last Vancouver in one of four Wejusthavetoputourheads o n  a tour 
spring. Canadian Football League down against Toronto." 
"Bowie Kuhn suggested I games this weekend. The game will he telecast Caledonia Secondary 
not discuss marijuana A vote of confidence from nationally on the CTV net- School's senior girls and 
again," Lee said. "Bowie the Toronto coaching staff work, beginning at 5 p.m. boys volleyball teams are 
Kuhn was totally off base this week has kept Edwards EDT. on the road this weekend, 
and can't comment on my in the lineup, while the Lions Moon may get the starting travelling to Houston and 
right to say things on this are attempting to rogoup call at quarterback for Hazelton to play their 
planet." after a shattering experience Edmonton in Hamilton initial games in 
in Edmonton last weekend because the veteran the North-west Zone 
The $250 fine (actually he against he Eskimos. Wilkinson has a bad cold. volleyball season. 
went Kuhn one better by Edmonton passed for 467 The teams travel to 
paying $251 to an Eskimo yards in stomping the Lions Coach Hugh Campbell Houston toplay exhlbitlon 
mission in Canada) is 40.8, picking on import 'expects both quarterbacks, games Friday night. 
weaving its way through corners Ken Hinton and however, to play about 30 They return to Hazelton 
baseba l l ' s  gr ievance Devon Ford for numerous minutes each, something Saturday ,  where 
structure with a hearing ex- long ainers through the air: he's been able to do must of the girls play their first 
pected in November. Mean- Three other games will be the season as the unbeaten league games of the 
while, the commissioner played Sunday, with Ed- Eskimos have complled an 6. season. 
chess to maintain a low monton meeting the Tiger- 0-2 record. Next weekend the boys 
team travels to Prince profile on the issue. Cats in Hamilton, Winnipeg Campbell thinks quar- George for a tournament, 
"ifitisflledseagrievance Blue Bombers testing the terback Tom Clements has 
not involving the zone by the players' association, Stampeders in Calgary and been a little more effective play. 
intimeitwillcomebaforean Saskatchewan Roughriders since he was traded to 
arbitrator and it would be in- sneaking into Montreal to Hamilton bySaskatchewan  
appropriate for Bill or face the Alouettes. couple of weeks ago. - -ssle°"ue 
myself to comment," Kuhn Coach Forreat Gre~ of "He has a little better 
said, the Argos, 4-5, says his staff offensive llne than he had in 
Lee didn't thick it in- is "determined to develop Saskatchewan," Campbell s t i l l  has  
appropriate, though, the talent we have and we says, adding that Clements 
The left-hander with the know what Dwight (Ed- completed something like 14 
scmewhatenuthpawlahview wurds) eando." passes before missing one pt,.,-r+-t' ems 
of the world originally Edwards apparently has last weekend against 
tweaked the commissioner's been fighting the ball instead Montreal. 
sensibilities when . he of "Just relaxing and cat- Canadian defensive tackle 
disclosed how 5e used chi~gThi~," says Gregg. Linden Davidson will be TORONTO (CP) -  John 
marijuana, is the first time I've rushed into the Hamfltan Ztegler admits the National 
"I sprinkle it on my been in this kind of starting lineup Sunday Hockey League still has 
organic buckwheat pancakes situatlon," says Edwards. "I because of a knee injury scmeproblems now thatthe 
in the mernlng," he said. "It know I should be doing whichhosputMlkeRlleyon rival World Hockey 
makes me impervious to bus better, the injured list. Davidson Asnoelatiun is gone, but the 
fumes when I run. I bake it "It's like a baseball player was acquired earlier in the league president hopes the 
and the THC (the weed's in a hitting slump. I'm week from Winnipeg. problems won't take up so 
extract) soaks out and pressing too hard, running The Ti.Cate, 2-8, are in last much of his time. 
blends with the organic with the ball before I catch place in the EFC and are "It's nice to be looking 
substance of the wheat." it, looking for that touch- desperate for a victory ahead to this season and 
Lee thought the corn- down. because they trail Toronto thinking I'm going to be able 
mluioner had over-reacted "It's a big mental boost by four points in the battle towatchmorehockeygumes 
in his case. having the team stay with for the last eastern playoff and focus more attention on 
"I didn't advocate its me. Surprisingly. the berth, the game, I hope, than a lot 
use,"eaid Lee. "As long as coaches have not put a lot of The game will be televised of the business problems that 
l'mmortaland Illveand ie heat on me and I appreciate nationally on the CBC net- bavecommanded somuchof 
on this planet, I'm snUffed to that." work, starting at 3 p.m. my time in the last couple of 
die as I see fit. He (Kulm) Torontois in thirdplace in EDT, years," said Ztegler. 
the Eastern Conference after said what I did was not good Winnipeg, 3-7, also needs a In a recent interview, 
for baseball. I say that's not back.to.back losses to win badly if the Bombers ex. Zingier was asked to give a 
true..tle nid it was wrong. I Montreal, while the Lions, 7- pest o challenge Calgary, 6- general assessment of the 
say what's wrong is having 2-1, have dropped three 3, for third place in the west. coming seasen which will soe 
four new teams who came in 
Steve Garvey doing ads for points behind leading Ed- Billy Troup will he the from the now defunct WHA. 
Coos-Cola which has the monton in the Western starting quarterback for ,,I certainly don't see it as 
carcinogen sugar in it and is Conference. B.C. hodone of the better Winnipeg as Ralph Brock an end to ali our problems," 
has aggravated a knee injury Zingier said of the expansion 
detrimentalAsked howt°muchhealth"'in fines defences in the WFC until it suffered a few weeks ago. that brought in Edmonton 
Kuhn might collect if the met Edmonton and was And, if Troup is injured, Oilers, Winnipegl Jets, 
commissioner maintained estroyed by the passing of defensive back Ricky Quebec Nordiquea and 
his $250 charge for all quarterhacksTomWiikinsen Wesson could be an Hartford Whalers. " I f  it 
players using marijuana, and Warren Moon, along emergency replacement, were, l'dprobablybeoutofa 
Lee grinned, with the sure hands of Brla~ Coach Ray Janch says Job. 
'~He'd be a very rich Kelly and Waddell Smith. Brock could go out and hand "But I'm rather excited 
man," the pitcher said. Coach Vie Rapp of the the ball off for the Bombers and am looking forward to 
"It's all a bunch of Lions wasn't happy, of or throw quick passes, "but thlssesscn. Ithinkperbepal 
baloney. I Just want to find course, with his team's pass that's about all." share the fans' curiosity as 
out what Bowie's authortty ts coverage In Edmont~ and Calgaryhassnfferedfrem totbenewtesmseomingin. 
and if he can gag me. he spread the blame around inconsistent quarterbacking There's anumber of players 
There's a method to my instead of placing it just with mast of the season, although over there that I've heard a 
madness." Hinton and Ford. He said a the Stampeders got thelr aet lot about and I'm looking 
Lee refused to disclose the poor pass rush gave the together last weekend in forward to seeing them play." 
Locals campaign against poisonings 
By ERLEEN COMEAU 
Herald Staff Writer 
Local pharmacists, public health nurses and the 
Mills Memorial Hospital are actively involved in 
campaigning against accidental poisenings here. 
Over 50,000 Canadian children were accidently 
poisoned last year. Most of these children were under 
five years of age. "If accidental poisonings were a 
disease it would be classified as an epidemte,'says 
Leroy Feveng Executive director for Canadian 
Pharmaceutical Association. 
"C~ildren and Poison Don't Mix" is the theme of a 
:~tionni program .on polsen prevention sponsored by 
'the Canadian Pharmaceutical Association. The 
Association adopted the national program as an In- 
ternational Year of the Child project o focus attention 
en a very serious hazard to the health of Canadian 
children. 
The emergency ward of Mills Memorial Hospital in 
Terrace treated over 100 drug abuse cases in 1978. "All 
were so common senso."snid Shirley Nevlson head 
nurse for the ward. 
Nevlson says that a PA-hour open line is utilized by 
the hospital to contact he Provincial Poison Control 
Centre located at St. Pauls hospital in Vancouver. 
TERRACE-K IT IMAT 
Mills Memorial emergency staff have reference 
material on hand to assist callers who suspect heir 
children may have ln~ested soma form of poison 
substance. 
'Think before you put something away and be 
safely minded,'stressos Nev~no. 
One of the mere common incidents for drug over- 
dose in children is ~itmnin pills, said Nevison. 
Vitamins containing i ron  could be fatal. 
The Terrace Public Health nurses are actively on 
the scene of poison conlrol as they attend at the homes 
• t eases treated at the emergency ward,at Mills 
'.Memorial. 
The visits are not to slap the p~rents hand lout to 
encourage safety programs for prevmtion, concluded 
Nevison. 
~nformation centras will be set up in participating 
drug stores where parents can learn how to "poison 
proof"the/r homes. Free folders and wall charts will 
provi0e dos and don'ts for the safe handling of 
potentially dangerous materials and what should be 
done if an emergency develops. 
dally herald 
Canadians lead 
attack on spill 
, RED DEER, Alte. (CP) -- into the g~,  endangering 
An oil recovery system shrimp breeding areas! and 
developed by a Red Deer fouling beaches in Mtzdco SECOND SECTION company could" be con- and Texas. 
trolling the world's worst oil 
spill by the end of tids wask. E.ngi Quakes rocking Italy desl~nedthe $,-millionby his oompany,System Red Flame, la heing pat thto failure 
place by Petrolla Mextcasa 
. Oil Co., operators of the well 
that has been spilling o/I into 
the Gulf of Mexico for about the  cause  
ROME (AP) --  Hundreds frescoed 16th century church The quake struck while animals grew lncrca~ngly two mmtha. 
of oftemhocks rumbled up 
and down central Italy 
Thursday, echoes ~ a sharp 
quake that killed at least five 
persona nd loft more than 
1,000 homeless as it shook the 
peninsula from Pisa's 
Leaning Tower to Naples' 
broad bay, 
There were some reports 
that as many as 16 had died. 
The Wednesday night 
earthquake levelled stone 
houcee and medieval 
churches in the Umbrlan 
hills north of Rome, rattled 
palaces and busllicas in the 
capital, and sent thousands 
of terrified Italians pouring 
into the streets. Panicky 
circus elephants smashed 
their way out of their pens in 
Perugla, near the centre of 
the tremor. 
• .Five deaths occurred in 
vtilagea roondNorclk, 112 
ktlomeir~ north of Rome. A 
collapsing house killed three 
members of one family in 
San Marco, and two persona 
were crushed to death by 
falling debris in Chisvanc. 
Rescue workers continued 
to dig through rubble 
Thursday searching for 
those who might still be 
associated with a Madonna 
miracle collapsed. Tbe 
octagonal building, the 
Church of Our Lady of the 
Snow, was decorated with 
frescoes hy the noted 
Aagulucci brothers. It was 
dedicated to the miraculous 
survival of a local resident 
said to have been buried for 
three days under an 
avalanche. 
The walls of the Basilica of 
St. Benedict erncked open in 
nearby Norcin, a medieval 
town that was virtually 
leveled. 
m,est Italians were asleep or 
watching soccer on 
television. As buildings 
shook from Pies in the north 
to Naples in the south, 
thousands grabbed their 
children and belongings and 
poured Into the streets, 
Many spent the night out-i 
doors. 
In Perugin, the capital of 
Umbria, offlelals nf-ltuly's 
Nando Offal Circus said 
their elephants may have 
felt thequake as much as nne 
hour before. They said the 
restless, tore through 
barriers and broke free, 
Later, they were brought 
back to their confinement. 
In Rome, efficials refused 
demands by prisoners to be 
let out but allowed them to 
leave thetr cells and spend 
some time in the corridors 
close to emergency exits. 
The quake, was Italy's 
strongest since a tremor 
killed about 1,000 persons in 
the hilltop towns of Frinll in 
northeast I aly three years 
ago. 
Gov't royalties rapped 
EDMONTON (CP) -- allout exploration has lasted 
Governments must reduce so long. 
their, take from petroleum . "Unless some downward 
.... i'~¥o-~l'ces o r  ~ace mi~kdJuStidifdt 'iS made In 
inevitable decline in ex- royalties, exploration will 
ploratlon activity, C. S. Dun- eventually slow down. This is 
kley, former Dome something Canada can ill 
Petroleum Ltd. vice- afford to do." 
president, said Thursday, At a $14-a.barrel wellhead 
Dunktey told delegates to price, a company choesiag 
the Caeadlan Association of not to invest any of its cash 
Petroleum Landmen con- flow in exploration and 
ventlm that the tax system development would have 
discourages exploration. ~.67 a barrel eft after taxes 
p l a n  for security in old age ould not rely on a pension 
plan, He predicted timt most 
pension plans' will be 
bankrupt in 20 years. 
"You have to make your 
own security -- nobody else 
will." 
Columnist Charles Lynch 
told delegates he was 
disappointed that Prime 
Minister Clark had cancelled 
plans by the former Liberal 
government o hold a 
The system Involves 
placing a dome ver the well, 
separating the oil and ps  
and piping it to waiting 
barges. The gas is then 
Iz~rned and the oil caved. 
"If they do it the way I de. 
oiKned it for them, it will 
work," said Sayers. "It 
should he In place by the end 
of the week. They should 
have done it when I was 
down there in July. They 
could have saved 
P.2,790,000." 
Sayers aid his system will 
allow the company to 
prevent any more ell from 
spilling into the Gulf of 
Mexico until the well can be 
capped and brought under 
control, 
He said another attempt at 
capping the well won't take 
place for several weeks, 
Texas oil well troubleshooter 
Red Adair has been unable to 
cap the well and now is 
preparing directional well, 
for another attempt. 
Sayers said Adair is ex. 
pected to have his first 
directional well ready by the 
end of this month and the 
second one a couple f weeks 
after that. 
BARRIERE, B.C. (CP) -- 
. A helicopter crash which 
killed one person near rids 
southern Interior com- 
munlty on Monday was 
caused by en~ne failure, 
RCMP said today, 
0rest D. Pareey, 45, a Bar-: 
rime forest ranger, died 
when the Bell ballceptar, 
which Was being leased by 
the British Columbia Forest 
Service, crashed in the bush 
in a narrow valley. 
Michael Cook, 39, of 
Barriere, woodlands 
superintendent for Fadear 
Creek Lumber Co., was in 
critical condition in hospital 
in Kamloope, B.C., while 
pilot Abe Geisbrecht of 
Kamloope, owner ef Cantral 
B.C. Helicopters Ltd., was in 
stable couditlen. 
PoUce said the helicopter 
wu removt~l.from the crash 
site ou Wednesday. 
Man f reed  
OTTAWA (CP) -- Ed- 
monton pensioner Jakov. 
Bakich, who faced war- 
crimes charges in  
Yugoelavlan courts, is free 
to return to Canada and is 
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More sewage 
for the lake 
PRINCETON, B.C, (CP) double output from it sewage 
-- The local health board has treatment plant. 
voted to support an ap. The board made its sup- 
pllcntlon that could initially port conditional, however, 
increase the 'amount of Ir~latiag that any permit 
granted spell out that 
dumping ,2 sewage into the 
sewage dumped in Lake 
Okanasan, despite the ob. 
Jections of a health officer. 
The South Okanagen~bm. 
tikamnsn Uulnn board of 
health voted 9-2 Wednesday 
to support the City of 
Kelowna's application to 
lake end by 1991. 
The city has applied to the 
pollution control branch to 
increase output from its 
sewage treatment plant to 
five million gallons a day 
• RRTSf lL |  
landscapes, seascapes, still fifes 
florals, portraHs, boats & harbours 
LARGE CHOICE OF FRAMES 
LAKELSE HOTEL 
Sat. • Sun. Sept. 22.23 
From Noex tllli:00p.m. 
free admission 
personal cheques welcomed 
10 percent discount o senior citizens 
~LI~G~X 
m 
i/r£4 
mMns 
GSt~t'8~ 
** - - **********************  ~ 
• PASSES 
'.Hidden |omowhere in the i 
~- '1~)  paper are two Terrace 
~phonenumbers .  x 
Find them, and if one is yours you ve 
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Your individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
o 
FOR FRIDAY, b.. ""~MBER 21, 1979 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
Initiate new work projects. 
TaLks with close ones are 
productive and the evening 
favors romance. Others care 
more than you realize. 
TAURus 20) 
(Apr. 20 to May 
Romance is around the 
corner for singles. Harmony 
at work increases produc- 
tivity. Children are a source of 
joy "and creative work. 
(May 21 to June 20) 
Important  domestic 
decisions indicated. Romance 
is satisfying on both in- 
tellectual and affeetiofial 
levels. Enjoy time together. 
(June 21 to July 22) . 
Family talks are lively and 
harmony marks the home 
front. The accent is on local 
visits, writing letters, and 
making phone calls. 
(July 23 to Aug. 
Launch important financial 
programs. Goods news from 
relatives. You're articulate 
and expressive. Charm works 
wonders now. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Take time out to think of 
yourself. Accept invitations. 
New contacts are helpful 
financially. Agood time to buy 
and sell. 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 
Finish neglected tusks, and 
then initiate new work 
projects. You're charming 
now and should favorably 
impress others. 
scoRPio nt,,  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Expect a busy round of 
social activity, but later you'll 
want o spend some time alone 
with a love interest. New 
friends are influential. 
SAGITrARIUS ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dee. 21) 
New career projects hould 
be started now, Social life is 
esp rewarding. Elligibles will 
enjoy romantic encounters. 
CAPRICORN ,~p j~ 
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Publishing, travel, and 
distant matters are favorably 
accented. Your personality is 
a factor in career success 
now. Be sociable 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
The accent I s on Joint 
financial dealings. Some of 
you will meet a romantic 
interest from.a distant place. 
Be open to good advice. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Close relationships are 
favorably highlighted. 
Passion combined with ten- 
derness marks your approach 
to love. Mental rapport oo. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
versatile, yet inclined to 
scatter your energies. You're 
liable to experiment before 
settling on a career. Beth 
intellectual and creative, 
you're naturally drawn to 
writing, publishing, art, and 
music. Law, teaching, 
medicine, and reserch are 
other fields in which you'll 
find happiness. At times your 
intellect is at odds with your 
imagination. Learn to com- 
bine these qualities creatively 
and you'll go far. Put aside 
discouragement a d use your 
best success. Birthdato of: 
Ch ico  Hamilton, Jazz 
musician; and H,G. Wells, 
author. 
ARI= 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
It's a good time to voice 
romantic sentiments. Showing 
others that you care is the key 
to togetherness now. Share 
activities. 
TAURUS 
!"~ (Apr. 20t0 IV lay '20) '~  
........ )Both ,~work ~nd creative. 
activity are favored. New 
work techniques may be the 
• key to greater efficiency. 
Investigate options. 
(May 21 to Jane 20) 
Sharing time and sen- 
timenta with loved ones makes 
this a special day. Gadding 
about should prove 
pleasurable. Enjoy hobbies. 
C NCU  
(June 21 to July 22) 
A good time for entertaining 
at home. Complete household 
tasks, avoid excessive 
spending, and relax with 
family and friends. 
LEO @t .-.f~ 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) ~q~'~,  
Your charming manner can 
win others to your point of 
view. Act on new creative 
inspirations. Expect a busy 
day of communications. 
FOR SATURDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 23, 1979 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Be on the lookout for 
bargains re jewelry and art 
objects. Potential exists for 
increased income. 
(sept. 23 to Oct. 
The personal touch makes 
the difference in dealing with 
others now, Friendliness and 
charm make you popular in 
your circle. 
SCORPIO 
Nov. ~)nbe~ (Oct. 23 to 
Private talks with loved 
ones should go well. You're in 
the mood for privacy, but 
someone special would like to 
share your company. 
SAGITrARIUS ~;~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Socialize and participate in 
conunanlty activities. New 
friends share your interests. 
Exciting developments re 
group endeavors. 
 APRICORN 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Favorable developments re
career, esp those related to 
the arts. Friends are sup- 
portive and helpful to your 
career advancement. 
@ 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~, ,=~ 
The accent is on travel and 
culturual pursuits. New in- 
sights to be gained that affect 
your philosophy of life. 
Exchange viewpoints. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
A good time for investments 
in the arts, antiques. 
Investigate new thoughts 
about joint financial ventures. 
Feelings run deep. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
practical and visionary and 
must learn to combine these 
qualities for success. It is 
important you like your work 
for success and also that your 
work be a reflection of your 
ideals. You're concerned 
about he general welfare and 
can make a contribution toits 
betterment. You are esp 
talented along the lines of art, 
music, and sculpture and can 
also succeed as a scientist, 
engineer, architect, and 
lawyer. Forego a tendency to 
be critical and learn to trust 
your intuition. Teaching and 
acting may also appeal to you. 
Blrthdate of: Paul Muni, 
actor; James Bowdoln, 
educator; and Ingemar 
Johanssou, boxer. 
FOR SUNDAY, 
SEPTEMBER ~, 1979 @ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
You'll enjoy a pleasurable 
time with loved ones ff you 
don't bring up controversial 
topics. Going out together is 
your best bet. 
• 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Stop fussing about a work- 
related issue and listen to the 
helpful suggestions of loved 
ones. Protect health with 
relaxation. 
GEMINI 
June 20) ~ (May 21 to 
Avoid excessive spending in 
the pursuit of pleasure, but do 
relax and enjoy yourself with 
romantic or creative interest. 
CANCER 
(June 9.1 to July 22) 
A family member wants to 
help out, but don't be too in- 
sistent on your own way. The 
p,m, favors relaxing moments 
with dose ones. 
(July 23 to Aug. 
You're enthusiastic, but be 
careful driving and in taking 
risks. Evening favors family 
discussions and enjoying the 
comforts of home. 
v= o 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
• Keep financial good news to 
yourself or an acquaintance 
may wish to take 'advantage. 
Evening talks should be lively 
and productive. 
 sRA Z-C'  
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Parties should lift your 
spiritis now, but avoid a 
contest o f  wills with one in 
authority. Revised thinking 
affects finances. 
SCORPIO ~ ,  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Be grateful for good fortune 
and quell resentments. Later 
try a quiet get-tegether with 
friends. If traveling, get an 
early start. 
SAGITTARIUS ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Convivial times with friends 
are uplifting, hut keep ex. 
penses down. Later, you're in 
the mood for privacy or quiet 
times. 
CAPRICORN ,~f~ 
(Doe. 22 to Jan. 19) 
A friend could be envious of 
your career plans. Be sure to 
talk about other topics. Mixing 
business with pleasure is fine 
in the p.m. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 16) 
A loved one is enthusiastic 
about a plan. Don't be quick to 
find fault with it. Otherwise 
travel and romance look 
promising. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Talks about joint assets, 
credit, and tax matters are 
productive. Listen to the 
suggestions and advice of 
others. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
progressive thinker whose 
best teacher is the world of 
experience. Once you temper 
knowledge with experience 
and learn to understand 
human nature, you'll indeed 
be the person who practices 
what he preaches. Literature, 
journalism, philosophy, 
education and welfare work 
are some of the fields in which 
you'll find happiness. Inclined 
to self-indulgence and the 
enjoyment of life, do not let 
these qualities keep you from 
realizing success. Acting, 
music, and research may also 
appeal to you. Birthdate of: 
Ray Charles, singer; Walter 
Llppmann, Journalist; and 
Mickey Rooney, film star. 
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CRYPTOQUIP 7-25 
MJC'MU QXBWCDA SCWAD AP SP JU  
PNA TW QXBWCDTNB 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp --  BOISTEROUS BARFLIES 
AROUSED BEFUDDLED SOTS. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: J equala R
Ire Cryptoqulp is a simple md~tltaUan ct..P~'L. ~ which each 
letter used stands for another. If you mmg mm& equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. 
O 197~ King FIIIUr~I $¥ndlclll, I~¢. 
the AMAZING SPIDER MAN 
I ) ~ / - d ~  _ (F2N~. - -~ i~ l~/ ,¢ ,o /~ ' - - - ( - -~  ~O~-Y.N I 
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_ X~N _ ~, : , .  
f 
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Ma Bell's Toll 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~c, 1970 by Chioago Tr ibune.N ,Y .  News Synd.  lnc ,  
DEAR ABB¥: A mother wrote complaining that her 
daughter preferred calling relatives long distance to thank 
them for Christmas, birthday and graduation gifts rather 
than write thank-you notes. You said, "A letter is better, but 
a telephone call is better than nothing." 
Well, I work for the telephone company, and more and 
more I am faced with the uplea~ant task of disconnecting the 
telephone service of a parent or grandparent for non- 
payment of a large telephone bill because some child or 
grandchild has made long-distance alls all over the country 
without he slightest hought of the cost involved. 
Perhaps we have made it too easy to dial long distance or 
even overseas, promoting the idea of long-distance calls 
because it's more profitable for us. 
If a phone bill is not paid because of indiscriminate calling 
by irresponsible children (or adults), the responsible paying 
customers will end up ,~ying the bill in higher monthly 
rates. Please let your readers know this, Abby. 
DOING MY JOB 
DEAR DOING: Coneider It donet Readers, did you get 
the meemge?. 
DEAR ABBY: rm in love with a super dude. but he has 
one very bad fault. Bad breath. Abby, you couldn't ask for a 
nicer guy, but this one fault is really hard to take-especial- 
ly when we kiss. It's not just after he's eaten onions or 
garlic. It's all the time. 
He's a business person who deals with the public, so I 
worry about what other people might think, 
I keep thinking maybe he needs to see a dentist, but holy 
caw, the man is 33 and I hate to suggest it. 
I have an idea he knows his breath is bad because he's 
always ucking on mints or chewing um, but it doesn't help, 
He s a very sensitive guy and I wouldn't hurt his feelings for 
the world. Somebody should tell him. But who?. 
CHICKEN IN DETROIT 
DEAR CHICKEN: Youl It would be an set of kindness. If
a dentist can't help him, he should see a doctor. Chronic bad 
breath can be a symptom of a serious phyeieai ailment, end 
masking it with breath.fresheners, mints, mouthwashes or 
shewing gum is NOT a proper solution. If you love him, tefl 
himf 
DEAR ABBY: My husband wears a hearing aid, and when 
we're at a cocktail party he turns it off and sits in a corner all 
by himself. Many people think he's anti-social or snobbish, 
but it's not true. He says that when some folks (especially 
women) get a few drinks in them, they tend to laugh and 
shriek extra loud, and the sonnd, when amplified through is 
hearing aid, feels like a "knife" in his ear. 
Abby, you would be doing people who wear hearing aids a 
big favor if you asked your readers to be a little more con- 
siderate. 
SAN DIEGO 
DEAR SAN: I can ASK, but I fear that my plea will fall 
on deaf ears. 
DEAR ABB¥: Can a person ever REALLY forgive and 
forget? 
LEE 
DEAR LEE: Not ae long as that persee keeps asking 
himself that question. 
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By Stan Lee and John Romita 
I gUT He CANNOT dUSPECT1 ANI~ ,4/..,~ ~ 
HT~,.¢FR-B~"rx? I 
-- ,So: 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
/ I ~.~> ~~ / I I pu~c~ TC~ EAr" / 
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CHEVY SUBURBAN seats up to nine people in comfort, or totes 144 cu. ft. 
of cargo. And with special trailering equipment, Suburban moves up to ' 
15,000 Ibs. of trailer, cargo, passengers and itself. 
1979 BUIOK OENTURY 
2 dr. coupe, V-6 231 cu. In., auto. tran. 
smlsslon, AM radio. 
NEW STOCK .o . . .  $6643 
1979 PONTIAO 
LAURENTIAN 
2 dr. coupe, 5.0 Lltre V-8 engine, auto. 
transmission, AM radio, steel belted 
radials. 
llEW STOCK ,O. ,,, $7807 
1979 MONZA 
2 DOOR OOUPE 
2 door coupe, custom Interior, radio, V6 
engine, automatic trans., floor coP.sole, tilt 
wheel & power steering, bumper guards. 
NEWsTocK NO..,0 $6845 
1979 GMO % TON VAN 
6 cyl., 3 speed std. trans., aux. front seat, 
H.O~'front springs. . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  ~ . .~:~; / .~  , .  ". 
NiW ST OCK ~ao. ,.1 $688~5 ~'''' 
1979 JIMMY 4x4 
H.D. front springs, tow hooks, radio, 350 
V8, automatic transmission, cold 
climate package 
NEW STOCK ,o... $11,1 51 
'?,  1. 
• :'. :: :~::i::~: :. ........ ~.~'&:::: 
~:~ 
1919 6MO ½ TON 
SHORT BOX PIOKUP 
Wldesldo pickup box, 250 6 cyl., 3 speed 
std. trans., rear step .bumper, side 
mounted spare fire. 
new STOCK NO. I)!" $6644 
1979 OHEVETTE 
2 dr. Hatchback, bucket seats, steel belted 
radials, AM radio. 
STOCK ,O. ,,, $4843 IIIW 
1979 OHEVROLET IMPALA 
2 dr. Land.~u coupe, 5.7 Lltre (350) V-8 
engine, auto. trans., tilt wheel, AM radio. 
DEMO STOCX .o. ,7. $9090 
1979 OLDSMOBILE 
DELTA 88 
2 dr. coupe, S.7 Lltre (350) V.$ engine, flit 
wheel, AM radio, Steel belted radials. 
NEW STOCK .O. ,,, $8754 
1979 OADILIJO 
OOUPE DoVILLE 
LOADE D--auto door lock, cruise control, 
tilt telescopic steering wheel 8 automatic 
headlamp control, burglar alarm system, 
wire wheel discs., etc., etc., etc. 
IIEWsToCK ,O. ,,. $18,601 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
. . . .  
By Johnny.~Hart 
$1000 off (OFFER 
GMO FRONTIER 
VAN OONVERSIOH 
Convertible dlneffe sleeps 2, 2 burner 
range top, 20 gal. water tank, city water 
connection, fire extinguisher, 110V.1SA 
service, frldge, 14,500 BTU furnace, 
ENDS SEPT, 28/79) 
FORD-FRONTIEH 
VAN OONVERSlON 
Long wheel base, 2 burner range top, city 
water connection, fire extinguisher, 110V. 
15A service, refrigerator, 14,500 BTU 
furnace~*fr~esk' water teller with holding 
luggage rack, AM.FM radio & 8 track tank, luggage:rack, AM.FM 8.track. 
., :? ",,. ""... . . . . .  with 4 speakers. ~ .~,, r '.:~ 
Ik~ ~ ~1~11~"~"(:;~ ~ , l~  ~ ] ~A~ A I~O~[C.. ~1~ .~"~[~ ~._.~1[~1~ TO~ :''":' '"= ;'';y ' "~" [ player . . . .  
,~_~ ,~,T~ ~n~ ~1-  / ~p~:~.c~c~'~D I '..,..~/.,,I';,,.~.., l $17,583 . $17,684 
• , . I 
.... r'~ ~ \  -~ I : Free .oe!Jng e,$tem pre..ure ~!~,, ,,!~: , ~  
....... • ~ - ~-~ -~-J tell with eaoh Winterize, j ,  
By Garry Trudeau. SEPTEMBER 24- . .  
I =""  lkkkk/lrl o "  
" - '  °= '  - '  ' McEwan 
I I .. 
/ 
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All good th.ing.s seem harmful 
The point of seorn is a U.S. substance that can cause talne enough of the culprit o the lid on British fears ira- t,Somethlng harmful in coffee cause heart attacks LONDON (CP) - -  A United 
States contention that 
whisky can be risky is 
causing spluttering in- 
dlgnation among bibulous 
Britons. 
'! 
Food and Drug Ad- 
ministration report this 
summer that says six brands 
of seoteh whisky contain 
volatile nitrosamines, a
cancer in laboratory 
animals. 
British scientists say there 
is no proof the whisky -- nor 
ulsesuspected beer - -  con- 
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL GUESTS 
LARNELLE HARRIS • KIM WICKES 
CLIFF BARROWS AND THE CRUSADE CHOIR, 
GEO BEVERLY SHEA, TEDD SMITH, AND JOHN INNES. 
GUESTS ALSO APPEARING THROUGHOUT THE TELECAST 
INCLUDE JOHNNY CASH; CAPTS. RICH AND CONNIE ENGEL; 
JILL BESHEARS; AND AMY 'GRANr. 
SUBJECT: "HOW TO SAVE YOUR HOME" 
7:00 pm CFTK-TV OH Cable CH 6 
Read Billy Graham's book, "The Holy Spirit"-available inbookstores. 
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be carcinogenic n humans. 
FDA results were based on 
tests of slnglebottie samples 
of seven whisky brands and 
the nitrosamines were found 
in Chivas Regal, Black and 
White, J. and B., Ballantine, 
Sandy Scot and Cutty Sark. 
Popular beers available in 
Britain and the U.S. such as 
Guinncss, Neweastle Dark 
Ale, Skol and Heineken also 
were found to contain 
nitrosamines of up to seven 
parts per billion, 
The hrewers' society put 
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modlalely. 
"Average beer eon- 
sumption in Britain is 2O9.3 
pints a year per person," the 
society said In a statement. 
"At this rate it would take, 
25O,OOO years to consume a
teaspoon of nitrouamines." 
Breweries have assured 
London newspapers  
hastened to add whisky to 
the swelling list of "anything 
enjoyable being either 
illegal, immoral or fat- 
toning." 
The Daily Express has 
tittle faith in the warning, 
saying theFDA destroyed its 
anxious Britons with an credibility t~o years ago by 
affinity for the stuff that 'bann ing  ar t i f i c ia l  
they're likely to come down sweeteners. Rats were fed 
with an acute case of huge dosee, of saccharin, the 
alcoholic poisoning before human equivalent of 14100 
having a chance to get saecharintablets a day, the 
• cancer, newspaper said. 
enormous doses isn't neces- 
sarily harmful when taken 
moderately." 
London scientist Valda 
Craddock says that there is 
no cause for alarm. 
"The amount that humans 
are exposed to is very small. 
If you smoke cigarettes or 
breathe asbestos there would 
be a greater isk...." 
Almost all the good things 
In life have been condemned, 
The Daily Mirror complains. 
In a short spoof on the fin- 
dings, it warns that tea and 
and sextml lethargy; the 
flickering television light 
can cause fits; pets promote 
allergies and processed 
foods can incite everything 
from asthma to cancer. And 
although it seems afer just 
to stay in bed, even that is 
risky. 
A team of doctors has re. 
ported that bed can cause 
apathy ,  depress ion ,  
thrombosis, bed sores, 
constipation, kidney stones 
and wasted muscles. 
Life on farm said risky 
HALIFAX • (CP) . - -  fires, gun accidents and of the Nova Scotia "We've been left out over more farmers belonged to 
'Machinery accidents and suffocation. Federation of Agriculture, the years, largely because the workmen's cam- 
poisons are the biggest 
killers on the farm, says the 
Nova Scotia Safety Council. 
A ease in point: 
One day last July a hired 
man on a Cumberland 
County farm tried to use a 
large tractor to tow a truck. 
He hooked a tow chain 
around the tractor hitch and 
when he applied power, the 
loose chain was unable to 
hold the tractor's front 
wheels on the ground against 
the engine's torque. 
The machine flipped over, 
and he became Cumberland 
County's fifth farm.tractor 
fatality in as many years. 
The accident could have 
been avoided had the 
recommended drnwbar-type 
hitch been used, the safety 
council says. 
Recent figures are not 
available, but the safety 
council says 190 persona died 
' in machinery accidents in 
1976. 
The second-largest cause 
of farm fatalities for that 
hear were accidental 
poiseninge, which accounted 
for 12 deaths. Others were 
caused by drowning, falls, 
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The safety council says 
about 25,000 injuries occur on 
Canadian farms each year. 
Most accidents involving 
machinery or pesticides 
seem to be caused hy 
carelessness or lack of 
knowledge. 
For example, most far- 
men use chainsaws hut few 
have been trained in their REGINA(CP)--Leaming 
op~ution. Manyinrmers use mathematics need not be 
small chainaaws that lack drudgery --  it can be fun 
the safety features found in with a pocket calculator. 
says the problem has been 
ignored because people don't 
usually hear of farm ac- 
cidents. 
nobody knew what was 
happening on the farm." 
Reporting of farm ac- 
cidents would improve if 
pensatlon plan, he says. But 
few join the plan because the 
heard is regarded as "just 
another government body." 
Some say math is fun. 
the ones used by professional And, says one 
woodsmen. As a result, saw- educatloulst, the use of the 
related accidents are calculator is not a lazy way 
frequent, out that prevents any 
The safety council notes learning from taking place. 
that a lot of accidents are "On the contrary, a 
caused by a lack of caution student has to know the 
around machinery with basics of mathematics 
rotating shafts, such as before he is able to use a 
Irnctorpower takeoffs, calculator," says Dr. Ed 
Workmen's compensation Klopoushak, associate dean 
has been available to of education at University of 
agricultural workers in Nova 
Scotia on a voluntary basis 
for several years but only 
about 150 of the province's 
4,000 farmers ubscribe to it, 
says M.J. MaeNeil of the 
Workmen's Compensation 
Board. 
Ralston Ripley, president 
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Klopoushak recently com-' 
pleted a three-month study 
of 16 Grade 8 students using 
calculators at an Edmonton 
school. 
Because a calculator 
allows students to avoid the 
drudgery of the mechanics of
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mathematics, there is more 
time to spend onhthe con- 
cepts and ideas, he says. 
"It can actually improve 
their mathematical skills." 
Klopoushak adds that 
calculators are a fact of life 
and can't be ignored. With 
the price coming down, 
"kids have them, so they 
should be taught how to use 
them properly." 
Some of the resistance to 
the use of calculators comes 
from parents who feel that 
learning should involve hard 
work devoid of shortcuts. 
Klopousbak scoffs at this 
notion, pointing out that with • 
calculators tudents "have 
more time to go into depth in 
looking at problem-solving." 
Calculators allow students 
to do more complex 
problems, exposing them to 
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numbers too big to work out 
easily on paper. 
"For students it's a highly 
motivational devlce. Kids 
love to work with a 
calculator. It's a lot more fun 
than writing it down on 
paper." 
• Calculators are not yet 
universally accepted in 
schools across the country; 
the decision generally is 
being left to individual 
schools. 
There still is debate among 
provincial education of. 
ficials on whether the use of 
calculators upplements or 
subst i tut~,  f0r learning 
skills. 
And, i t  caiculators are ac- 
cepted for use in provincial 
examinations, there is the 
problem of students having 
equal access. 
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Albertaeffort dismal 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  AI- Human Rights Commission. 
berta's efforts to help In- Wyman said in a recent 
dians and ethnic minoriUes interview he will make one 
have been a dismal failure, last bid before stopping down 
~ys Max Wyman, who will Oct. 29 for the province.to 
soon retire after five years 'strengthen the Individual's 
as head of the Alberta Rlghta ProtectionAct, whioh 
Suntan but inside 
TORONTO (CP) -- Sun it out and found" that 
worshippers won't get sand. Memphis had 20 of them, all 
in their eyes, but must be doing well. 
to stand naked 
times for 15o in Canada's 
first indoor tanning centre. 
The trend .toward indoor 
tannin~ salons tarted a year 
ago in snarcy, Ark. The idea 
is that people can stand in 
showersiaed booths and 
expose themselves to 
• ultraviolet light. 
It moved to Memphis, 
Tenn., now known as the 
indoor suntan capital of 
North America. 
At present more than 600 
fraochlses have been bought 
from Florida to Alaska. 
Stain Seckeuskl, president 
of the Giant Cookie Co., 
which has 300 retail outlets 
across•  Met ropo l i tan  
Toronto, got the idea of 
openin8 an indoor tanning 
centre in Toronto when he 
visited Memphta six months 
ago. 
"I noticed half a dozen 
indoor tanning salons ad- 
vertising in the Sunday 
ml~'," he said. "I checked 
"I figured such a salon 
would go over big in Toronto 
because it's certainly a lot 
cheaper and more con- 
venient than stalking a 
temperamental sun." 
Seckenski plans to open 
three more salons In Toronto 
within the next three months 
and 150 across Canada in a 
year on a franchise basis. 
The tanning procedure 
takes everal steps. Feint, a 
computer skin analysis is 
taken to collate such per. 
sonal vartables as akin type 
(dry or oily), tolerance, 
outdoor activity and com- 
plex/on type (light or dark). 
A personal timetable is 
determined, setting out hew 
long a person should stay in 
the tanning booth on each 
subsequent visit. One minute 
equals one hour in the sun. 
A person might get one. 
and-shelf minutes of light on 
the first vkit, four.and-a.half 
by the 10th and 14 minutes by 
the 20th. 
Mrs Lawrenoh W, Olay 
and 
Mr=, Oarolyn II, SvHsrud 
are happy to announce that they were 
married on Monday, September 17th et 
Knox Uni~d Churc~ Terrace, B.C. 
the commission upholds.• 
The act should be 
broadened and the boards of 
inquiry it calls should have 
ower to' make binding 
eisions, he said. 
The commission was 
formed in 1972 to investigate 
violations of the aot, passed 
that year as a companion to 
the new Alberta Bill of 
Rights. 
Wyman said the com- 
mission has made the 
greatest gains in settling 
complaints dealing with sex 
dkcrimioation. These com. 
lalnts represent' the 
ority of those received. 
"There's a difference in 
Albert=ms' attitudes toward 
women's eapabtiities now 
and I think we have been in- 
strumental in breaking the 
employment patterns that 
impeded their progress 
before." 
But Wyman would like the 
act to go further. He wants 
the commission to set up 
"positive discrimination" 
programs that would give 
handicapped or ethnic ap- 
plicunta preference in some 
Job competitions. 
This is necessary at least 
temporarily to "give these 
people a chance to prove 
themselves." 
Ed Webking, president of 
the human rights council in 
Lethbridge, said the amount 
of racism in Alberta is huge, 
but he did not blame Wyman. 
"The limitations imposed 
on him and the area within 
which the commission has 
been. given to work have 
greatly ' impeded any 
egrees that could have 
en made.". 
Bob Harris of the Loeb'an 
and Gay Rights Association 
said he is solidly behind 
Wyman's effort to add 
sexual preference tothe list 
of categories protected from 
discrimination u der the act, 
but he is not optimtatie. 
Tits Harald, Friday, September 21, 1979, Pap 13 '/ 
"The human rights 
commission has shown itself 
to be tar more prngre~ive 
than the government that 
created it." 
Wyman is adamant about 
the need to add other 
mtngories uch as marital 
status, physical charac- 
teristics, political beliefs and 
source of income to the act. 
"My fundamental belief is 
that people should not be dis. 
criminated against for 
characteristics they cannot 
change?' 
The act already ouUawa 
discrimination based on 
religim, color, sex, age, 
ancestry and place of origin 
--  but only with respect o 
• employment, housing and 
"services. ' 
Wyman believes one 
measure of the act's success 
is that 95 per cent of com- 
plaints brought to the 
commission have been 
settled by negotiation with 
the parties involved. 
Negotiation and education 
are better outes to ending 
discrimination than the 
courts, he said,. 
Cases the commission if 
unable to settle are heard b~ 
a board of inquiry --  a step 
Wyman believes is a waste of 
time and money since the 
board's decisions are not 
binding. 
He prefers to talk in terms 
of freedoms as opl~sed to 
individuals' rights. 
"People should l~ve all 
the freedoms they can until 
those freedoms interfere 
with those of others." 
He hel[eves there am no 
Inalienable rights. Rights 
• vary with time and place. 
"The freedoms we give 
Individuals in times of war 
are different han these of. 
times of peace, And people 
• living in the country miles 
from their neighbeps enjoy 
different freedoms from 
those of city people." 
By RE.MARTIN GRAEBNER 
Nothing would seem more out of step with our 
scientific age than anirology. Yet that age-old art d 
judging the influence of the stars inhuman affairs is a 
booming big btislness today. Why? Do p~ple have 
emotional needs that rational modern living cannot 
satisfy? . 
'Dailyliving has too often lost a sense of purpose, and 
astrology is the instrument that mar~ have chosen to 
use for regaining meaning in their lives. To them the 
stars in their courses write the history of life, and the 
person who knows their language-can read there the 
fiddle of his existence. 
The logic of its mechanism is not v.ery obvious to 
those of us who do not believe in astrology. But with 
belief, the role of the stars is decisive in the complex 
decision making of our time. 
What is the Christian view of all this? 
Can belief in astrology and the Chritian faith exist 
together in the same person? Or is there a damaging 
interaction between the two? Must all our emotional 
security derive from Christ, or can we enjoy the ad- 
ditional satisfaction c/ the revelation of the stars? 
We can of course laugh astrology off as a trivial 
matter, regarding it as one ~ those harmless If 
illogical processes ofhuman culture that has persisted 
for thousands of years-a kind of game people play to 
release the tension of facing an uncertain future. 
But that very minor role it plays in many people's 
AND FLOURISHING 
lives scarcely covers the exotic growth of astrology in 
our time. All too often we see it filling the gap that is 
le(t when faith in the Christian destiny of man has 
been eroded or Vest. 
The vague religiosity of the horoscope can all too 
easely become a substitute for faith in God. Its subtle 
influence can Very definitely shape a personality in 
which love, commitment and action are secondary to 
a selfish concern wilh tomorrow. Astrology has 
become one c( those pseudorcligions characteristic ct 
a society that is in the midst of great change and that 
is undergoing the breakdown of older standards. Its 
arguments hat the deepest secrets of life are revealed 
ordy by the stars do not bring solutions to the real 
spiritual problems facing man. Man's hunger for the 
truth about himself and about God's plan for him 
cannot he satisfied by stargazing. 
That is why astrology remains a challenge to our 
C~,.ristianwithess. The pathetic faithin the gospel of 
the stars proves how men strive for a revelation to 
guide them in life's perplexities. We can offer a far 
better Gospel. The position ef the stars at a crucial 
moment in anyone's life is not important. The place 
that GOd should have our lives is important. God has 
revealed Himself, His love and concern for us, through 
ffm Son, Jesus Christ. 
Jesus lived, died, and rose again to forgive us and to 
give us new direction, a direction the t is sure and filled 
with His love. And the love of Gad is more relevant o 
our future than the lore of.the stars. 
Finishing schools still here 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  The 
finishing ~cheol, that b~tion 
of correct taste and 
propriety, no longer stands 
as the exclusive institution it
once  was .  
But it seems, for the most 
pert, to have withstood the 
drive begun in the late 1950s 
toward co-education. 
"There's been a 
resurgence of Interest in 
single-sex education," says 
Robert Bussey, headmaster 
of The Hall School in Pitt- 
sfield, Mass. "Parents are 
seeing that girls aren't nec- 
essarily getting a chance to 
raCttse social strengths ina 
ys' school." 
Adds a spokesman for The 
Madeira School in Green- 
way, Va.: "Without the 
distractions of boys in the 
classroom,, they have a 
chance t~ grow up more 
naturally. They're making 
good friends who are other 
girls, and have a chance to 
excel academically and 
extracurricularly." 
The Shipley School in Bryn 
Mawr, Pa., Is among the for- 
mer girls' schools that admit 
boys t a practice begun 10 
years ago. 
"Shipley believes in being 
realistic," says Holly 
Fowler, the school's director 
of development. "It Just 
seemed the more realistic 
way. 
"Men and women have to 
learn how to work together, 
and they might as well start 
right away. 
"But our philosophy and 
purpose haven't changed 
since 1894. We still care 
about intellectual curiosity 
and thinking for students." 
In the late 1960s and early 
• '70s, many boys' prep 
schools, following the 
example of former aingie- 
sex colleges and univer- 
sities, began to admit girls. 
Some girls' schools say 
they are losing students to 
the co-ed prep schools, but 
most maintain they are 
operating at capacity 
enrolment and still have 
waiting lists. 
Madeira has 330 students 
enrolled. Two-thirds board 
and the others are day 
students. Boarders pay 
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$3,725. Tuition at Hall, for- 
merly known as Miss Hail's, 
is $5,900. Ten years ago, it 
was about $4,200. 
Finishing-school students 
in the past came fron we!l ~:)- 
do families, and scholar. ~: .,:~ 
were unthinkable. 
Today, however, an i,. 
creasing amount of finsnr:,al 
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cent of' the Shipley student 
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scholarship. 
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". " " / .~ ' J  ~Jl4~P_.~I ~. / I  _4, ,  - ~- - - - -~-  ~ 5'00,'~m WorshinService ~ m e n ,  workinlocalhospltels 
/ a~' ,  ~ ' ~  ~ ~~[4~~~,~f ,~ l f f~ i r~ • r-. • r- ~ for sophomores, tnternshirss 
with senators or repro- 
4726 Lazelle Avenue 635-9019 
• Sunday Services 10:00a.m. 
~ Sunday School• Adults Discussion• / 
• " • ~ It :00 a .m. .Ho ly  Communion for lhe fami ly  / 
"~ M,nls ler :  Reverend Lance Slephens - 835.5855 / , 
, House  of Praise 
~ ~ 3tl6 Eb, Street 635 3015 / ,~  4830 Straum~ Avenue, Terrace 635-2312 ! ! - 5 
~ .  SATURDAY EVENING 7:30r,.n,.  / SALVATION / 
SUNDAYMA$SES 9:00a m. ~ 4637,Waisb Avenue' ~ ~ 10:00a.m, SundaySchoo ' / 
~ .  ' . l l : l Sa .m.  ~ , {'r.~'~'L:~,^~  : ~,Y~.~) ~ l l :00a .m.  Fami ly  Worship Service ~/  
~ v: aU a.m. Ll:irlsl~an ~ducahon Hour ~,  
I I :00 a.m. F~nl i ly  V~'orship Service I 
• 7:30 p.m. Evanglisl lc ga lva l ionMee l ing  Welcomes  I 
• ' " . TUESDAY ~IGHT ! - ' . -  . . . . . . . .  I 
' . 7:30p.m. BibleStudy{Yl~ldPrayer!Meeting II TO I 
" WEDNESDAY : ' • . . . .  I 
, . . 7:30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fel lowship worship J . 
• ~ ~. .  SATURDAY i ~ . / '  " ~  
. / "  " ~ .  .. 7..30p.m. Youth Group ~. / " 
• / I( lOX UNITED I)HURCH Chrisl ian Counselling , ~ 
• " . . . .  Emergency Welfare 
/ " "  4907 Lell l i le l I ie l l l le  ' ~ .  Splr l lual Re o.rcos /CHRIST  LUTHERAN C H U R C H ~  
Minister Reverend Dave Marlin % 635-5446 or ,:}S-,626 / "  Corner Spark, Street and Park Avenue 
"'."" ~ / ~ Reverend Roll lcllerud 635-5882 / 
~ W o r s h i p S e r v i c e  l i :00a .m,  . / "  PHI  11:TP.I-I / 
% 
3341 River Drive Terrace, B.C, 638-1561 / 
' R.v.r.nd R.L. WhAt. / i 
~JIJfld,'ty ';chot.)l 1O:0(J d. IH . j l  
\ ' I t l :v l : r l : l ld  P..I.. Wh lh ,  / 
%~'~ N~DrilIIIg Wol ~-,llip I I:0U ,'i.ln. . / "  
I 'A(:'lliii(J Wul blliIJ/: ;|0 p.llt 
I . . . . . .  
~t ~ ¢ , . ~  . . . . .  
sentatives in nearby 
Washington for juniors aiid 
any job that can give them 
career experience for 
seniors. 
Students at Shipley, to use 
another example, can study 
urban affairs a~d probability 
and statistics. 
Representatives of the 
finishing acheols ay about 
~9 per cent of their graduates 
go on to college. 
i i . 
Keep Canada 
Beautiful 
q4a  
Ir:.; lillll, tu rail ,,,,,, 
I .,*'lyt~ An;,eder 6J5%11 
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CLAI I IF I IO RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
words or less $2.00 per In. 
esrtlen. Over 20 words 5 cents 
word, 
~more  consecutive Insertlon~ 
11.50per Insertion. 
REPUNDS, 
First Insertlon charged for 
whether un or not. 
Ab~lutely no refunds after ad 
.1111 been let. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Mult be made before second 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ad. 
EOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
$1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIRD DISPLAY: 
RAtes available upon request, 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate Ithe, 
Mlnlmum charge ~,00 per In. 
sartlon. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL and 
TRANSIINT ADVERTiSINO: 
$3.~0 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PIR$ONALS: 
114.00 per Hne per month. 
On • 4 month baals only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publl¢etlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day prevlous to day 
of publlcatlon Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other then 
iUSINJ$SE$ WITH AN 
JSTABLISHED ACCOUNT• 
Service chlrIN ot LS.00 on III 
N.$.F. cha{Nal. 
WRDDIND DESCRIPTIONS: 
NO charge provlo~J news sub. 
miffed within one month. $5.00 
production charge for wedding 
and-or engagement pictures. 
News of weddlnOs (write.ups) 
received one month or mere, 
Ifter event $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condenlatlon. Payable In ad- 
10, 
AUCTIONS 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCRMRNTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.$0 
~orrla0es .5.50 
~F~,,~fels S.50 
C~,"~ Of Thanks 5.$0 
A~:.b~orlal Notices 5.$0 
PHONE 635.6357 
Cla~llfled Advertising Dept. 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meetg Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at St. Mafthaw's Anglican 
Church basement• Phone 
LlS.4427 after 6:3o p.m. 
29. MUSICAL 
iNSTRUMENTS 37. PETS 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright for an 
alternative to abortion. 
Phone 6S3-4602 anytime. 
Room 233, Nechako Centre. 30, FURNITURE 
&APPLIANCES KItlmlt A.A, Conetructlon 
O~oup In Kitlmat: telephone 
632-3711. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step/~setlngs. 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Meetlnge 0:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays. Open Mentlngs 8:30 
p.m. SkcenB Health Unit, 
KltlmBt General Hospital. 
AI.Anon Moorings. Tuesday 
- g p.m. United Church. 
_ _ :n  
31, 
GARAGE SAkE 
38, WANTED MISO, 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
i.~dles Sllm Line Club meets 
Monday evening--6:30 p.m. 
-- United Church basement, 
KItlmat 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handlceppod are 
Iooklr.) for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, alia any dllcerded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m, and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
33. FOR SALE 
MI$C'  
39, 
MARINE 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3-4621 Lakelse • Ik15-3907 
Wednesday I p.m. • 3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. • 5 p.m. or phone 
anytime: Usa 63S-3164, 
Carol 635.5136. 
MILLS MEMORIAL  
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.5320 or 635- 
5233, or leave Donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
weon 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank you. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October I, 1978 
Slngle Copy 20c 
By Csrrler ruth 3.00 
By Corrler year 33.00 
By Mall 3 ruth. 15.00 
By Moll 6 ruth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
Bl'ltlsh Commonwealth end 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
• VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhnl & District 
Phone ~1S-6357 
Kltlmst & District 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings .and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or relect 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, end to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In• 
structlons not picked up within 10 
days of expiry of on od• 
vertlsement will be destroyed 
unless mailing Instructions are 
received. Those answering BoX 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originate at documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in ad- 
vertisements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
Mter the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publlsh an 
advertisement or In the event of 
en error appearing in the ad. 
vertleement es publlehed shall 
be limited to the emoont paid by 
the advertiser or only one in. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omitted Item 
only, end that there shatl be no 
liability to any event g.,'eater 
than the amount paid for such 
advertlstho. 
Advertleaments must comply 
with the Brltleh Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertising that 
discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
rellglen, sex, color, nationality, 
ancestry or place of origin, or 
because his age Is between 44' 
and 65 years, unless the condition 
Is Justified by a bona fide 
reclulrement for the work in.. 
volved. 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There ;: 
help 
Avallablel 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
CHILD • •HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30 • 3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem•, 4ttl 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 . 3:30 pro. Phone for 
appointment. Babysltters 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Men. and Wed. from 3 
- 4:10 p.m. By appointment 
only.. 
PR E.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
r~gletratlon. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Men• afternoon 1 
- 2p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Heallh 
Conferences• 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V~ - 5 yrs. 
(pre.klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for app01ntmont. 
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
polsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, private 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at ,1612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
63~-i155). "1"he audlol0glst 
will do hearing testa on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LUNG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
Phone 635-5636 those eligible for Long Term 
Alcoholics Anonymous , Care. 
MEETINGS~.~e~ r~ ,.... ~),/~ 
Men. 8:30 '~ .~"0d i~c l  ~/~D TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.462'1 Lszello Ave. Tel. 
Church. 
Moo. 8 p.m. - Alanon . 
Skeena Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
SEPTEMBER: 
Sunday, September 9, 1979. 
$2,000 Bingo. 
Tuesday, September 18, 1979. 
Small Bingo. 
Sunday, September 23, 1979• 
$2,000 Bingo. 
For more Information 
phone: 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SQCIETY 
4451 Orelg Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
VeG IM`1 
635-4906 
Ripe  Re l ie f  
Abor, tlon Counselling 
&~,Crlsla Line for 
:'Women 
.' 6311.438~ ' 
, ' 11 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabil itation done by 
consultant. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVE RSATIUN 
& 
CRAFTS 
in a friendly 
Drop.In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
As well as an area for 
relaxation. For more in. 
formation about these and 
other activities, please 
Women's Centre Is span- phone 635.2245 and ask for 
sorlng closed Women's A.A. Skeena Centre. See you there 
Meetings -- Every Tuesday any time between 8 em and 
Night at 7:30 -- 4711 Lazelle 3:30 pm Monday thru 
Ave. 635.5145. Friday. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skesna Health Unit. 
For morelntormatlon phone CWL Fall Bazaar will be 
635.3747 or 635.3023. held Oct. 24 from, 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at Veritas School Gym. 
TERRACE ,~.: (nc.240) 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
- a supp~t service 
for women - 
~WI1 Lazelle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
63S-$145 
Drop In: 10 am-6 pm Mon.. 
Thurs. 10 am-4 pm Friday. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
and share Ideas. Children 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays • Women's 
A~. 1st Wednesday of month 
• Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday. Single Parents 
(led by a single father), 3rd 
Wednesday Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdays 
Women's Night Out. 
Year of the Child 
BANQUET 
~:~, DANCE 
Sept. 22 - Manuel's Banquet 
Rm. In aid of Terrace Child 
Development Centre. 
Cocktails, Refreshments • 7 
p.m. Dinner • 8 p.m. 
Spec ia l ty  Seafood  
Smorgasbord. Dancing to 
follow - Jim Rysn's Dance 
Band. 
$1S Single -- S30 Couple 
To reserve a table cell 635- 
4216. (nc-21S) 
Terrace Day Care Centre, 
3425 Kalum Street 
GARAGE SALE 
September 22, 1979 at 8 a.m. 
(nc.21S) 
Come end enjoy an evening 
of crib with Terrace Crib- 
bage League at Skeenavlew 
Lodge• Play to commence 
every Thursday evening 
starting Sept. 13 at 8 p.m. 
(nc-285) 
Notlceof Meeting 
'Ksan House Society 
Annual 
General Meeting 
October 3,1979 
at 7:30 p.m. 
at 
Terrace Mental Health 
Cenlre Conference 
Room 
44554 Leselle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
(NC.3o) 
Sacred Heart Catholic 
Church Is offedng a spiritual 
course for young people from 
seventeen to twenty.f ive 
~ars,  called Jesus Invites 
Us to Love You. For more 
Information please contact 
Bob Grace- 638-1227 or Sister 
Joseph Mary - 635-5435• (nc- 
27s) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc-23N) 
The Ladles Auxiliary to the 
Royal Canadian Legion, 
Branch 13, Terrace, wish to 
Invite the public to. per- 
ticipate In their semi-annual 
Smorgasbord, to be held on 
Sept• 30, 1979, starting at 4 
pm at the Legion 
Aud i to r ium.  Everyone 
welcome. (nc-285) 
NORTHWEST LOGGERS 
ASSOCIATION 12th annual 
convention Sept. 28, 29 and 30 
at Terrace Hotel. A full 
weekend of actlvltles. For 
resarvatlons please phone 
635.6801. 
Terrace Kit imat Forest 
Products Safety Conference 
9 a.m. Sat. Sept. 29 at 
Terrace Hotel. This con- 
ference is held in conjunction 
with the Northwest Loggers I 
Asso'~latlon Convemlo:r{, : (~,  
~os) 
Skeena Social Credit 
Association will hold their 
First Annual Harvest Picnic 
on Sat., Sept. 15 starting at 3 
pm at Ross Lake lust east of 
New Hazelton on Highway 16 
E. 
Also on Sat., Sept. 22 there 
will be an Open House at the 
Skeena Social Credit Office 
at 4603 Park Ave. Special 
guest will be Jack Kempf, 
MLA Umlneca. Everyone 
welcome. (nc-21S) 
The Terrace Art Aesoclet ion 
Is sponsoring an exhibit of 
photographs of Plant Life of 
the Terrace-Klt lmat area 
Summerand Winter. Dates: 
Sept. 13- Oct. 15. Placa:~ 
Terrace Public Library Arts 
Room. Open during Library 
hours. (nc.25s) 
Terrace Homemakers  
Services to have orientation 
course offered In October (no 
charge). Dates to be sn- 
nounced. All Interested 
persons and prospective 
homemakers please call 635. 
5135 to register and confh'm 
your Interest. (nc.28S) 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Sat., 
Nov• 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc- 
2N) ~. 
The Terrace Art association 
will be holding thelr,:AN- 
NUAL  GENERAL  
MEETING, Thursday, Sept. 
27a1/:30 In the Library.Arts 
Room. Election of officers 
will be held and plan~(fb~ the 
new season discussed. New 
and old members are Invited 
to attend. (nc-27S) 
Tom rothUl, from the 
Vancouver Planetarium, 
will give a free Astronomy 
Presentation In Terrace, 
Sept. 27 - 29, at Northwest 
Community College, and In 
Kltlmat, Oct. 1, 2 and 3. Pre- 
register for one evening by 
phoning 635.6511, local 238 or 
632-4766, 
Terrace registration for 
Northwe.,t . Community  
College programs takes 
place at Skeena Mall, 
Friday, Sept• 21 from 7.9 pm 
and Sat., Sept. 22, from 11 
a.m. - 3 p.m. Check your 
Continuing Educat ion 
Booklet or drop by and see 
what we offal;. 
Ear ly  Ch i ldhood  
Education Conference. 
Films, displays, discussions. 
Sept. 28.29 at Northwest 
College In Terrace. Call 635. 
6511 local 238 for In- 
formation. (nc.205) 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
& Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 -  
Ocldfellows Hall,  3222 
Munroe St. (nc-10N) 
Terrace Homemaker Ser- 
vices will be offering a 
FR E E lob orientation course 
@ctober 3 to October 31, 1979. 
7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., Wed- 
nesday evenings at 
Skeenavlew Lodge, 4011 
Sparks. Registration 
deadline . September 27, 
1979. Call 635.5135 (no) 
,showing presently at the 
Kltlmat Museum Is "Aquatic 
Exot ic ' ,  a prlze-wlnnlng 
display of sea life of our 
ocean on loan from Vlclorla. 
Boaters, fishermen, outdoor 
people and folks Interested In 
our nature and Its pleeelng 
and esthetlcel aspect should 
not miss this exhibit during 
August and Sept. . , 
Museum hours: 12 - S except 
Sundays. (nc-20S) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
& TEA 
MECHAN ICAL 
SUPERVISOR 
Roy Se unders 
(604) 758-3977 or .632.7115. 
Hauling Ltd. 
To take charge of '  all 
maintenance and rebuilding 
of logging trucks at Kltlmat. 
Responsibilities will In. 
clude scheduling, hiring, and 
supervising shop crews, 
rebuilding off-highway and 
highway logging trucks and 
malntelnlng availability of 
operating trucks. Salary 
negotiable In $30,000 to 
$3S,000 range. Relocation 
and housing assistance 
available. This Is a long term 
full-t ime poslllon. Phone 
(604) 758.3977 or 632-7415. 
(clO-2SS) 
Program Director Job 
opening for S l i thers  
Friendship Centre. Send 
resume and application to 
Box 2920, Slithers, B.C. V0J 
2N0. (c10-285) 
Terrace Honda Sales require 
a partsman to deal with 
Inventory control, Invoicing 
November 17, 1979 & customers. Top I wages. 
(nc.16N) Employers benefit. Tues..  
• -~- -  Set. Phone 638.8171. (cS.21S) 
Saint Matthew's Anglican 
Church Choir meets on 
Tuesday nlghts at 7:30 pm In 
the Church under the 
direction of Mrs. R. Lowrle. 
All Welcome. Please phone 
635-5425 for further In- 
formation. (nc-28S) 
WANTED •FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENTsnd SALES 
FLOOR 
Furn i ture ,  app l iances ,  
power tools, hand tools , '  
clean small cars, motor. 
bikes, boats, motors or any 
other Items In acceptable 
condition. 
Terrace Auction Mart - 
Corner of Lakelse & Apsley, 
635-5172. (ctfn.4.9•79) 
Acklands Limited requires 
m Inventoryclerk• Duties to 
Include: keeping stock 
records, placing orders with 
suppliers, expediting of 
orders and assisting In 
accounting. If you are 
looking for a career with a 
dynamic company servldng 
the Industrial and 
automotive market, we want 
to tsl k to you. For s personal 
Interview please contact H. 
Young at 2809 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
(c4-21S) 
National company Is looking 
for sales representatives Ior 
Prince Rupert and Terrace 
area. Wages, expenses and 
car allowance. Phone 112. 
mo~3-9!~. (c.4:21s) ..... 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 63S.S340 after 6. (am. 
10•08-79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service . 
~V,. ~ ; i  ,' ;? "~, ' "  , : ' :~  
4546 Park Ave. 
Terrace 
635.7249 
(am-4-07-79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(am-6-6-79) 
INSIST ON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Scl:lmltty's EXcavating 
' ,  .63S .~ " 
(am-6•6-79) "' ~;~ '~J ~'' 
t FOUND ' " 
Small femqie.-clog which Just 
' had puppl~e,.. Ligh t, gold In 
i col(~t~.'f~h0ne 635-437$. (fin) 
t.  
:.Sal'es representer  lye 
required for Marine• 
Trucking concern. 
Challenging position for 
career minded person. 
Responsibilities Include: 
sarvlcleg of customer ac- 
counts, equipment control, 
claims handling. Some 
travell ing Involved. 
Automobile would be an 
asset. Salary comensurate 
with experience. Apply to 
Box 375, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
V0J 3P9 (C5.21,24,26,28s,lo) 
Mature end very reliable 
housekeeper.babysitter 
required to care for two 
emall chiMmn. Must 
provide own Iron. 
eportatlon. Excellent 
salary can be expected. 
CaN I lMr  6 p.m. 631.1|03. 
(TFN-sff) 
Norald olaesifiedt 
l i |6 .U67 
BACKHOE 
FOR 
HIRE 
Phone 635•6454 or 635-6757. 
(ctfn•04.09.79) 
Musical Instrument. a ids  
Coronet. Make offer. 
Peugeot bicycle 22:/2 In 
frame. Newly over hauled 
$110. Phone 635-20`12 (p3•25s) 
New chesterfield and chair 
for sale. Phone 635.,13Sl after 
5 (c4-21s) 
One oll furnace and one 300 
gal. oll tank. Asking $250 
OBO Phone 635.3112 (c5.27s) 
Garage sale at 4919 Park Ave 
on Sat., Sept. 22, 1979. 
Household Items and high 
compression car parts. Time 
10 a.m. (c2-21s) 
Garage sale at 4031 Skoglund 
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on 
Sunday. Bikes, ski boots, 
Ice-skates, etc. (pl-21s) 
GL 1000. Exc. condition. New 
tires. Phone 635.2154 or 635- 
7144. (slf.nc) 
20 gallon hot water tank for 
sale. Asking $35. Phone after 
5 638.1752 (c3-2`1s) 
Looking for Furniture? 
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
used furniture at a price 
anyone can afford. We buy 
end sell. Call the Terrace 
Auction Mart, 4434 Lakelse 
Ave. ~35-5172. (ctfn.7.9-79) 
One 8 foot flbreg Isse canopy. 
Asking $300. One wood 
heater - $75. Phone 635.2668 
(p3.25s) 
For Sale or Trade. 1966 Jeap 
Wagoneer with 2 wheal 
drive. $500. Aim 110gal. Full 
oll tank with stand, 12x54 
steel trailer frame, approx. 
7()' of green & brown trailer 
siding. Ph 635.7861. (p5-245) 
Complete grocery, meat and 
produce store equipment. 
Available December In 
Kltlmat, B.C. For In- 
formation call 63.5..59.50 or 
420•5511. (C8- 
10,21,25,28A,2,5,91120) 
WA.T~O 
spot cash Paid 
for your old 
FURNITURE - GUNS 
- JEWELLERY 
- BCRIC SHARES - 
WE BUY • SELL.  
TRADE - DELIVER . 
Terraca'a Most Unique 
Second Hand 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlthlng 
Qoallty Workmanship 
Guaranteed 
Buy - Sell 
Good Used Skates 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum Street 
Ph. 638-1613 • 
[attn.12.9.79) 
Studio knitting machine for 
Garage Sale Sat. Sept• 22 at 
10 a.m. Kalum Lake Road, 
5.5 km from Hlghwsy 16. 
Fuel tanks - 100 gel. with 
pump, 500 gal. with stand, 
200 gal. stove, Chains and 
dachas. Welder set cam- 
#eta. Accalezoan outfit, tool 
set, canning lars, It lr loe 
toys, kitchen tebte, cowboy 
boots, other household ar.  
tlcles. (p1.21s) 
Footltl~ Disease forces sale 
d '76 Sarlgeter lS' boat. Coho 
model. Walk through wlnd- 
Jhleld. Full cenvae, sleeper 
seats. 450 hours. Well 
molntalned elate new - $6500. 
Phone 635.3744 or 635.6310 
(p3-2Ss) 
16:1= foot Stercraft super- 
sport boat with 70 hp 
Evlnrude and 6 hp Evlnrude. 
Complete vilth EZ.load 
trailer. Excellent condition. 
Many extr¢e. SagO0 Phone 
632-2B03 (c5-27s) 
3 bedroom side by side 
duplex for rent. Sea to 11 
a.m.. 12a.m. or 1:00 p.m. to 
0 p.m. No. 1-5008 Park Ave. 
(p3-21s) 
House for lease, 3 bedrooms, 
fireplace etc. To working 
muple no children,no pets, 
re fe rences :  requ i red ,  
available Oct. 31, apply In 
writing t 6 house P.O. Box 
Apt to share • Bench area. 
Phone 635.7904 In the 
sale. 2 years old. Ph 635-7878. evenings. (c3.21s) 
(c10.215) 
2 bedroom basement suite 
Or lver 's  compar tment  far rent. Available Im- 
per,itlon for Chevy Van. medlatelyS19S, per month. 
Cuslom bollt. 638-1037. (c4- Includes frlclge and stove. 
21s) No pets please. Prefer 
reliable couple. Phone 638. 
.. 1786 Is[tar 4 p.m. (c3.21l) 
I ii i i 
Matorhomefor ent. Sleeps 
6. Luxuriously equipped. 
Fully insured. Book early 
for your winter holiday. 
Available dally., weekly, 
monthly. Phone 632-2,120 
(C20-1 lo) 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
Sire & Dam out of Sliver. 
sheen Kennels. Available 
Oct. 19. Ph 630-1996. (pl0- 
265) 
Registered Airedale for sale 
. 5 months old. Female - 
house trained. Asking $100. 
Phone 632.786`1 (c2.21s) 
I am collecting Canadian 
coins. If you have dimes, 
nickels or quarters you have 
wanted to sell, now's your 
chance. Phone 638-1323. (p3- 
2,Ls) 
200 plus acres with mile or 
more of water frontage. Send 
details to Charles Cerrussl, 
Box 101, Noble, Ont. P0G 
IG0. (c20.20) 
Wanted: a motor for a 1973 
Vega. Phone 635.5892. (p5- 
215) 
Motorhome for rent. Sleeps 6 
'luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Book early for your 
winter holiday. Available 
dally, weekly, monthly. 
Phone 632.2420. (c20.110) 
WANTED TO BUY--  old car 
and truck and cat batterles. 
Top price paid. Will pick up. 
Ph 635.4735 anytime. (p20- 
4U) 
16:/2 ft. boat for sale. Has 60 
HP outboard motor. 2 brown 
bucket seats from a truck. 
$40 each. Phone 635.6763. 
(p4•14,19,20,21S) 
CASH 22' Flbregless boat. Fall 
Am purchasing BCRIC canvastop. Deep V hull, 302 
shares. Ph 635.4226. Also Ford Inboard. 270 Volvo 
selling Suzuki dirt bike. US• outdrlve. Complete with 
100. 1979 model. Practh.ally I.'~ad. Prlcedtosell. Contact 
new. Ph 635.4226. (c20.5U) 798.2567 (c5.25s) 
STORE FIXTURES 
FOR SALE 
Phone during the day. 
635-4576 
(ctfn-13-9•79) 
1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch. Designed to have 25 
ft. boat. Phone 635.4777. 
(ctfn.4.9.79) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 • ,1603 Scott 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments.  
Laundry & storage area.. 
Near schools and dowJn. 
town. Clean, q:Jlet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. Fslll-tlme 
manager In residence. 
63S-5|24 
[ctf-f) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
~leep lng  rooms,  
~ousekeeplng units, con- 
lrally located. Fully fur- 
~lshed. Reasonable rates 
~y day or week. Non. 
Jrlnkers only. Phone 6~. 
~11. (ctf-f) 
The B.C. Housln 
Management Is taking ap- 
plications for ac- 
commodation at the 
'Willows', 3404 Kalum Street 
for bachelor and 1 bedroom 
apartments. A rent sup- 
plement Is available 
depending on Income. 
Interested persons over 
the age of SS or single per. 
sons in Receipt of Gain for 
the Handicapped may obtain 
applications at No. 103. 3404 
Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
or by mall to: P.O. Box 310, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VeJ 3P9. 
Phone Inquiries collect to 
627-7501. (at fn.Fr.24.08.79) 
F) 
,1811 Straume. 4 bedroom 
home, 1176 sq. ft. Completely 
finished basement, bedroom, 
sauna, large laundry room, 
roc room, fireplace. Large 
lot, gas hesS. Priced low 
70's. For more detail or to 
view phone 635.60~ after 
4:30 p.m. (pS-25s) 
FOR SALE 
BY OWNER 
Quality 3 bdrm. home on 
secluded acres al 
Huck leber ry  Lane, 
Woodland Park. 1136sq. ft., 
oll heat. 2 fireplaces, 
heatllator, sauna, carport, 
dri l led well. Reliable, 
tested water supply. School 
bus. Drapes and ap• 
pllancas. Priced well below 
appraised value. Phone 
638.8314 (after 6 p•m.) 
(ctfn-Tu, Fr4.09-79) 
! " . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  , -- ' . . . .  " i ' q 
_ ~_ .  . . . . .  .' . , . 
) 
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4011 Streume 
4 bedroom home, 1171 IKI it. 
Corn plet,ely f ln lehed  
basement, bedroom, seu.a, 
large laudry room, rec morn, 
I I r Ip laa,  Large lot g l l  heat." 
Priced low 70'|. Per more 
detail or to view phone 635. 
10~ after 4:30 p.m. (p5450) 
t~vne;" traneterred. 4504 
FOR SALE 
BY OWN ER 
3 bdrm. hous'e has 
fireplace, no basement. 
Large lot 52x210 close to 
schools. Asking $45,000. 
For more Information 
)lease call 
631.1294 
¢ffn-13.9.79) 
Cedar Creec. Excellent 
nelghbourhood. Above. i974 3 BR Knight modular 
arena. 3 bedroom master homo situated on =/4 acre 
suite wlth extra room In full landscaped lot on Copperslcle 
basement. Wall to wall Subdlvlslen. Has vegetable 
carpet. Aflached double 
gera i l .  Gas heat and hot 
water. Asking $62,000. Open 
Sat. and Sun. 1.4 p.m. (pl- 
210) 
garden,  greenhouse,  
smokehouse & shed. Exc. 
rendition. Please call after 5 
pm 635.3014 (ctf-14-9-79) 
For Sale: 2 storey log home.. 
Approx. 1200 sq. ft. on main 
floor, located on large scenic 
Ioton Skeena Street. Call 638. 
1121 between 6.5 pm Mon.. 
Frl. (c10-215) 
For Sale: 4 bedroom house. 
Wall to wall carpet. Full 
basement all finished. 
Garage. Concrete driveway. 
On large, fully landscaped 
lot. To view phone 635-3845 
(p5.250) 
Mushroom Pickers 
Pine Mushrooms ore now being her. 
vested. For cash and the best price in 
town, contact: 
ELAINE INOUVE 
4.=on.. 635-9451 T.r, ca, B.C 
British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation 
Invitation to Tender 
SEALED TENDERS, MARKE D "CONSTRUCT NEW 
SNOW ROOF, MEZIADIN LAKE, B.C,", will be 
received'up to 3:00 p.m. October 3rd, 1979, end those 
available at that time will be opened In public at 4827 
Kelth ./~'en..t~.~"" 'Terrec~, B.C. VeG IK7. 
Tender deep, heats may be obtained at the above ad- 
dress. 
Tendere may be viewed at Amalgsmeted Construction 
AssoeMflen, 2MS Gek Street, Vancouver, B.C.; Oulkley ' 
VIHIN - Lakes District Construction Assuciatien, 4124 
Railway Avenue, Smlthors, B.C.; Prince Rupert 
Construction Assucleflon, Ne.1412 Third Avenue West, 
Prinns Rupert, B.C.; Prince George Constructlen 
ASUOCM#On, 3851- IIIlh Avenue, Prince George, B.C.; 
Terrace - K l t imt  ConstnJ¢tlon A ,  ocieflon, 4931 Kleth 
Avenue, Terrace, S.C. 
Teitd~ri mrust I~ fll~d ori the f~;~'ov lded ,  inaaied,  
clearly marked envelopes. 
Enquiries may be directed to the Building Manager, 
K.L. Eastman, 4897 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VeG 
1K7, telephone 638.1191 or Technical Services 
Manager, Mr. C.W. Wolf, 2275 Qulnn Street, Prince 
George, B.C. VgN 2X4, telephone 1414131. 
British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation 
Invitation to Tender 
SEALED TENDERS, MARKED "REPLACE 
SIDEWALK, CORRECTIONAL CENTRE, 
TERRACE, B.C." will be received up to 3:00 p.m. 
October 3rd, 1979, and those available at that time will 
be opened Irt public at 482"/Kelth Avenue, Terrace, S.C. 
VaG 1K7. 
Tender doeumente may be obtained at the above ad- 
dress. 
Tenders may be viewed at Alnalgiimated Construction 
Assoclaflm, 2175 Gek Street, Vencouver, B.C.i Bulkley 
Valley - Likes Olstdd Construction Association, 4114 
Railway Avenue, Smithort, B.C.; Prince Rupert 
Construction Assoclatlcm, No~ . ~ Third Avenue 
West, Prince Rope*t, B.C.; Prince Gee'it Con- 
struction Asse¢iatlcm, 3151 - 11111 Avenue, Prince 
George, B.C.; Terrece - KItlmat Construction 
Assoekllion, 4931 Kanh Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Tenders must be flied on the forms provided, In sealed, 
, clearly marked envelopes. 
Enquiries may be directed to the Building Manager, 
K.L. Eastman, 4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VOG 
1K7, telephone 138.1191 or Technical Services 
Manager, Mr. C.W. Wolf, 2275 Qulnn Street, Prlr¢e 
• George, B.C. V2N 2X4, telephone 0424121. 
55, PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
AUTO SALVA 
iiil 2914 Kalum St. LTD. .... 
i~ "The biliost stock of used truck parts 
in the northwest" 
_n_EOEHT ADDI11ONS FOR PARTS. 
'75 Bronco 176 Jeep CJ7 '79 Coupr 
'77 GM Van '78 Pontiac Wp. 
'78 F250 Crewcab '78 Chev 4 dr. 
'78 Chev Y2 Ton '77 Nova 2 dr. 
'78 T-Bird '77 Ford Ltd. 
.s.ms 
EvlilillS 635-3070 " Ken or Bi!! 
:::::::::::::::5:::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::':':':':':':':':':':':"':" :':~: *~: : ~:':::'* ': :*:::':*:::':':*':*:i:~ 
For Sale: 2 storey log home. 
~)prox. 1200 sq. ft. on main 
floor, located on largo scenic 
lot on Skeena St. Call 638.1121 
between 0-5 pm Mon.-Fr. 
(ci0.265) 
Small 3 bdrm. b~,se on 
75x200 lot. Ge~l~;nouse, 
cedar root ~O.?-and steel 
sh ~rage ~(~_ ,  , _Drilled well. 
F(r ~rt~- Information or 
sl:po'~.,nent to view plse. 
I~one 635.7410. (c20.50) 
Wanted to rent -.2 or 3 
bedroom fumlshed home. 
Close to town or by overpass. 
Phone 635.7630 (c10.5o) 
WANTED 
TO RENT 
2 or 3 bdrm. house with 
basement and fireplace 
preferred. Must be clean 
with 1 or 2 steps to front door. 
Call A.F. Williams at 567. 
4191 collect. (c20-25S) 
URGENTLY REQUIRED 
3 bedroom house to ren~ by 
responsible working family. 
Phone 635-3183 (p3.21s) 
Single businessman requires 
accommodetlon (furnished. 
o¢ unfurnished ) Immediately 
In Terrace ares. Phone 
Grelg at 635-6231 or 635-9151, 
room 373 evenings. (c5.215) 
Wanted to Rent: 2 or 3 BR 
home In downtown or bench 
area by Oct. 1 or the 15th the 
latest. References if 
required. Ph 635.2694, 635. 
9970, 63.';.6295 during the day. 
(pS.215) 
House with garage required 
as soon as possible by couple 
with no children or pets. 
References available. Phone 
638,1803. (ct fn.4.9.79) 
For Rent: 900 sq. ft. on 2nd 
floor. Air conditioned. 
Located at 4623 Lakelse Ave. 
Phone 635.2552. (ctfn.4-9-79) 
Warehouse or manufac. 
luring space available Ira. 
mediately. 3100 sq. ft. 
Downtown location. Phone 
635.7840. (cffn.4.9.79) 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfell6w~ "Hail .• .- 3222! 
Munroe. For further In-" 
formation phone 635-2794 or 
635-5661. (am-7.S.79.Tu, Fr) 
10 acres old Lakelse Lake 
Road. Near Williams Creek. 
$26,000 Phone 635-7950 or 635. 
5370 , (p5.26s) 
r ~' '" I . . . .  ill 
PRO'F"ERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., I 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
treed. 10 miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 bdrm. traller. Asking 
S51,500. For more In- 
formatlon contact: 
G.W. Glbson 
P.O. Box 148 
Topley, B.C. 
or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-3975 
i (nc -s t f  ) 
For Sale In Thornhlll. A very 
attractive 0S'xla0' building 
lot with water, power 
nearby. Asking 512,000. Ph 
638.1036 day or night. (c5- 
11S) 
LOT FUR SALE: Exc. large 
lot on 4516 Cedar Cresc. Ideal 
residential area with 
potential view. Sll,000. 
Contact 635.7696. (ctfn-14.9. 
79) 
For Sale - Fully equlped 
local convenience store with 
living accommodations. 
Sore does a good year.round 
turnover. For turther In- 
formation contact Box 1214 
care of the Terraca-Kltlmat 
• Dally Herald~ or phone 63.5. 
3971 (CTFN) 
1968 Chev Bel Air. Good 
condition. 1972 Datsun 
Pickup. Radio, canopy, 4 
speed. Phone 635-2243 clays, 
635.4385 evenings. (p5-215) 
For Sale: 1973 Ford Mercury 
Meteor. Good Cond. 5180~ 
ODe. Ph: 635.2950 or 638. 
1456. ASk for Ran. (p10.265) 
1969 Plymouth Wagon. PS, 
PB, air conditioning. Needs 
muffler $350. Ph 635-2547. 
(c6-10,12,14,17,19,21S) 
'77 Honda Civic. Low For Sale: 12x56 foot Knight 
mileage. Ext. Cond. 03200. trailer on large lot 11~!50 
Ph 635.7950 or 635.&170. (p5. foot. For further Info please 
215) call 635-5596 or view at 3560 
Newell Avenue. (p20.18o) 
For Sale: 1971 Ford Cyclone 
2 door H.T. Best offer takes. 3 bdrm. trailer 12x61 plus 
Pt). 635.2182 offer 5 pm. (ps.. 0x48 IneY shock. Finished. 
215) Asking $7,500 (.190. Ph 635. 
5261 for appointment to view. 
1973 Brown New Yorker. (p10-245) 
Excellent condition. •Only 
46,000 miles. All options. Ph For Sale: 1978 1,1)(70 Manco 
635-30.51after 2'pro. (c5-21S) mobile home, unfurnished, 
set up and skirted In local 
1979 Monte Carlo. Sun roof,, trailer park. Phone 635.9736. 
etc. All options except air (clfn.4-9-79) 
conditioning. Pd. I79500. 7500 
miles. Ph 635.9191 days. 635. 
6447 evenings. Ask for Don. 
(c5.215) 
r 
1971 Pontiac. Good running 
rendition. Phone 635.4355 In 
the evenings. (c3.210) 
For Sale: 1975 Chev Vega 
Halchback. Must sell. 
Phone 635-2192 or vew at 
3000 Pheasant Street. (c3- 
210) 
• 1979 Blue Metallic Mercury 
Marquis. 6,500 mllas; Im- 
macolate. An excellent 
Nghwey car. Phone 635.3846 
after 5:30 p.m. (c3.21s) 
1974 CheveHe Malibu Wagon. 
Good coodlflon. New tires. 
Low mileage. Asking 2,500 
or trade pickup truck end 
cash. Phone 638.1825. (p3- 
210) 
1969 Chevelle, G~xl Year 
tires on CDN rims. 11 to 1 
pistons. 650 Holly carbs. 
New clutch and pressure 
plate. Well maintained wlth 
many more ~xtras. Ph(me 
638-1417 or 635.5600 (cl06o) 
'76 Gren Torlno, p.s., p.b., 
air cond. Indudes winter 
radials. Low mileage. 
Asking L4,000 firm. " Phone 
799.2421 (p5-270) 
1969 Ford XL-500, 4 door 
auto, In good running con- 
dtlon. $500 Phone 635-4798 
Los.2ss) 
• For Sale: 1964 Ford Falcon, 
good running co~ltlon. 
Asking S350 Phone 638.1686 
(p5.260) 
1970 1-dr. Datsun 4 spd. 5350 
FIRM. Phone 635.2154 or 635. 
7144. Ask for Mike. (cffn-sff) 
V.W.,,station wagon, i New 
engine. Body in exc. cond. 
Snow tires. $1795. Ph 631.7710 
or 632-6476. (c6-225) 
1974 Dodge Club Cab. Rckup 
316 V6 auto trans., low miles 
$3.100. Phone 635-4730 (pS. 
2~s) 
72 Che~ swe Van~"' NoW 
radial tires, paint end In. 
sulated Interior. Phone 638- 
1037 (c4-210) 
1975 Ford F250 4x4 350 va. 
1974 12x68 Glendale mobile 
home. 3 BR plus utility. Set 
up and skirted wlth full deck 
In troller park. Immeculote 
condition. To vlew No. 12- 
Tlmberland Traller Park or 
phone 638.1953. (c5-21S) 
Con't p. 16 
Needed 
COPY 
TYPIST 
This is a permanent full time 
position, Fast and soourate 
i/pinK is n neoessily, 
Exoellent fringe benefits, 
Please phone for an appointment 
I~d t~pin| test. 
he,aid fill 
 ss,ss,  !i  
:•:::::::•:•:•:•:::•••:•:::•:•:•:•:•:::•:•::•::::::::•:•:•:•:•:::::::::::•:•:•:•:::::::•::••:::::::•:•:•:•:•:.:•:•:•:•::••:•!!• 
NDANC 
SKI  E;. SPORTS 
has an opening 
for a 
SALESPERSON 
Applicants should be able to meet the 
public and have an Interest in sports. 
. . . . . . .  Apply In person at 4736 Lakelse (Mini " 
Mail) or phone 635.5848 for Interview. 
I 
INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTANT 
PRINCE RUPERT 
Wallls, Scott and Rosario, Chartered Accountants, 
have vacancies for experienced accountants whose 
duties will Include preparation of financial statements 
and income tax returns. 
Ranumerat Ion offered will be attractive and Includes 
medlcah dontal and group lnsurance plons. Relocation 
assistance Is available. 
Interested applicants contact: 
DUN SCOTT 
WALLIS, SCOTT, R(~ARIO 
309 Rupert Squere 
500 2rid Avenue West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V0J 3T6 
Phone (60,I) 617.1371 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .;'; ; :: ; ;:; ; ;:;.': ~.~ 
liNEED EXTRA 0ASH .lii 
work part time 
The A&W will be taking applications 
for 1 kitchen position. 
HOURS: 11 a.m.- 2p.m. 
, DAYS: Men.- Frl, 
Ideal for any person wlth chlldren In 
school. Apply In person at: 
• S KE ENA tv'~,LL 
f . . . . . .  
HINISIRY OF HUHAH RESOURCES 
REHABILITATION OFFIOER 
Competition 79:238140 $16,s0041Uoopluenorlbern 
oliowanes. 
In Terrace to be responsible for the development 
md coordination of vocational and rehabilitation 
mrvlcse for social assistance recipients In area, 
p'ovlde counselling, id) referrals and follow-up and 
to develop end maintain local employer and 
training contacts. Supervision of support staff, 
counsellors and incentive workers and preparation 
d i-oports end statlstlca as required. 
Qualifications Diploma In vocational 
rehabilitation from a community college plus • 
minimum of two years' experience In the em- 
i:loyment counselling end vocational rehabilitation 
field or an equivalent combh'atlm of education and 
e(porlence; sound knowledge of the G.A.I.N. Act, 
Income Assistance Regulations end pertinent 
ministerial policies; eblllty to speak publicly and to 
supervise.. 
i Whm aonlvlna, pleete qt)ote ~m~t l l t~ J~ 
PS, PB complete with 
canopy, 23 channel 8 track 
tepe player. Evenings please 
call 635.7517. (ctfn.4.9.79) 
For SaD. 1977 Dodge Club 
cab 4x4. )7,000 kilometers. 
ton. Ph 638.8443. (c20-1(,1) 
For Sale: 1976 Cherokee 
wlde track, alr ccndltlonlng. 
Phone 638.1378 (p5.26s) 
Brand new 1979 250 Ford 
Idckup 4x4. Free wheeling 
hubs. 350 engine. Heavy 
dUty 'susponstm~ P.o., pJo. 
Phone 847-9504 (c5-27s). 
saie~,P.O, W eut~,' Oond ' 
635-4246.' (c5,21S) 
1772 Ford 4x4 F~IO0. SMO0.' ]. 
I 
1975 GMC customized van:, I 
P.S., P.B., lots Of ~'ex~es.': I 
Must be seen to be':a~,; 
preclated. Phone 635.2104 or" 
635-71,14. Custom Interior end 
exterior point lob. Ask for 
Mike. (nc.stf) 
Lot and lO'xM' Satewey. 
Fomlly home. Laundry 
addlflon. Seml furnlshed. 
Also, chestnut canoe, 20 
kilowatt electric light plant, 
XL12 chain saw. Phone 635. 
2715 (pl.210) 
1974 12x60 3 bedroom Estate 
Oeluxe. Set up end skirted In 
Sunny Hill Trailer Court with 
8x10 Insulated porch, 8x25 
veranda end work end 
storngeshed. Nice Iown and 
three flower beds. Phone 635. 
4798 (plG20) 
Must sell - ilx60 Diplomat 
/VoblleHome. (Furnished or 
unfurnished). Extras In- 
duded. Set up on treed lot In 
Kitlmot. Phone 632.1585 (c4- 
210) 
THE EDMONTON POLICE DEPARTMENT 
Everything you've always 
wanted in a mreer.  
And more. 
Most career opportunities offer a 
challenge. Most provide reasonable 
... ' financial rewards. Most recognize 
.~ '*~chievement. 
~: But very few 'jobs' give individuals the 
. opportunity to feel part of an important 
contribution to their community. 
' A career with the Edmonton Police 
Department offers it all. 
It's everything you think it is. 
Challenging. 
Interesting. 
Rewarding. 
And it's everything you 
may not think it is. 
Important. . ..............  :"~ 
Tough. ' ~ . . , ~  
D e m a n d i ~ ~  
•  /,il  iP 
• : :'!'~ ii:.: ....... ,""~'~'--""Jil~. 
If you are a Canadian citizen, at least 
twenty years of age, have a high school 
edueation'or the equivalent, and think 
you've got what it takes, we'd like to hear 
from you. We're looking for a few more 
good men and women right now. 
Chief of Police 
Edmonton Police Department 
4 Sir Winston Churchill Square 
EDMONTON, Alberta 
T5J 2C2 
w 
t 
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Rent subsidy said too costly 
OTTAWA (CP) -  The guy- John Crosbie. That is the homeowner plan. The Crosbie plan will be studied That would be aimed at responsible for Canada 
ernment could help the poor coot at the end of the plan's Conservatives hold only 135 in depth before a final about 100,000 senior citizen Mortgage and Housing 
and elderly pay their rent for four-year introduction seats, seven short of a declsion is made. househelds where the rent is Corporation (CMHC), said 
about one-third the total cost period in 1982. majority. Although the' government above 25 per cent of income, several weeks ago he 
of a subsidy plan for But unlike the Cmsbie The Liberals, with 113 moved quickly to announce But the Conservatives, favored a rent subsidy for 
homeowners unveiled this plan, which would give sente, have already in- the homeowner mortgage 
week, says a report prepared federal income tax rebates dicated they will vote plan to fulfill a major who are pledged to eliminato low-income senior cllkens 
the current $11.3-billion and Crosbie has also in- for the Clark cabinet, of up to $1,500 even to those agaimt he homeowner plan campaign promise, a budget defter by the mid- dicated there Is a need for 
Government sources say who don't need it, the rent unless something is added decision on a rent subsidy or 1980s, are reluctant to spend such a plan. 
the report puts a price tag of subsidy would be aimed for renters, and spokesmen shelter allowance appeal more money. They felt they A number of studies on a 
about $750 mlllion a year on a diroelly at senior citizens for the New Democratic some distance away. had to come through on the shelter subsidy program 
rent subsidy program for and families in the most Party, with 28 seats, have "Cabinet has asked 'what mortgage plan or face the were carried out under the 
about 500,-000 low-income difficulty. Generally, that demanded a better deal for is the range of wrath of the voters, former Liberal government. 
and senior citizen households would mean thoee laying out rentera nd the most needy possiblHti~,'"agovernment Thetis studies formed the 
where there is a tough more than 30 per cent of their homeowners, source aid. "They have sald Nothing was ever basis of a new look at shelter 
scramble each month to income for rent. Key to passage is the tiny 'this is something which we promised for renters or the subsidies ordered by the 
meet he rent. Sources say some mere. contingent of Social Credit would have to consider over poor. Conservatives during the 
That compares with a $2.3- bets of the Clark minority members with six votes. A the year.'" Elmer MacKay, minister summer. 
bl]]ion annus] pdee tag on gove--ent he,eve the rent spokesman f .  party ] .der  A report to cabinet sa,s h t e n d s  f o r  l i f e  the mortgage interest and subsidy is necessary tohead Fabien Roy said he sticks by that a subsidy program for 
hroperty tax subeidy for off a major Commons earlier statements that ha seniorcitlzensalonecouldbe 
homeowners announced confrontation with op- generally favors the mot- implemented for about $75 
Monday by Finance Minister position parties over the 
66. RECREATIONAL 
" VEHICLES .. 
Capital gains i 
tax supported BUSINESS D IRECTORY 
MONTREAL (CP) -- A Chamber president Sam ~:~ 
contentious proposal by Hughes said in a recent Plumbing. Heating • Commercial Servicing | :, 
owners of small.and Interview he d .n ' t  know Residential- Industrial .Specializing Gas Fitting NO IF" OPEN 
medium-sized businesses what the speech will cover, end Yellowhead Ha,, I urging the abolition of the but predicted It would be 
capital gains tax wi]l be op- "interestin8 in Ughtof an Chsrli B 1 g & Grai " ' J  ALEX'S ]K)DY SHOP I posed in Vancouver Sunday impending speech from the e e an  er  n : 
by leaders of the Canadian throne a couple of weeks  PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD. ' ~I 
Chamber of Commerce at from now." - Complete line of livestock feqd and supplement 
the group's ,50th-annual Hushes aid ahe]ishln8 the 'Unique Bothroom Boutique' - Clean end utility grain in the old MeEwan's Shop I 
- Founts and fenders for ell livestock ~1 meeting, capita] 8sins tax could well 4436 LAKELSE AVENUE 
The leaders fear abolition boomerang. A tax break on . Dry dog & cat food (Across fr0n the Skeins Hotel) [ 
of the tax could backfL,'e and dividends which has offsat P.O. Box 534 PHONE 635.9319 - pet fravelllng cages made to measure ~/h! 
they would lose a tax break the tax might be loot and TERRACE, B.C.VaG4B$ OR635.,320 3315 C lark  S t ,  635-3867 4513 Gre ig  635-2326 :\I cndividendawhlchhasoffset "other things could happen Install & Service @as, Wood & Oil Furancea 
the tax. suchem the provinces getting 
Also, the group Is to hear a back into succeMlon duties. ' i '~ 
policy speech by Economic "These are potential ~ 
Development Minister things that people who are EASTSIDE 
Robert deCotret, not specialists in taxation NORTHWEST PIPE f!t ~r:~'d~ don't see," he said. ~ 40e JOHN DEER ~lr GRADING ~ LAND CLEARINO 
"They can't -- and that's GROCERY & LAUNDROMAT WIYNMTHWHEEI. *RACKFiLLING ~IflIrvlrLING 
what the taxation committee All D E O U I PM Eli T LT D. ~: 
is goingto have to explaln." OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ,~ 
The committee will try in 
debate Monday to convince TO Serve You .PIPE, PLUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS. ii,~ HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, F E NCING ~ii! I 
the expected 450 voting WATER SOFTENERS AND MORE 
delegates to drop the WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 tERRACE 
abolition proposal and push . '~i~t 
instead to have the tax 4438 Lakelso 635-2104 5239 Ke i th  Avenue - Nedr B( Hydro Bay Mills Ltd., year ended lowered. PHONE ANYTIME 
July3l: 1979, tl,906,727,15,16 "lt's very tough for a room YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE DAvE & ALLAN 635.3505 635-7158 
a share; 1978, 1385,181, 98 full of delegates to stop and 
cents, comlder (the taxation corn- 
City and District Savings mi t tee 's )  pedant ic ,  [ :~"! 
Bank, nine months ended professional advice," he i 
July31:lfTg, lS,118,002,$2.31 .dded, "They'll want to vote Terraoe Eleotronio Repairs Ltd. GLACIER ~ 
a share; 1978, 16313332, with their hearts." ,; 
• ~ 
t3.08. Another emotional de . .  S[RVlN' re , In [  t Kn lmT I L =,b'b 1 Hatlelgh Corp., six months is expected on resolutions by ~i~ I 
endedJune30z-1979, lINg,000, the Regina a l l *  Wbmlpeg ,9.,d#'t AUTHORIZED I 441S tolJon JYlnle ~!i 
no share figures; 1978, chambers of commerce on ~ SERVICE I A ~_,~ TlrrlcI, II.C, . . . . . . .  ;:' $1,615,000, 
Seagram Co. Ltd., year grain marketing boards. ~ e  DEPOT I i~,'~, 
Regi= favors =e =ream- ~[O~J - Phlllpe, N~navox, Zenith | S bt~L "O ~:i 
ended July 31: 1978, cratic system ot marketing Sanyo, Toshiba 
t168,159,000, 14.79 a share; boards while Winnipeg, Mon..Sat.--9a.m.-6p.m. I ,~ A Complete Glass and ~,! 
1978, 190,564,000, 2.58. where the wheat board is Friday - -9  a.m. - 9 p.m. I 
headquartered, wants a 45~3 Leketse ,:$.454| I ~ Aluminum Service t;~ t minimum of bureaucratic ~:,i';~ 
control and a maximum of . ~.. ~ 
free enterprise. ~'~ i:/| 
DOLLAR "Itts a contentious issue FREE Ready Mix Concrate, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain ~:~ 
because It's too emotional -- Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrata Gravel, Bags of Cement, ~i:-i 
. ,  :g it's not Just economic." V. YerdConcreteMlxerAvallablefor R. t .  D ~  ¢~ ~ ii!i 
H~hea .,d. TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
The lack of any resolution WE DELIVER SATURDAYS ~!~il 
MONTREAL (CP) -- U.S. on unemployment insurance For these Items PHONE i~.39,1MI ~,~ ,'~ 
dollar in terms of Canadian Is surprising, he said, but is ~k" llllr teeth , boar claws ~=.J.,. READY MIX BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS ii ~ !: 
funds at 3:30 p,m, EDT probably due to the govern. * w01f teeth , beaver teeth co,, ,~u=~, ,td. I~:~l 
Thursday was up 11-50 at ment's commitment to ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~..,~i 
$:.1679. Pound sterling was review the program. 'k  loose or deer altbrs (slnole or pair) f/v,, . ~ WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR ~'/i 
up 2.46 at $2.5244. However, resolutions " HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. ~i'! 
In New York, the Canadian urging the abolition of the Available at the front desk of the ' i!ii',i1 
dollar was down 17-100 at right to strike in essential TEBCE HOTEL Plant off gromm ROod . 3713 KALUMSIR I ' L I  ,~ !: 
$0.8562 and pound sterling services and oppming the Tlmrnhlll " "  ILRRACI'. B.C PHONE b3S.2473 
was up 1.70 at $2.1615. tndexaUon f civil serv ice  i!'~ :'~1 
pemlons will be debated, ' i~/" 
I ;/i. 
S T O C K S . , ' s  eolmltolr,  ll~ ~,!! 
~CK YRCHTS Furniture ,pal, ~! 
[ SAN JUAN i~i~':%iest0rations, Hope Chests ii'ic 
, ."8..~ , . . /L U2 ':" TORONTO (CP) The to $s2½, Steel Co, of Canada 2| '  to 30' Sailboats :~: ~!; 
_ ~ U ~ ~  s~,,^~ ,,:;[~,,,~,' LrO. ~, '~" Cnstoa Hale Furniture, Refinishing ~ Toronto stock market was A V~ to !129, Jannoek Ltd. ~s & Accessories ~'[ ',c.
Bharply higher at the close of To $13, Canadian Pacific % " Golerll BlildJl[ C0ltractlq 
actlVeTheTSE 300 index c l imbe t rad ing  Thu sday, Provincialt° $39Y, Alrwaysand Eastern½ to 635-3OO!  ~ ~  , ~,,~ ~ ,~, ~ , .  :~: 
i ~-'- -'~4u io., '",L~( , , ,~ ~.~ ~,ooc, ~ ~..;. 15.17 to 1,737.04. $8V4. ' Ken Hanun :*' 
Analysts aid the advance I 2610 galum 636-6686 Terrao, '~ ~ ' 
was attributed to heavy MclntyreMlnesrsae6V4 to ill 
trading in gold issues and ~6~A, Dome Mines 2 to $55V~ " - ' '~ 
o, IN C l lrl  EP, IN Wayside Groceries ,i Volume was 8,80 million $33½, Teek Corp B % was ~. 
compared with ';.47 million downtoSZ6½a,dBioAliom d, : l  ICIrtIFS !: 
Wednesday. ,/~ to 131. L. I 4711-G Keith Ave.  
Amen8 industriais. Gulf Amalgamated Bonanza - - - - " - - "  r - -  • aW~nternr;,,es ~: 
CO OP " '  Cans.!a was up7 to $146'~, Petogalned2Y= to27, Pan- ,~  ~ . t s r  I',.i,.,,dis ' ( ' ( ) l l~ l ' l l i l ' l l ( ' l '  . , . ;tore Falconbrldge Nickel A 3 to Canadian 1 to ~2½ and " iii 
$70, General Motors 2V~ .. Canadian Superior Oil l:/z to MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS ' 
~4, Bay Mills 2 to $20 and $161,/z. National Pete 3224 Kalum Street,Terrace .ouRs.  ,~ 
Kaiser Resources 1% to dropped six cents to 11.11 Natural Foods-- Books-- Locat Crafte 7:30 am 12:30 am I,:, 
$32~. and Canadian Natural Weekdays - .,, 
MICC Investments fell % Resources % to 14P/s. ANYONE CAN SHOP AT DELIGHTS... Wayne t3S.StII4 C!:~. 
ONLY MEMBERSGET DISCOUNTS Weekends 10:00 am - 11:00 pm o,y,  13S4:35 ERNIE 5354313 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Resource Warrants was un ~ 
Prices were mixed in heavy .07 at.53 on 94,800 shares ~no . . . .  ~1 " ' 
trading Thursday on the AcUon Resources was up .13 ~'~":~/~"~ ~ L ~ 
Vancouver Stock Exchange. at 12.48 on 88,~33. Toumisan C " G NOW OPEN t ~. V°lume at c'°'e was Mirdn wasup't'atll'88°n  l /shares. " B & G  5,2B3,eW 84,900 shares and Copper ! L~(~ ,/ ) Sf fzooth  SGrj]Jx]g U 
Of shares traded, 163ad- Glant wae up A2 at $1,46 on 0 C & H Industrial Cleaning ~:, 
vanced, 148 declined and 162 71,300. Comaplex Resources ~0 the N 
• ere u.~h.,ed *-- .p .,0 at .,= ,~d ~ ~ ~ C 0 Ltd. ~ 
In the lndustrlals, B.C. Re- Groundstar Resources was Herald! ~ [ R 
sources Investment Corp. down .06 at $1,01, ~ ~ ..~ ~ ~. . . ,~ / 
was up .30 at 18 on 160,804 " R 0 "WE TRAVEL .-- YOUR HOURS" 
sharesand Proflex Ltd. was On the curb exchange, M Steom Cleaning ond Pressure Woshing 
unchanged at .12 on lo,00o. Brican Resources was up .30 ~ 2701 South Kalum St. 
Great National Land was up at $1.60 on 236,200 shares and 3212 KALUM PHONE 635-6357 4 =',,I,.. ~ss-l~z4 o, s~s-~s4s 
.10 at $1.40 on 8,200 share, Santa Sarita Mining was up i 635-6180 T 
and Woodward Stores A was .25 at $1.50 on 70,200. Nor- ; 
unchanged at $25 on 4,000. thern Lishta was up,l l  at .45 
Canadian Javelin was down on 60,000 shares and Veronex ;
.o5 at $1.20 and Potter Resources was down ,03 at. 
A . .  O . .x  C a l  ! a t 6 3 5 6 3 5 7 9 t o 5 at $1.70. Mines was up .06 at .4O and '~  ~ • • On the resource and West Trend Resources was 
development board, Action up .11 at $1.99. I I 
1979 25' travel trailer. Air Excellent cond. Phone 635. 
mndltlmlng. Sleeps 8. ,~=, ,.,,a,.~ 
Excellent condltlon. Like 
row. Phone 635-4625 (pS.24s) 
8' Camperett e. Excellent 
rand. S600. 5:h hp Johnson. INCORPORATE 
~**hn~rd $300. 1977 Yamaha $100 + filing fen 
Y.-Z..805475. Phone 635-7869 We prepare your In. L 
• (p2.24s) corporation papers over the 
C~ phone-  fast. For more 
6' Scamper tra'vel trainer. Intormatlon call THE LAW 
Excellent condition. SHOPPE of JACK D. 
Electric water system. JAMES, M.B.A., LI.B. TOLL 
Portable toilet, frldge, FREE 112.800.663.3035 ( In 
awning etc. $2500. Phone Vancouver area call 687. 
635.3744 or635.6310 (p3-25s) 2442).' Chergex and 
Mastercharge walcomed. 
For Sale: 1973 1' Coachmen (atfn.Fr-14.9-79) 
51hwheel. Open to offers. In For safe permanant hair 
good condition. Lots of removal. Electolysls byl 
extras. Writs Jack Taylor Jackle. Complimentary: 
